
 
 

 
 

Proposed Staff Recommendation Consent Calendar February 23, 2012 
 
 IMPORTED WATER COMMITTEE   
9-  1. Adopt Delta policy principles.  

Adopt Delta Policy principles to guide staff in evaluating Bay-Delta initiatives and 
the Water Authority’s advocacy to ensure as successful implementation of a Delta 
solution.   

  

    
 LEGISLATION, CONSERVATION AND OUTREACH COMMITTEE   
9-  2. Small Contractor Outreach and Opportunities Program Committee recommended 

modifications related to goals for fiscal years 2012 and 2013.   
Establish a 25 percent SCOOP goal for fiscal years 2012 and 2013.  Develop a 
sheltered market procurement program for small businesses on procurements greater 
than $10,000 and up to $150,000.  Evaluate surety bonding requirements on a 
case-by-case basis based on risk exposure.  Contact member agencies to solicit 
interest in a clearinghouse system.    

  

    
 ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCE COMMITTEE   
9-  3. Treasurer’s report. 

Note and file the monthly Treasurer’s report.     
  

    
9-  4. Policy recommendation regarding disbursement of potential proceeds resulting 

from Metropolitan Water District rate litigation.  
Adopt a policy approving the allocation and  distribution to Water Authority 
Member Agencies of any net refund proceeds, less legal expenses incurred by the 
Water Authority, resulting from the outcome of the MWD rate litigation, with the 
funds  being distributed to each member agency based upon its proportional 
 share of M&I Melded Supply water deliveries for each year during the period of 
the litigation.    

  

    
 ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE    
9-  5. Professional services contract with Tony Demaria Electric, Inc. for annual 

electrical preventative maintenance inspection, testing, on- call and emergency 
repair services.  
Award a two-year professional services contract (with optional third year) to Tony 
Demaria Electric, Inc. for an amount not-to-exceed $350,435 for annual electrical 
preventative maintenance inspection, testing, on-call and emergency repair 
services.   

  

    
 



 
   

February 22, 2012 
 
Attention: Imported Water Committee 
 
Metropolitan Water District Delegates’ Report (Information) 
 
Background 
The MWD committees and board met on February 13 and 14.  The next regular MWD board and 
committee meetings are scheduled for March 12 and 13.  
 
Discussion 
This section summarizes discussions held and key decisions made at the February MWD 
committee and board meetings, as reported by the MWD delegates.  The Water Authority 
delegation supported six of eight action items approved by the MWD Board. This month, each 
MWD group briefly reported on its proposed biennial Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
budget, including current and projected staffing levels.  A common discussion held throughout the 
various committees revolved around how each group budgeted for unfilled positions.  
 
Attachment 1 is a copy of the February committee and board meeting agendas and MWD’s 
summary of actions.   
 
Communications and Legislation Committee
The committee received a report on the External Affairs’ proposed biennial budget for fiscal years 
2012/13 and 2013/14.  The projected External Affairs’ O&M budget is $15.5 million in 2012/13, 
increasing to a proposed $16.0 million in 2013/14.  Deputy General Manager of External Affairs 
Linda Waade reported that for the proposed budget, the External Affairs plans on reducing staffing 
staff from 51 to 47 positions, but the savings are offset by increases in merit and benefit and 
outreach and communication costs resulting in the 2012/13 budget being only about $0.4 million 
lower than 2011/12 budget.   

  

 
The committee also heard reports on legislative activities from Sacramento and Washington, D.C. 
MWD’s State Legislative Representative Kathy Cole reported that recent polling from the 
California Alliance for Jobs indicate that the current water bond is too big to win voters’ support.  
She added  that California State Senate President pro tempore Darrell Steinberg (D - Sacramento) 
plans to make a decision in the near future on the size of the bond and on whether or not it is 
politically appropriate to have the bond appear on the ballot in November 2012 (without any 
detriment to the governor’s tax measure).  Cole said Steinberg has suggested possibly delaying the 
bond to 2016. 
 

The committee and board approved four items and deferred an item related to a solids dewatering 
facility and lagoons at the Jensen water treatment plant.  Jensen is the only plant in MWD’s 
system that does not have on-site solids dewatering facilities, and cannot handle sustained high 
plant flow or short-term peaks of poorer water quality.  Currently, the proposed location for the 
onsite lagoons is leased to Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks, which subleased the 
property to the Granada Hills Youth Recreation Center for youth soccer and baseball.  Director 

Engineering and Operations Committee 
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Grunfeld (Los Angeles) requested to table the item until negotiations, between the city of Los 
Angeles and MWD, on where to relocate the fields are completed.  Director Peterson (Las 
Virgenes) argued that MWD should proceed because the city of Los Angeles has delayed 
negotiations and the soils at the selected location are the best solution for MWD.  Director Steiner 
seconded the motion to table the item for a time certain – 60 days, as suggested by Los Angeles; 
however, unprompted by Los Angeles, Director Blake (Fullerton) asked to extend tabling the item 
to 90 days; Steiner then declined as second – she noted that the negotiations could proceed on a 
more accelerated schedule.  The modified motion was accepted by Grunfeld and instead seconded 
by Blake and was passed. 
 
Staff also presented to the committee the Water Systems Operations Group’s (WSO) and 
Engineering Services proposed biennial budget.  The WSO biennial budget is $208.5 million in 
2012/13 and then increasing to a proposed $218.1 million in 2013/14.  Staff noted that because 
one-half of the 946 currently filled positions are involved in “effective” maintenance, it is critical 
to improve staff’s skills and knowledge in this area (to meet all schedule deliveries and maintain 
emergency response capability).  As part of the biennial budget objectives, WSO is focused on 
developing its workforce through the apprenticeship program, and technical and managerial 
training.  Grunfeld questioned why temporary staff is consistently shown on the staffing trend, but 
not included as part of the “authorized” positions.  Staff responded that the temporary staff is not 
regular full-time employees.  In response to Director Edwards (Foothill) question, staff indicated 
that the WSO group carries an 8 percent vacancy rate; while the WSO budget is based on 946 
positions, in actuality, there are only 870 positions filled.  Staff indicated plans to bring the 
vacancy rate to 5 percent in this biennial budget cycle. 
 
The Engineering Services O&M biennial budget includes $24.9 million in 2012/13 and then 
increasing to a proposed $26.2 million in 2013/14.  Its biennial budget also includes a Capital 
Investment Program (CIP) of $218.0 million in 2012/13, then increasing to a proposed $258.0 
million in 2013/14.  Staff also briefly covered MWD’s overall CIP biennial budget, which totals 
$225.7 million in 2012/13, then increasing to $295 million in 2013/14, totaling $552 million over 
two years.  Of the total two year budget, over 68 percent or $374 million is dedicated to 
infrastructure reliability and 28 percent or $154 million is focused on water quality.   
 
The committee also heard an update on MWD’s Energy Management Plan.  The Hoover Power 
Allocation Act of 2011 was signed on December 20, 2011.  Staff said that MWD will begin 
discussions to amend the implementation agreement resulting from the Act and on arrangements 
for the coordinated operation of the Colorado River Aqueduct.  In addition, the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) cap-and trade program went into effect on January 1, 2012, staff 
reported that it continues to work toward resolution of establishing MWD’s obligations under the 
program.  In the meantime, MWD is working with its legal team on how to register with CARB 
under protest.    
 

The committee and board approved an item that authorizes the execution and distribution of 
Remarketing Statement in connection with the remarketing of the Water Revenue Refunding 
Bonds.  Chief Financial Officer Gary Breaux reported that the action may result in a savings 
between 8 percent and 10 percent of the refunded amount (between $10 million to $20 million in 
present value).  The delegates did not support the action due to concern that MWD did not 

Finance and Insurance Committee 
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adequately disclose its financial risks in the offering statement as described in a letter to MWD 
(see Attachment 2).  Director Barbre (Municipal Water District of Orange County) asked why 
under the list of liabilities, MWD did not disclose the actual unfunded liability amount of Other 
Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB).  Staff noted that the OPEB unfunded liability of $404 million 
(as of January 2009) is discussed in another section.  On another note, Director Evans (Western) 
requested that staff make it clear where the money funding the conservation programs originates 
and that some customers are eligible to receive it direct or indirectly.  Subsequent to the committee 
discussion, MWD responded to the Water Authority delegates’ letter stating its belief that the 
assumptions in the Remarketing Statement and MWD’s best estimate of water sales are reasonable 
(see Attachment 3).  The letter also states that MWD had modified Appendix A to disclose the 
Water Authority’s disagreement with the assumptions.   
 
MWD staff also reported on its investment activity and financial highlights.  Breaux said water 
sales continue to trend under budget at about 1.67 maf (which dropped further than the projected 
1.68 maf last month) compared to the projected budget of 1.8 maf; firm MWD water sales, 
exclusive of the Water Authority’s QSA water of about 162.7 taf and 225 taf of replenishment 
water, are approximately 1.29 million acre-feet (maf).  As a result of the projected lower water 
sales revenue of $96 million, which was offset by about $17.7 million in other revenue, MWD 
expects its revenue to be about $78.6 million under budget.  While the cost of supply programs 
and O&M is expected to increase ($20.5 million), MWD expects lower supply costs due to 
reduced demand: State Water Project costs ($59.0 million); lower Colorado River Power costs 
($13.0 million); lower demand management projects ($11.6 million); and lower debt costs ($4.6 
million) and other reductions ($9.2 million) to lower projected expenditures by $75.9 million.  
Staff anticipates closing the revenue and expenditure gap by the use of $2.7 million in reserves. 
 
The committee also heard reports on MWD’s reserve policy and outstanding debt.  Staff reported 
efforts are underway to review MWD’s current policies, which were designed to give a degree of 
rate stability.  Staff plans to return to the committee in March with a more in-depth review of the 
financial policies.  In response to a previous question from Edwards, Breaux said that MWD 
currently has $4.82 billion in outstanding debt, with the majority in fixed rate ($2.963 billion). 
Director Lewinger asked staff to also illustrate expected future debt based on MWD’s Capital 
Investment Plan and Integrated Resources Plan. Breaux then lead into the CFO’s biennial budget 
explaining that the O&M budget is $8.40 million in 2012/13 increasing to a proposed $8.73 
million in 2013/14, mainly due to labor cost increases.   
 
Budget and Rate Workshop.   
At the commencement of the workshop, Finance and Insurance Chair Grunfeld acknowledged the 
letter from the Water Authority delegates on the proposed budget and associated rates and charges 
(see Attachment 4).  He agreed that the letter raised a series of issues most appropriately discussed 
in the F&I Committee and workshops.  Prior to the committee meeting, MWD replied to the 
delegates stating that questions raised would be addressed in the committee meetings and board 
workshop (see Attachment 5). Grunfeld also suggested that at the culmination of the workshop, 
the directors may decide to adopt the biennial budget and corresponding rates and charges directly 
after the public hearing scheduled in March.   
 
Breaux said the purpose of the workshop is to respond to questions emanating from the first 
workshop, such as explaining how MWD budgets its staffing levels.  He added that while MWD 
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has budgeted for 1,798 positions for 2012/13 and 2013/14, the actual position count as of January 
2012 is 1,752.  Since January, MWD is currently recruiting to fill those positions.  Director 
Wilson questioned the need to budget for 46 unfilled positions, when the previous month MWD 
reported that retirement in the next several years is expected to result in open positions.  Wilson 
added that MWD should size its operation to accommodate the lower demands and to ensure that 
revenues can meet MWD’s costs.  General Manager Kightlinger responded that the staffing trend 
in the last five years has decreased and the 1,798 positions in the biennial budget are needed to get 
MWD’s “job done.”   
 
Staff then briefly described strategic priorities and the rate elements supporting the effort.  
Lewinger questioned why the delta supply surcharge was eliminated when the purpose, efforts, 
and costs still continue.  Kightlinger said that because the cost today is “de minimis,” staff found 
ways to reallocate those costs to other rate elements.  In response to Lewinger’s continued 
questioning, staff said they would return (to the committee) identifying where those expenses 
would be recovered.  Grunfeld clarified that staff will provide the anticipated amount of charge for 
this effort.  After Director J. Murray (Los Angeles) described the purpose of the delta supply 
surcharge as one to separate costs for the delta effort and to provide an avenue to make things 
easier for staff in reporting the costs spent on the effort; following that logic, Director Heidel 
questioned why the charge was suspended.  Kightlinger noted that current Delta litigation is a 
“couple of million dollars per year” and since MWD was not purchasing more replacement water, 
which is “tens of millions of dollars per year,” the costs are de minimis in MWD’s overall rate-
setting.  Steiner questioned if the anticipated costs will include what staff is planning to spend on 
the BDCP and related efforts.  Kightlinger agreed, added that there may be a large-scale project 
next year presented to the board and said that staff would reinstate the delta supply surcharge as 
costs begin to grow, if directed by the board.  Lewinger asked why MWD would not want to 
continue the surcharge regardless how small it may be to highlight the Delta issue.  Breaux said 
that the delta supply surcharge would be as low as $5/af if the State Water Project Table A 
allocation is 65 percent, and at $9/af at 60 percent Table A allocation.  Barbre stated that the delta 
supply surcharge is important to keep in place to easily identify what costs are attributed to the 
delta effort.  
 
Staff described its reasoning for the recent reduction in funding CIP with Pay-As-You-Go 
(PAYGo) revenues, in short, to mitigate rate hikes.  Wilson suggested and Breaux agreed that the 
board revisit the PAYGo policy and consider changing its strategy so that it is proportionate to the 
total CIP over time.  Grunfeld added that the discussion will take place with the Long Range 
Finance Plan Update.  Lewinger pointed out that MWD is not following its own PAYGo funding 
policy, using PAYGo for a different purpose, which unfairly shifts revenues intended for capital 
projects to operations in those years budgets were adjusted midyear to reduce PAYGo spending, 
as well as shifting obligations from current ratepayers to future ratepayers.  He requested a cost 
analysis be done.   
 
Staff described two other proposed water rate alternatives (see Attachment 6 for MWD’s report 
describing the alternatives). Alternative 1 would increase rates by 10 percent in 2013 and 5 percent 
in the succeeding year.  The higher rate increase would result in an increase in projected revenue.   
Wilson recommended that MWD use the excess revenue to improve MWD’s financial condition 
by paying down OPEB or funding of PAYGo.  As for Alternative 2, which would increase rates 
by 5 percent each year in 2013 and 2014, is supported by Evans, because he felt that the 
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recommended rates would punish MWD’s customers for good behavior (e.g., conservation).  He 
also suggested MWD reduce funding for conservation and Central Valley storage to name a few.  
Murray said Los Angeles believes MWD could get to the 5 percent/5 percent rate alternative but 
not at the detriment of conservation.  Blake stated support for further increasing the water rates to 
10 percent in 2013 and 5 percent in 2014.   
 
During the workshop, the Water Authority delegates also reiterated some of the requests 
mentioned in the letter that: 1) MWD does a sensitivity of 1.5 maf of sales; 2) MWD develops a 
expenditure contingency plan, and includes the contingency plan as part of the budget adoption in 
case revenues are less than budgeted or expenditures are higher; and 3) staff responds in writing to 
the delegates’ letter on the budget and rates and charges.  Because there were no comments or 
opposition on plans to adopt the budget and rates and charges after the public hearing in March, 
Grunfeld said the schedule would be set as such.   
 
During the board meeting, Kightlinger stated staff will provide the necessary resolutions in March, 
so the board may adopt the rates and charges in the same month. Lewinger followed by Director 
Lowenthal (Long Beach) questioned the need for expediting the adoption and requested instead 
that adoption of the budget and rates and charges be considered in April (as originally scheduled).  
Kightlinger pointed out that the suggested change of schedule was made by Grunfeld.  Lowenthal 
added that the process should be transparent with MWD’s reply made in public and board 
questions responded in open.  Barbre asked staff to allow time during the Executive Committee 
meeting planned on February 28 to discuss the adoption schedule. 
 

Committee Chair Wunderlich (Beverly Hills) reported Korn-Ferry, an executive recruitment firm, 
identified candidates to interview by the recruitment subcommittee for MWD’s open General 
Counsel position.  Korn-Ferry is now checking references of the short-listed candidates identified 
by the subcommittee.  Wunderlich said that plans are in place to return to the board with a more 
narrowed selection in March (formerly February) to allow board members to meet the candidates.   

Legal and Claims Committee 

 
Interim General Counsel Marcia Scully reported that in 2003 a claim from the Navajo nation filed 
against the federal government has resurfaced.  She said that MWD was informed that legislation 
would be introduced to settle that claim.  Subsequently, on February 14, Senator Jon Kyl (R-
Arizona) introduced legislation, co-sponsored by Senator John McCain (R-Arizona) that would 
authorize spending more than $300 million on three groundwater-delivery projects on the Navajo 
and Hopi reservations.  In exchange, the two tribes would give up their claims to water in the 
Little Colorado River system. 
 
Staff also reported on the General Counsel’s proposed biennial budget for fiscal years 2012/13 and 
2013/14.  The projected General Counsel’s O&M budget is $14.7 million in 2012/13 and $14.6 
million in 2013/14.  Staff said the 2012/13 budget is about $2.1 million higher than 1.8 maf 
2011/12 budget due to increases for labor costs ($300,000) and the remainder for water rate and 
water quality litigation, professional services for Bay-Delta and technology upgrades.  There are 
no planned changes in the staffing levels. 
 
Staff also gave an update on the Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharge Permit Proceedings for 
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District.  MWD, along with other water agencies, provided 
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comments on the tentative permits issued by the San Francisco Regional Water Quality Board, 
which do not require ammonia removal (found to impair the base of the food web that supports 
aquatic life in the Delta, including Delta smelt and longfin smelt).  The Regional Board issued its 
response, revised the permit to respond to some of the comments made by MWD and agencies, 
but did not agree to require ammonia removal.  MWD plans to respond to the revised permit and 
will report back to the committee on the status. 
 
In closed session, the committee discussed several issues, including litigation with the Water 
Authority; however, Wunderlich reported that no action was taken.   
 

AFSCME President Stephen Williams addressed the committee to convey two issues he reports 
adversely affects employee morale – 1) the lengthy process to complete the Class and 
Compensation Study and the 2) current MWD practice of how MWD records employees’ time 
during shutdowns in order to correspond MOU-authorized work schedules with the operational 
needs during the shutdowns.  Kightlinger responded that these issues will be addressed in the near 
future and the results will be reported back to the committee.  

Organization, Personnel and Technology Committee 

 
The committee received a report on the biennial 2012/13 and 2013/14 budget for the Human 
Resources Group.  While the Human Resources Group plans to reduce its staff by two regular 
positions and two temporary positions from 2012/13 to 2013/14, the biennial budget remains 
somewhat flat at $11.5 million in 2012/13 and 2013/14.  Staff attributed the cost trend to increases 
for merit and benefits and insurance premiums.  The Business Technology Group (BTG) also 
reported on its proposed biennial 2012/13 and 2013/14 budget, which includes plans to reduce its 
staff by nine regular employees.  Because of negotiated merits and benefit increases, the staffing 
reduction only resulted in  the projected BTG’s budget for 2012/13 being reduced by $0.9 million 
when compared with 2011/12 budget of $49.9 million.  The proposed 2013/14 budget will 
increase to $52.9 million.    
 
The committee also heard reports on Information Technology Strategic Plan, Business 
Technology Group’s workforce skill assessment, and health care alternatives. 
 
Water Planning and Stewardship Committee
The committee and board adopted resolutions to accept potential funding for two programs – 
efficiency ice makers and turf replacement program – and authorized entering into contracts with 
the Bureau of Reclamation if selected for grant funding under the Water SMART grants for fiscal 
year 2012.  Steiner asked whether all MWD member agencies would have equal access to funds 
made available under this item; Water Resources Manager Deven Upadhyay said yes. Lewinger 
clarified the question and asked whether MWD’s matching funds would be made available for all 
under this item, and Upadhyay again confirmed that funds are available to all 26 agencies.  During 
the board meeting, Kightlinger asked staff to correct a previous statement; Upadhyay said that 
since the turf replacement program’s matching funds are provided by MWD’s incentive programs 
that are subject to the Rate Structure Integrity language, the Water Authority is not eligible to 
receive the matching funds based on how the program is currently structured.  As a result, 
Lewinger made the motion, which was accepted, to bifurcate the vote and separate out the 
provision of matching funds through MWD’s existing programs.  The delegates voted no on the 
provision.   
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The committee received a report on the biennial 2012/13 and 2013/14 budgets for the Water 
Resources Management Group.  While the group plans to remain flat at 69 budgeted positions 
(only 63 positions are currently filled), the biennial budget will slightly increase by about 3 
percent or $0.43 million in 2012/13 to accommodate merit increases and increases in professional 
services for conservation market research and demand studies.  The program budget will again 
increase by 3 percent or $15.2 million in 2013/14 as a result of further merit increases.  Staff 
reported actions to manage its budget by not backfilling some retirements and eliminating vacant 
positions, renegotiating conservations vendor contracts and reducing its membership payments.  
Lewinger pointed out that the group has performed its duties while six positions remained unfilled 
and questioned what would not be completed if the group were to budget at the current staffing 
level.  Upadhyay said that 55 percent of the group is eligible to retire; as a result the positions are 
needed for succession planning.    
 
The committee also received reports on MWD’s Water Surplus and Drought Management, 
proposed replenishment program and Bay-Delta and Colorado River matters.  Staff reported that it 
is unlikely that replenishment water would be made available this year based on the moderate 
water supply outlook.  Staff added that the development replenishment approach will be included 
in the Long Range Finance Plan update process.  Morris requested that the resources portion of 
replenishment continue to be discussed in this committee rather than Finance and Insurance. 
 

Directors Griset (Santa Ana), Morris (San Marino), Record (Eastern) and Wright (Torrance) were 
assigned to the Special Committee on Bay-Delta.  As part of the General Manager’s report, 
Kightlinger said that along with himself, Breaux, Chief Administrative Officer Gil Ivey, and Chief 
Operating Officer Debra Man will collectively seek potential additional reductions to the proposed 
budget.  Also, on an item to approve development guidelines and land use planning concepts for 
Diamond Valley Lake, Heidel stated that the Water Authority supports the item based on the 
policy principles that projects being considered would be revenue producing and would reduce 
MWD’s expenses.  She also said that during the subcommittee meeting, held late January, MWD 
staff reported that projects that were already deemed not feasible by MWD, such as the 
Recreational Vehicle (RV) Park, would not be included in the planning concepts.  Heidel asked for 
clarification because the proposed CIP budget for DVL still shows development of the RV park.  
Real Property and Asset Management subcommittee Chair Hawkins (Central Basin) said that 
while the RV park is not feasible today, as DVL expands in its recreational activities, an RV park 
may be needed in the future.  Kightlinger said that the proposed CIP does not reflect this action 
and will be updated by direction of the board.  He added that if the RV Park were to return for 
discussion, which he does not foresee in the near future, it would be limited to infrastructure 
development.  Heidel also clarified and Kightlinger affirmed that the intent of MWD is not to fund 
or develop projects but instead lease or transfer the land and have the development costs borne by 
the developer or lessee. Chairman of the Board Foley (Municipal Water District of Orange 
County) requested that the minutes reflect this discussion.  With these assurances, the delegation 
supported the item. 

Board Meeting 

 
Prepared by:   Debbie Discar-Espe, Senior Water Resources Specialist 
Approved by:   Communications and Legislation Committee by Lynne Heidel and  
   Keith Lewinger 
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   Finance and Insurance Committee by Keith Lewinger and Doug Wilson 
Engineering and Operations Committee by Fern Steiner 
Legal and Claims Committee by Lynne Heidel and Fern Steiner 

 Organization, Personnel and Technology Committee by Fern Steiner and  
 Doug Wilson 

Water Planning and Stewardship Committee by Keith Lewinger and  
   Fern Steiner 
 
Attachment 1:   MWD’s February board meeting agendas and Summary of Actions 
Attachment 2:  Letter on Remarketing Statement, February 13, 2012 
Attachment 3:  MWD Letter Responding to Delegates on Appendix A to Remarketing  
   Statement, February 14, 2012 
Attachment 4:  Letter on Proposed Budget and Rates and Charges, February 3, 2012 
Attachment 5:  MWD Letter Responding to Delegates on Budget and Rates and Charges,  
   February 10, 2012. 
Attachment 6:  MWD’s proposed water rate alternatives, February 14, 2012  



Date of Notice:  February 1, 2012 

 
 
 
 
Regular Board Meeting  

 
February 14, 2012 

12:00 p.m.  --  Board Room 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
MWD Headquarters Building                          700 N. Alameda Street                         Los Angeles, CA 90012 

 
 
 

1. Call to Order 
   
 (a) Invocation:   Lawrence Gibbs, Unit Manager IV, Business Technology 

Group 
 

 (b) Pledge of Allegiance:  Vice Chair Gloria Gray 
   
   

2. Roll Call 
  
  

3. Determination of a Quorum 
  
  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 PUBLIC HEARING 
  
 Comments on the proposed standby charge for Calleguas Annexation No. 96 to 

Calleguas Municipal Water District 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
  

4. Opportunity for members of the public to address the Board on matters 
within the Board's jurisdiction.  (As required by Gov. Code § 54954.3(a)) 

  
  

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 
Meeting Schedule 

7:00-8:00 a.m. Rm. 2-413 Dirs. Computer 
Training 

8:30 a.m. Rm. 2-145 L&C 

10:00 a.m. Rm. 2-456 C&L 

12:00 p.m. Board Room Board Meeting 

skaur
Typewritten Text
      Attachment 1
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5. OTHER MATTERS 
   
 A. Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting for January 10, 2012.  (A copy has 

been mailed to each Director) 
Any additions, corrections, or omissions 

   
 B. Report on Directors' meetings attended at Metropolitan expense for month 

of January 
   
 C. Approve committee assignments 
   
 D. Chairman's Monthly Activity Report 
 
 
 
 

6. DEPARTMENT HEADS' REPORTS 
   
 
 

A. General Manager's summary of Metropolitan's activities for the month of 
January 

   
 B. Interim General Counsel’s summary of Legal Department activities for the 

month of January 
   
 C. General Auditor's summary of activities for the month of January 
   
 D. Ethics Officer's summary of activities for the month of January 
 
 
 
 

 7. CONSENT CALENDAR ITEMS — ACTION 
   
 7-1 Appropriate $540,000; and authorize two reliability projects at the  

Robert A. Skinner Water Treatment Plant (Approps. 15365 and 15435).  
(E&O) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determinations and  

a. Appropriate $540,000; 
b. Authorize final design and construction of improvements to the Skinner 

Equipment Storage Building; and 
c. Authorize final design of improvements to the Skinner plant’s solids 

handling system.
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 7-2 Appropriate $513,000; and authorize rehabilitation of Service Connection 
DW-CV-2T (Approp. 15438).  (E&O) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

a. Appropriate $513,000; and 
b. Authorize rehabilitation of Service Connection DW-CV-2T on the Colorado 

River Aqueduct. 
 

   
 7-3 Appropriate $170,000; and authorize preliminary design to rehabilitate 

Service Connection G-01 (Approp. 15441).  (E&O) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

 a.  Appropriate $170,000; and 
 b.  Authorize preliminary design to rehabilitate Service Connection G-01 on  
      the Santa Monica Feeder. 

 
   
 7-4 Adopt resolutions to accept potential funding for two projects; and 

authorize entering into contracts with the Bureau of Reclamation if selected 
for grant funding under the WaterSMART:  Water and Energy Efficiency 
Grants for FY 2012.  (WP&S) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and the resolutions to: 

a.    Authorize acceptance of potential grant funding of up to $1.65 million; 
b.   Delegate authority to the General Manager to execute necessary 

 contracts if selected, including the Reclamation grant contract(s); 
c.   Agree to fulfill the grant contract(s), including provision of matching 

 funds of up to $1.65 million, through existing Metropolitan programs; and 
d.   State that Metropolitan, if awarded a grant, will work with Reclamation to 

 meet established deadlines upon entering into a cooperative agreement. 
 

   
   
   
  (END OF CONSENT CALENDAR) 
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8. OTHER BOARD ITEMS — ACTION 
   
 8-1 Approve development guidelines and the proposed Diamond Valley Lake 

land use planning concepts.  (RP&AM) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

a.    Adopt proposed DVL development guidelines; 
b.   Approve the proposed DVL land use planning concepts; and 
c.   Authorize staff to initiate the entitlement process and public outreach as 

 development projects are determined to be feasible, subject to board 
 approval.  

 
   
 8-2 Authorize the execution and distribution of Remarketing Statement in 

connection with the remarketing of the Water Revenue Refunding Bonds 
(Index Mode), 2011 Series A-1 and A-3.  (F&I) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

a. Approve the draft Remarketing Statement substantially in the form 
attached to the board letter, with changes approved by the General 
Manager and General Counsel; 

b. Authorize the General Manager to execute the Remarketing Statement; 
and 

c. Authorize distribution of the Remarketing Statement in connection with 
remarketing of the bonds. 

 
   
 8-3 Appropriate $2.39 million; and authorize (1) preliminary design of control 

and protection upgrades for Hiram W. Wadsworth Pumping Plant; and 
(2) agreements with FluidIQs, LLC, and Power-Tech Engineers, Inc. 
(Approp. 15467).  (E&O) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

a. Appropriate $2.39 million; 
b. Authorize preliminary design of control and protection upgrades at 

Hiram W. Wadsworth Pumping Plant; 
c. Authorize an agreement with FluidIQs, LLC for preliminary design 

support, in an amount not to exceed $1,491,000; and 
d. Authorize an agreement with Power-Tech Engineers, Inc. for Owner’s 

Engineering Services, in an amount not to exceed $298,000. 
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 8-4 Appropriate $6.9 million; and authorize (1) final design of the Jensen Solids 
Dewatering Facility and Lagoons; (2) new agreement with MWH Americas; 
and (3) amendment to existing agreement with Environmental Science 
Associates (Approp. 15371).  (E&O) 
 

  Recommendation: 
 

Option #1: 
 
Adopt the CEQA determination and  

a.    Appropriate $6.9 million; 
b.   Authorize final design of Stage 1 of the Jensen Solids Dewatering Facility 

 and Lagoons project to support 500 mgd of plant operation; 
c.   Authorize an agreement with MWH Americas in an amount not to exceed 

 $1,025,000; and 
d.   Authorize an increase of $135,000 to the existing agreement with 

 Environmental Science Associates, for a new not-to-exceed total of 
 $465,000.

 
 
 
 

9. BOARD INFORMATION ITEMS 
   
 9-1 Review of Delta Stewardship Council’s Delta Plan and Draft Environmental 

Impact Report.  (Bay-Delta) 
 
 
 
 

10. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS  
 
 
 
 

11. ADJOURNMENT  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: At the discretion of the Board, all items appearing on this agenda and all committee agendas, whether or not expressly listed for action, may be 

deliberated and may be subject to action by the Board. 
 
 Each agenda item with a committee designation will be considered and a recommendation may be made by one or more committees prior to 

consideration and final action by the full Board of Directors.  The committee designation appears in parentheses at the end of the description of 
the agenda item e.g.  (E&O, F&I).  Committee agendas may be obtained from the Board Executive Secretary. 

 
 Writings relating to open session agenda items distributed to Directors less than 72 hours prior to a regular meeting are available for public 

inspection at Metropolitan's Headquarters Building and on Metropolitan's Web site http://www.mwdh2o.com. 
 
 Requests for a disability related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, in order to attend or participate in a meeting 

should be made to the Board Executive Secretary in advance of the meeting to ensure availability of the requested service or accommodation.  
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COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 
 
Directors Griset, Morris, Record and Wright were added to the Special Committee on Bay-Delta. 
(Agenda Item 5C) 
 
WATER PLANNING AND STEWARDSHIP COMMITTEE 
 
Adopted the resolutions to authorize acceptance of potential grant funding of up to $1.65 million; 
delegated authority to the General Manager to execute necessary contracts if selected, including 
the Reclamation grant contract(s); and stated that Metropolitan, if awarded a grant, will work 
with Reclamation to meet established deadlines upon entering into a cooperative agreement.  
Pursuant to a separate motion, agreed to fulfill the grant contract(s), including provision of 
matching funds of up to $1.65 million, through existing Metropolitan programs. 
(Agenda Item 7-4) 
 
REAL PROPERTY AND ASSET MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 
Adopted proposed DVL development guidelines; approved the proposed DVL land use planning 
concepts; and authorized staff to initiate the entitlement process and public outreach as 
development projects are determined to be feasible. 
(Agenda Item 8-1) 
 
FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE 
 
Approved the draft Remarketing Statement substantially in the form attached to the board letter, 
with changes approved by the General Manager and General Counsel; authorized the General 
Manager to execute the Remarketing Statement; and authorize distribution of the Remarketing 
Statement in connection with remarketing of Metropolitan’s Water Revenue Refunding Bonds 
(Index Mode), 2011 Series A-1 and A-3.  (Agenda Item 8-2) 
 
ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 
 
Appropriated $2.39 million; authorized preliminary design of control and protection upgrades at 
Hiram W. Wadsworth Pumping Plant; authorized an agreement with FluidIQs, LLC for 
preliminary design support, in an amount not to exceed $1,491,000; and authorized an agreement 
with Power-Tech Engineers, Inc. for Owner’s Engineering services, in an amount not to exceed 
$298,000.  (Agenda Item 8-3) 
 
 
 



Tabled the discussion of the Jensen Solids Dewatering Facility and Lagoons project to the May 7 
Engineering and Operations Committee meeting and the May 8 Board Meeting. 
(Agenda Item 8-4) 
 
CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
In other action, the board: 

 
Appropriated $540,000; and authorized final design and construction of improvements to the 
Skinner Equipment Storage Building; and authorized final design of improvements to the 
Skinner plant’s solids handling system.  (Agenda Item 7-1) 
 
Appropriated $513,000; and authorized rehabilitation of Service Connection DW-CV-2T on 
the Colorado River Aqueduct.  (Agenda Item 7-2) 
 
Appropriated $170,000; and authorized preliminary design to rehabilitate Service Connection 
G-01 on the Santa Monica Feeder.  (Agenda Item 7-3) 

 
 
 
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED THE OFFICIAL MINUTES 
OF THE MEETING. 
Board letters related to the items in this summary are generally posted in the Board Letter 
Archive approximately one week after the Board Meeting.  In order to view them and their 
attachments, please copy and paste the following into your browser 
http://edmsidm.mwdh2o.com/idmweb/home.asp 



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

February 13, 2012 
 
Board of Directors 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
700 N. Alameda Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
 
Re:  Board Memo 8‐2:  Authorize the execution and distribution of Remarketing Statement 

in connection with the remarketing of the Water Revenue Refunding Bonds (Index 
Mode), 2011 Series A‐1 and A‐3, in the amount of $128,875,000 

 
Dear Chairman Foley and Board Members, 
 
We have reviewed Board Memo 8‐2 including Attachments.  For reasons we have described in 
detail in prior correspondence concerning the sale of bonds by Metropolitan – as well as in 
recent correspondence regarding the proposed budget (Attachment 1) – we are not 
comfortable that the Remarketing Statement as drafted by Metropolitan allows us to meet our 
legal responsibilities in voting to approve the draft Remarketing Statement.  We must 
therefore respectfully vote against the staff recommendation. 
 
We understand the need for the remarketing.  And, we acknowledge the edits Metropolitan 
made in response to our comments on the last draft Appendix A (Attachment 2).  However, we 
do not believe the edits went far enough to ensure that information essential to making an 
informed investment decision is being presented in a manner that is not misleading.  The draft 
Remarketing Statement does not correct these deficiencies.  In summary, the principle (but not 
exclusive) areas of concern remain the following: 
 

• Failure to sufficiently describe the changed circumstances that have resulted in reduced 
demand for Metropolitan water. 

• Failure to adequately describe the impact on water sales of conservation requirements 
and higher water rates. 

• Risk associated with Metropolitan’s inability to secure long term purchase contracts or 
legal equivalent from its member agencies. 

• Risk to Metropolitan of its heavy reliance on water sales revenues to pay its fixed costs. 
• Failure to adequately describe the risks and costs associated with uncertainly and 

volatility of water purchases by City of Los Angeles. 
• Risk associated with projecting water sales based on “average” pricing. 
• Failure to reasonably estimate future water rate increases, generally, and as associated 

with Metropolitan’s Integrated Resources Plan as adopted by the Board. 

skaur
Typewritten Text
Attachment 2
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• Impact of Proposition 26 on setting water rates and charges. 
• Failure to describe impacts resulting from the fact that Metropolitan expenditures have 

exceeded revenues in three out of the last four years. 
• Undue reliance on historical data to predict future outcomes in the current, changed 

water supply and fiscal environment. 
 
While we are aware and have taken into account that the draft Remarketing Statement 
includes a number of “disclaimers” in these and other areas, we are concerned that certain of 
these disclaimers could be challenged because they relate to matters that could or should have 
reasonably been known by Metropolitan and its Board of Directors. 
 
We do not come to this decision lightly.  If Metropolitan and the Board wish to work with us to 
address our concerns, we will provide detailed comments on the draft Remarketing Statement.  
We note that we have raised these concerns repeatedly in the context of many different board 
actions, without receiving a substantive response.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
  

Lynne Heidel  Keith Lewinger  Fern Steiner  Doug Wilson 
Director        Director             Director          Director 
 
cc:  Jeffrey Kightlinger, General Manager 
  Gary Breaux, Chief Financial Officer 
  San Diego County Water Authority Board of Directors 
 
Attachments: 

1. February 3, 2012 letter re: MWD Budget and Rates 
2. August 22, 2011 letter re: Appendix A 

 
 

  

 



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

February 3, 2012 
 
Aaron Grunfeld 
Business and Finance Committee Chairman 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
P.O. Box 54153 
Los Angeles, CA 90054‐0153 

Re: Proposed Biennial Budget and Associated Rates and Charges for 2012/13 and 2013/14 
 
Dear Mr. Grunfeld: 
 
First, we want to thank you for your commitment to hold budget workshops so the board may review, 
ask questions and understand the proposed budget.  
 
We have reviewed staff’s proposed biennial budget and associated rates and charges for 2012/13 and 
2013/14, as well as the slides presented at the January workshop. Based on this preliminary review, we 
are providing you with the comments, requests and questions which are attached. In order to facilitate 
the board’s deliberation of these issues, we request that staff respond to our comments and questions in 
writing prior to the next budget workshop.   
 
We look forward to continuing this important dialogue at the next budget workshop.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
  

Lynne Heidel  Keith Lewinger  Fern Steiner  Doug Wilson 
Director        Director             Director          Director 
 
Attachment 
 
cc:    Jack Foley, MWD Board Chairman 
  Jeff Kightlinger, MWD General Manager 
  Gary Breaux, MWD Chief Financial Officer 
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All references are to Budget Memo 8‐1 for the January 10, 2012 Board meeting or to the power point 
presentation at the January 24, 2012 budget and rate workshop. 

1. The Board must take steps to “right‐size” MWD in order to ensure that revenues – based on more 
reasonable demand projections – are sufficient to pay MWD’s costs.   

• MWD’s water deliveries declined almost 500,000 acre feet over the last four years from 2.26 
million acre feet (MAF) in 2008 to 1.68 MAF in 2012.  Moreover, the 2012 delivery figures 
included 164,000 acre feet of San Diego County Water Authority’s (Water Authority) QSA 
transfer water and 225,000 of “one‐time” discounted water sales that would not have occurred 
at full price.  MWD’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan (RUWMP) shows its average 
year sales in 2030 will be 22% lower than projected in MWD’s prior RUWMP just five years ago.  
MWD’s sales projections are flat or trending downward and yet, the Board has taken no 
meaningful actions, in terms of programs or staffing, to reduce the expense side of the budget 
to reflect this dramatic reduction in MWD sales.   

• What is basis of budget demand projections assuming full service sales of 1.5 MAF next year and 
in future years?  The Board memo states that the sales estimate is “conservative,” yet, this 
assumption is 200,000 acre feet more than this and last year’s full service sales of 1.3 MAF.   

• MWD has not covered its operating costs in six out of the last eight years (2004‐2011).  The first 
order of business must be to reduce spending, consistent with budget cuts already implemented 
by most of the cities and retail agencies in Southern California.   

• Given that retail demand is down 20% or more across the MWD service area, we recommend a 
moratorium on all subsidy programs designed to further reduce MWD sales (and revenues).  The 
moratorium should remain in place until MWD updates its IRP projections and conducts a 
comprehensive study to evaluate the need for MWD to pay for such programs. This 
recommendation should not be interpreted to suggest that the Water Authority does not fully 
support the development of local supply projects including increased water use efficiency, but 
rather, that funding should be at the local level.   

• The budget notes that replenishment water will be sold at full service rates, however, it does 
not appear to account for the cost of “incentives” or “rebates” that are also part of the staff 
recommendation for a revised replenishment program.  Please identify the amount and cost of 
service category to which these incentives or rebates are assigned.  What rate is proposed to 
generate the revenue to pay the cost of these incentives or rebates?  

2. MWD should reasonably spread cost burdens among current and future rate payers; it should not 
raid revenues intended for capital projects to pay operating expenses, and should not overburden 
future rate payers by deferring OPEB funding.   

• The budget includes a reduction of PAYGo revenue collections in 2012/13 that is inconsistent 
with the Board’s adopted policy.  If the Board approves this recommendation, MWD will have 
failed to follow its own PAYGo funding policy in eight out of the last ten years (2005‐2014). 
Funding capital projects at such low PAYGo levels unfairly shifts obligations from current 
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ratepayers to future ratepayers.  Moreover, several years of midyear reallocation of PAYGo  
funds intended for capital to meet operating expenses has distorted cost of service. The Board 
should not continue to apply revenues that are collected for capital projects to pay operating 
costs.   

• The proposed budget continues to shift a disproportionate share of unfunded OPEB liability to 
future ratepayers.  The funding schedule presented at the January workshop to begin ramping 
up payments to match MWD’s Annual Required Contribution (ARC) does not go far enough.  
MWD should cut costs now in order to increase funding to match its ARC. 

• A greater share of MWD’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) now consists of R&R projects.  
Indeed, the January workshop presentation showed R&R expenditures represent about two‐
thirds of CIP costs over the two years reviewed.  Aside from the misuse of PAYGo to pay 
operating expenses, we would also suggest that the Board consider changing its PAYGo funding 
strategy so it is proportionate to the total CIP over time.  This would ensure that current 
ratepayers are not being asked to pay a disproportionate share of R&R.   

3. MWD must properly account for the cost of storing water.   

  Based on data assembled from the proposed budget, the supply and delivery balance is as 
followed:   

Supply/Demand  2012/13 2013/14 
State Water Project 
  (Exchange)* 
  Net to MWD 

1,260 TAF
(120 TAF) 
1,140 TAF

1,140 TAF 
(108 TAF) 
1,032 TAF 

Colorado River**  727 TAF 890 TAF 
Total supply to MWD service area 1,867, TAF 1,922 TAF 
Total MWD demand**  1,700 TAF 1,700 TAF 
Excess supply  167 TAF 222 TAF 

 
*The budget document does not describe the exchange; if this is not MWD’s exchange obligation with 
Coachella and Desert Water, please provide details.   
 
**The budget document includes Water Authority’s QSA water at 172.7 TAF and 177.7 TAF for 2012/13 
and 2013/14, respectively, as both supply and demand.  MWD does not report the local water supplies 
and associated demand of its other member agencies, and has no basis for treating Water Authority’s QSA 
water differently.  In accordance with the terms of the Exchange Agreement, the revenues generated 
from payments made under the Exchange Agreement should be treated as transportation or wheeling 
revenues.   
 

• Staff reported at the workshop that it plans to store 300,000 acre feet of water this year, which is 
more water than is estimated to be available for storage in the supply and delivery balance.  What is 
the source of the water staff is planning to store, and, how are the costs of that water captured in 
the cost of service?  How much funding is included in the budget to pay for storage costs?  Finally, is 
the energy cost of moving the water into storage being captured in the System Power Rate or 
through Supply Programs?  
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4. The cost of service does not recover the costs of system “standby” capacity and supply that 
enables year‐to‐year peaking off MWD. 

• Many agencies peak off the MWD system from year‐to‐year, depending on hydrology and the 
availability of local water supplies.  MWD has developed and continues to develop water 
supplies and incur storage and facility costs in order to meet these demands, but is not fully 
allocating the costs associated with these investments from the agencies that benefit from 
them.  MWD must change its rate structure in order to account for and allocate these costs so 
that they are borne by the agencies that benefit by being able to peak and then roll off the 
MWD system.   

5. The Delta Supply Surcharge should be continued because the purpose for which it was established 
by the Board has not changed.   

• Please provide the basis of the staff recommendation to delete the Delta Surcharge.  Given the 
rationale stated in Board Memo Revised 8‐3 dated April 14, 2009, the Delta Surcharge should 
remain in place.  In fact, the budget states at page three that increased funding is being included 
to aggressively pursue exactly the type of projects the Delta Surcharge was intended to cover.   

• Was the Delta Supply Surcharge combined with the Tier 1 supply rate?  If not, how were these 
costs reassigned?   

6. Staff needs to provide more information why individual rate components are increasing or 
decreasing; and, take steps to better smooth rate increases at the retail level. 

• The proposed individual rates and charges include changes that vary significantly from the 
“average” 7.5% increase staff reports.  Since no agency pays “average” rates, information needs 
to be provided on why individual rates and charges are increasing or decreasing.  Please provide 
the data supporting the System Access Rate increases.  Also, please provide the data supporting 
the supply rate decrease.  

• Staff should also explain why some elements show decreases one year and increases the next 
year – or vice versa, and, present alternatives to avoid swings in the rates and charges.  

7.  Staff must track all rate component costs and expenditures, not just the Water Stewardship Fund. 
 

• MWD tracks over‐ and under‐ expenditures for revenues collected under Water Stewardship 
rate, but not others.  What is the basis for this disparate treatment?  For example, although 
MWD has a Treatment Surcharge Rate Stabilization Fund, when fund revenues are insufficient to 
pay those costs, MWD uses General Fund revenues to cover the difference.  The net effect is 
that raw water customers are subsidizing treated water customers.  We request that MWD 
provide a cost of service analysis for all rate components and identify or develop internal 
tracking mechanisms to prevent cross‐subsidies.  
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8. All operations and staffing should be “right‐sized” to reflect reduced demands. 

• What were staffing levels and budget in 2008?  What are they today? 

• What criteria has staff used to “optimize” staffing levels? 

• Are the staffing levels recommended in the budget higher than current actual levels? If so, why? 

• Please provide a list of the O&M association dues that total $5 million annually. 

9. A contingency plan should be included in the proposed budget. 

• The biennial budget should include a contingency plan that would automatically be triggered 
mid‐year to reduce current costs in the event projected revenues are lower than budgeted.   

• Similarly, the budget should provide a plan that describes in detail how MWD will apply excess 
funding in the event projected revenues exceed expenditures.  This is especially important in 
light of the recent draw‐down of reserves, raids on the PAYGo fund and cross‐subsidies that 
have been created by the failure to track individual rate components – or to budget so that 
projected revenues are reasonably expected to be sufficient to pay MWD’s expenses. 

10. Even if it is unwilling to update or modify its cost of service analysis generally – which it should – 
MWD must at a minimum provide a new cost of service analysis to ensure compliance with 
Proposition 26.   

• Even If the Board does not require staff to update or modify its cost of service analysis, or, 
support a moratorium on local projects spending to mitigate the impacts of reduced demands 
and MWD revenues, staff must identify the benefits it claims are associated with these 
payments and demonstrate that those benefits are received by those paying the charges and 
that the amount of the charge is reasonably related to the benefits.  The benefits that have been 
stated but which have not been supported by any data or analysis include (1) capacity will be 
made available that is otherwise not available for the transportation of MWD water; (2) 
investments MWD would otherwise need to make in other facilities and/or water supply will be 
avoided as a result of these payments; and (3) MWD needs and will benefit from the local water 
supply it is paying for.  Please provide the analysis required by Proposition 26. 



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

August 22, 2011 
 
Board of Directors 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
700 N. Alameda Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
 
Dear Chairman Foley and Members of the Board: 
 
We have reviewed Appendix A of MWD’s Draft Official Statement, distributed to the members of the 
board on August 15 relating to the upcoming refunding of certain fixed revenue bonds (Draft or 
Appendix A).  While we support MWD’s desire to take advantage of the market to reduce its debt 
obligation, we remain concerned that MWD’s financial condition is not accurately described in 
Appendix A.  As you know, the Water Authority’s MWD representatives have sent three prior letters 
regarding Appendix A dated September 22 and December 9, 2010 and May 16, 2011, copies of which 
are attached as Attachments 1-3, respectively, and incorporated herein by reference.  Although 
MWD made specified changes as described in response letters dated September 23 and December 
13, 2010 and email dated May 24, 2011, respectively, we do not believe that MWD has adequately 
addressed the stated concerns or that the August 15, 2011 Appendix A fairly presents MWD’s 
financial position currently or prospectively.  We request that the Draft be modified to address these 
concerns in order to provide adequate disclosure to potential investors.   
 
The Water Authority has previously raised many of the questions and concerns noted in this letter in 
prior written communications with MWD.  These past communications include but are not limited to 
letters regarding the budget, dated April 11, 2011; adoption of the Long Term Conservation Plan, 
dated August 15, 2011; and, Member Agency Willingness to Sign Take-or-Pay Contracts and Request 
to Correct the Record of July 12, 2011 MWD Board of Directors Meeting, dated  August 16, 2011.  A 
copy of each of these letters is attached again for consideration by you and the other members of 
the board, MWD’s management team, General Counsel, outside bond counsel, underwriter’s counsel 
and other members of the financing team (Attachments 4-6, respectively).  Unfortunately, MWD has 
not responded to our letters directly or indirectly by addressing the issues on the merits in changed 
MWD board policy or management actions.   
 
In addition to the concerns that are described in this past correspondence, which we request you 
address in your response to this letter, we have the following specific comments on the Draft. 
 
Appendix A, as a whole, fails to adequately describe the financial impacts associated with reduced 
water sales.  Although the Draft discloses that its member agencies are not required to purchase any 
water from MWD (page 27), the Draft fails to describe the associated risk to MWD, or, its inability to 
secure long term purchase contracts or other firm financing commitments that are not subject to 
change by the board of directors to meet its current and future fixed obligations.   
 
Although the Draft includes a section titled, “Regional Water Resources” (beginning at page 27), the 
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discussion does not make clear what MWD’s role is – or is not – in developing local water supplies.  
Many of the projects noted as “Regional Water Resources” will actually be developed at the local 
level without any involvement by MWD and, thus, further reduce MWD water sales in the future.  
The Draft should disclose that local water supplies have become much more cost-competitive as a 
result of the increasing cost of MWD’s imported water and that as a result, many MWD member 
agencies are now pursuing the development of local water supply alternatives. 
 
The Draft appears to mistakenly rely on past history as an indicator of future MWD sales (page 27) 
rather than assessing the dramatically changed circumstances confronting MWD.   
In addition to the development of local water supplies described above, the escalating cost of MWD 
water will likely result in reduced sales in the future.  The Blue Ribbon Committee Task Force noted 
this more than 15-years ago.  However, MWD continues to present analyses that do not consider the 
cost of water as a feature that will dampen future water sales.  See, for example, Management’s 
Discussion of Historical and Projected Revenues and Expenditures at page 71 (future sales forecasts 
will reflect “a return to more normal weather conditions, a recovering economy and population 
growth, notwithstanding impacts of conservation and projected increases in water rates” (emphasis 
added). 
 
Although the state legislature has mandated 20% conservation by 2020, MWD’s IRP, recently 
adopted Long Term Conservation Plan and Appendix A do not describe any impact on MWD water 
sales.  In fact, the Draft states that MWD water sales will return to historic levels at 2 million acre 
feet beginning in fiscal year 2013-14 “notwithstanding impacts of conservation” (page 71).  The Draft 
should explain how sales are expected to continue at these levels at the same time the retail 
agencies in the MWD service area are achieving 20% conservation. 
 
Although the Draft discloses the Water Authority’s purchase of conserved water from IID and the 
water it has developed from lining the All-American and Coachella Canals, the Draft describes 
MWD’s transportation of this water under the Exchange Agreement as an MWD water sale.  This 
characterization is misleading and disguises the true fact that MWD water sales have been reduced 
by the amount of water the Water Authority has independently secured from these sources.   
 
The discussion of the Water Supply Allocation Plan (WSAP) (page 26) is also misleading in that it does 
not state that Preferential Rights is the statutory method for allocating MWD water during a time of 
shortage.  Preferential Rights is discussed briefly much later in the Draft (page 50) but the two topics 
are not tied together.  The discussion of Preferential Rights should also make clear that any “use” of 
Preferential Rights is at the discretion of the member agencies that hold the rights, not MWD. 
 
The Draft should connect the discussion of Regional Water Resources (beginning at page 27) with the 
discussion of both MWD revenues (page 41) and Management’s Discussion of Historical and 
Projected Revenues (page70) (Management Opinion).  While MWD continues to project returning 
sales of 2 million acre feet, its discussion of seawater desalination programs alone shows potential 
reduced sales of almost 400,000 acre feet, exclusive of the many other local water supplies that are 
now being developed throughout the MWD service territory.   
 
All of the information relating to the sale of discounted water is in the section on resources (page 
30).  The Draft should be revised to tie this discussion to Revenues (beginning at page 41) and should 
also be addressed in Management’s Opinion.  By its own report, MWD chose to sell water at a 
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discount in part because its member agencies would not pay full service rates for replenishment 
water.  See MWD Board Memo dated May 10, 2011, a copy of which is attached, explaining that 
MWD water sales would only increase if water is sold at a discount due to the “budgetary or other 
financial constraints that the member agencies have” (Board Memo at page 3) and that offering 
water at full service rates would not “significantly increase the demand for replenishment water.”  
And yet, as noted above, the Draft excludes consideration of the impact of the cost of water on 
future MWD water sales.  The Draft should describe how MWD’s sale of discounted water reduces 
full service water sales – reduces water sales revenues – and causes the cost of MWD’s full service 
water to escalate even higher as the true costs are spread among an even lower sales base.   
 
In its May 10, 2011 Board memo recommending the sale of discounted water as replenishment sales, 
MWD staff asserted that the sales would increase current year (FY 2012) net revenues by $57.8 
million (see “Options 3 and 4 Replenishment Service Program,” top of page 5).  In their ratings 
reports in May 2011, the rating agencies relied on the promise of additional revenues from 
replenishment sales to help improve MWD’s fiscal position.  However, four months into this eight-
month discounted water sales period, MWD is not realizing “positive Net Revenue” as the board 
memo forecast.  On the same day MWD staff released this Draft Appendix A for review by the board, 
our board heard reports in the Finance and Insurance Committee and the Engineering and 
Operations Committee that, taken together, foretell that the discounted water sales program will 
result in a net revenue shortfall of approximately $30 million in the current year, assuming 225,000 
acre-feet of discounted water is sold by the end of December.  In the Business and Finance 
Committee, the Board was informed that current year water sales are projected to fall short of 
budget projections by 13,000 acre-feet (assuming a budget based upon 1.8 MAF of sales; the Draft 
Appendix A says MWD’s FY 2012 forecast was for 1.85 MAF of sales).  In the Engineering and 
Operations Committee, the Board was informed that MWD has already sold 118,000 acre-feet of 
discounted water, and has demands from the member agencies of for 323,600 acre-feet of 
discounted water.  Thus, it appears that projected sales of 1.787 MAF includes assumed sales of 
225,000 acre-feet of discounted  water.  As we warned last May, discounted water sales are 
cannibalizing full-rate water sales, and will lead to a revenue shortfall this fiscal year of $30 million 
on the differential alone.  This represents a nearly $90 million shift from the MWD staff prediction in 
May of “positive Net Revenue” of $57.8 million as a result of discounted water sales.  MWD is likely 
to end FY 2012 with yet another revenue shortfall, making it the fourth year out of the past five 
years in which revenues were not sufficient to cover expenditures. 
 
The Draft should include a discussion and cost estimate for the BDCP and potential impact on water 
rates.  These projected costs of MWD’s imported water supplies are the measure by which current 
decisions are being made to invest in alternative local water supply development and are having an 
impact now on MWD water sales. 
 
The Draft discloses the ongoing draw down of reserve balances in its discussion of the Capital 
Investment Plan (page 37), but does not tie these trends into Management’s Opinion.  The Draft 
should also disclose the amount of the reserves that are currently held in escrow as a result of the 
San Diego County Water Authority litigation as well as amounts projected to meet future escrow 
requirements and the impact this will have on reserve balances. 
 
The Draft should disclose that MWD has had the same external financial auditor for more than 19 
years.  Further, that a question has been raised regarding MWD’s treatment of its State Water 
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Project contract for accounting purposes (see discussion at page 63). 
 
The Summary of Receipts by Source (page 42) and Summary of Water Sold and Water Sales Receipts 
(page 43) should disclose receipts for the transportation of water by MWD.  Although footnote 3 
(page 44) states that “water sales” includes wheeling, the sale of water and the transportation of 
water are two completely different service functions.   
 
The Draft’s Summary of Water Sold and Water Sales Receipts (page 43) also fails to disclose 
important information by reporting “Average Receipts Per Acre Foot.”  Since no water is sold by 
MWD at “average” rates, MWD should disclose the amount of water it sells at full price and under 
discounted water programs.   
 
The Draft should include a more detailed explanation of current and potential litigation.  MWD is on 
notice of the additional claims the Water Authority intends to file including Rate Structure Integrity, 
Preferential Rights and Breach of Fiduciary Duty.  The Water Authority has also informed MWD that 
it does not believe that current conservation and Local Resources Programs meet Proposition 26 or 
other legal requirements.  The Water Authority has informed MWD that it does not believe that 
there is a legal basis for the sale of discounted water to some but not all MWD member agencies.  
Although the litigation is disclosed in the Draft (discussion of the rate structure at page 45), the 
litigation should also be noted in the discussion of MWD’s Principal Customers (page 49).   
 
Agricultural water sales are discussed in the section entitled, “Classes of Water Service,” but should 
be tied to both Revenues and Management’s Opinion on future water sales.  The Draft should note 
that agricultural water sales have historically accounted for as much as 150,000 acre feet or more of 
MWD’s total annual sales, but were less than 35,000 acre feet in 2010.  Most of the water sales 
under the Interim Agricultural Water Program were to customers of the San Diego County Water 
Authority and are not expected to continue at full service rates when the IAWP terminates on 
January 1, 2013. 
 
The Draft taken as a whole does not disclose the financial impacts to MWD of significantly reduced 
future water sales by MWD.  The projected sales decline is significant.  MWD’s 2000 Urban Water 
Management Plan (UWMP) projected that MWD would sell approximately 2.3 million acre-feet of 
water in 2020 (average year demand).  By the time of its 2005 UWMP, MWD revised the 2020 
projection downward to approximately 2 million acre-feet.  MWD’s 2010 UWMP – adopted nine 
months ago – again lowered the 2020 projection, this time to 1.66 million acre-feet.  In all, MWD’s 
current projected (average year) sales for 2020 are nearly 30 percent lower than it projected just 10 
years earlier.  The factors contributing to reduced MWD water sales are not accurately described in 
Appendix A.  
 
The Draft notes in a footnote that disbursements exceeded revenues in the fiscal years ended June 
30, 2008, 2010 and 2011.  This is a material factor that should be discussed more fully in the Draft 
and included in Management’s Opinion, particularly in light of the likelihood that expenditures will 
once again exceed revenues in FY 2012. 
 
For the reasons described above and in the Water Authority’s letter on the budget (Attachment 4), 
we do not believe that the projection of MWD’s water sales and water rates described in 
Management’s Opinion (page 68) are reasonable.  We believe sales will be substantially less than 
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described and that water rates will be substantially higher than described.   
 
Please contact me if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

Keith Lewinger, on behalf of San Diego County Water Authority 
Representatives on the MWD Board of Directors 
 
cc:   Jeffrey Kightlinger, General Manager 
 Thomas DeBaker, Interim Chief Financial Officer 
 San Diego County Water Authority Board of Directors 
 
Attachments: 

1. September 22, 2010 letter re: Appendix A 
2. December 9, 2010 letter re: Appendix A 
3. May 16, 2011 letter re: Appendix A 
4. April 11, 2011 letter re: MWD Budget 
5. August 15, 2011 letter re: Adoption of Long Term Conservation Plan 
6. August 16, 2011 letter re: Member Agency Willingness to Sign Take-or-Pay Contracts and 

Request to Correct the Record of July 12, 2011 MWD Board of Directors Meeting 
7. MWD Board Memo dated May 10, 2011 re: Sale of Discounted Water 
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MEMBER AGENCIES

Corisbad
Municipal Woter District

City of Del Mur

City of Escorrdid,

Cily of Notionof City

City ol Oceanside

City of Poway

City of Son Diego

Fall brook
Public Utility District

Hefio Water Drst,ict

Lakeside Woter District

olivenhan
Municipal Vuorer Distrct

Otay Water Diutrct

Podre Dam
Municipul Woter District

Camp Perrdleloe
Morioe Corps Base

Roinbow
Muocpal Woter District

Romono
Muniopal Water Dntrict

Rincon del Diabfo
Municipal Water District

San Dnguito Water District

Santo fe Irrigation District

South Boy lrrigatorr District

Vallecitos Water District

Valley Center
Municipal Water District

Vats Irrigation Dstrict

Yoi,no
Municipal Water District

OTHER
REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Brian Thomas
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
700 N. Alameda Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Brian:

On the afternoon of September 16, you distributed to members of the Board of Directors
Appendix A of MWD’s Draft Official Statement for an upcoming refunding bond sale and
asked for comments to be submitted by noon today; given the tight deadline, we limit our
comments in this letter and the attachments to only the most significant issues and concerns
with Appendix A. These comments are presented to you by the four of us as directors
representing the San Diego County Water Authority. We request that you respond to the
questions presented in this letter and make the necessary modifications to Appendix A of the
Official Statement before it is finalized and issued. We believe additional time is warranted
to schedule a full board review of the issues noted in this letter and in our IRP Comment
Letter discussed below.

2010 Integrated Resources Plan
On page A-3. fourth paragraph, MWD makes only passing reference — and does not disclose
key facts — about its 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update. The document states that the
IRP . . .is expected to be completed in late 2010.” In fact, the IRP is expected to be
presented by MWD staff to the Board of Directors for adoption at its October 12, 2010
meeting — only 13 days after the initiation of bond sales covered by this Official Statement.
Appendix A fails to disclose material facts about the 2010 IRP that should be disclosed to
potential investors, including but not limited to MWD’s plan to develop so-called “buffer”
water supplies in the amount of up to 500,000 acre-feet per year, at a cost of billions of
dollars over the next 25 years. On September 10, 2010, the Water Authority submitted to
MWD extensive comments on the IRP. A copy of that letter is attached and the questions
and comments incorporated herein (IRP Comment Letter). We request that MWD provide a
substantive discussion in Appendix A regarding potential legal and financial implications
from the shift from MWD’s historic role as a supplemental imported water supplier to local
water supply developer; that identifies the breadth of the IRP implementation strategies
under consideration, and the extent of costs and future water rates that would be necessary to
implement the IRP recommendation. Appendix A should also include a discussion — here
and elsewhere — on the effects higher water rates are expected to have on MWD sales.
Experience over the past several years clearly shows a nexus between sharply higher water

A public agency providing a safe and reliable wafer supply to the San Diego region
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rates and conservation (demand reduction) by customers (ratepayers).  MWD should disclose the 
impacts of its IRP strategies that would lead to water rates exceeding $2,000 an acre-foot by 2035 if 
not sooner and the impacts increasing water rates would have on water demands on MWD.  Further, 
as discussed at length in the IRP Comment Letter, how will MWD ensure that there will be 
customers to pay for its regional local water supply projects when so many agencies are in the 
process of developing local water supply projects of their own for which their retail customers will 
pay through retail water rates.   This concern should also be discussed in connection with the renewal 
of purchase orders at page A-1. 
 
We are also concerned that the discussion is misleading about the purpose and importance of the IRP 
in the development and implementation of the “Preferred Resource Mix.”  Responding to questions 
about the necessity of CEQA review prior to adoption of the draft IRP update, MWD staff has stated 
that such review is not required because the IRP is not a document that controls future decision-
making in a manner that could result in the possibility of a significant effect on the environment.  
However, MWD staff has also stated that it intends to take immediate action to implement projects 
and programs identified in the draft IRP should it be adopted by the Board.   When viewed in its 
entirety, the discussion of the IRP and the Preferred Resource Mix suggest the IRP is viewed by 
MWD as a controlling document that would be the first step in the implementation of a major new 
supply program and would be subject to CEQA.  If this is not the case, MWD must make that clear 
and should also provide assurance that CEQA compliance will be accomplished before any actions 
are taken to implement any of the programs or projects contemplated as part of the draft IRP’s 
Supply Buffer.    
 
Seawater Desalination Project Subsidies 
On page A-4 and again on page A-31, under Seawater Desalination, MWD mischaracterizes the 
Carlsbad seawater desalination project and the status of the incentive payment agreement with MWD 
relating to this project.  MWD also fails to disclose the fact that MWD has initiated termination 
proceedings on incentive payment agreements with the Water Authority and its member agencies, 
and, that it is MWD that has refused to sign the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project agreement 
approved by its own board on November 10, 2009. 
 
In the Seawater Desalination Sections of Appendix A on Pages A-4  and A-31, Metropolitan 
addresses the status of member agency agreements for incentive funding for seawater desalination 
projects, including the Water Authority’s incentive funding agreement. Metropolitan states that 
“SDCWA has not executed the proposed agreement.”  This statement would mislead the reader to 
conclude that but for SDCWA’s execution, the agreement would be in effect today.  That is not true.  
The Water Authority’s incentive funding agreement, approved by the Metropolitan Board on 
November 10, 2009 and by the Water Authority Board on December 17, 2009, includes rate structure 
integrity language that allows Metropolitan to terminate the agreement should the Water Authority 
file litigation to challenge Metropolitan’s rate structure.  Following the Water Authority’s initiation 
of litigation in June 2010 (briefly discussed on page A-47) challenging Metropolitan’s rates and 
charges, Metropolitan’s Board initiated termination of existing Water Authority funding agreements 
that include rate structure integrity language.  On August 25, 2010, in a letter to the Water Authority 
from Metropolitan’s General Manager (attached), the Water Authority was notified that 
“Metropolitan’s Board of Directors also directed staff to defer execution” of the Water Authority’s 
seawater desalination incentive funding agreement “…as termination proceedings would begin 
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immediately upon execution.”  These facts regarding the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project 
agreement should be stated on pages A-4 and A-31. 
 
Near-Term Delta Actions 
On page A-25, under Near-Term Delta Actions, MWD discusses the potential supply benefit of the 
proposed Two-Gate System and other “near-term” actions to improve water supply and ecosystem of 
the Delta.  However, MWD does not provide a timeline estimate of when it expects the Two-Gate 
project to be in place and producing improved supply reliability of approximately 150,000 acre-feet 
per year in certain years.  We request an estimated operational date for the Two-Gate project be 
added to this discussion. 
 
Five-Year Supply Plan 
On page A-26, under Local Resources, MWD projects that 122,000 of additional, new supply could 
be online by 2014 from recycled water treatment plants, groundwater recovery plants, desalination 
plants and new hookups to existing recycled water plants.  This figure seems optimistic based on the 
experience.  If MWD indeed projects this level of implementation, it is not our belief that the costs 
associated with such level of local resources development have been included in the budget or water 
rates adopted for 2011 or 2012.  We request that the estimated costs and associated water rate 
increases be added to this discussion.  In addition, given the long lead time generally associated with 
the development of such projects, we believe MWD should describe the process by which it will be 
able to implement local projects of this magnitude within the timeline described in the O.S. 
 
Significant Exposure to Reduced Sales 
On page A-29, Appendix A describes a construction project that will provide an interconnection 
between the Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency and the Los Angeles Aqueduct.  Under an 
agreement with MWD, the City of Los Angeles will be able to acquire and move into the LA 
Aqueduct supplies obtained independently of MWD.  This section notes that the annual quantity of 
supplies moving into the LA Aqueduct through the interconnection is “…not to exceed the supplies 
lost to the City as a result of its Eastern Sierra environmental obligations, including water for the 
Lower Owens River Project and Owens Lake Dust Mitigation Project….”  That amount, Appendix A 
notes, was 98,000 acre-feet from April 2009 to March 2010.  However, MWD does not disclose that 
the City of Los Angeles currently purchases water used to offset the use of its own Eastern Sierra 
supplies for environmental purposes from MWD, and that the interconnection with AVEK will allow 
LA to reduce its purchase from MWD on an acre-foot-for-acre-foot basis.  Reduction of sales by 
approximately 100,000 acre-feet per year will have a material effect on MWD revenues and on 
MWD’s water rates.  And yet, on page A-30, MWD asserts that the City of LA’s “future reliance on 
Metropolitan supplies may increase with implementation of these (Eastern Sierra environmental) 
projects.”  The motivation for LA to pursue the interconnection with AVEK in the first place is its 
apparent belief that it can acquire independent supplies at a lower cost than MWD’s supply cost.  
Therefore, in contrast to the statement on page A-30, it is more likely LADWP will acquire any 
additional environmental offset water needed from sources other than MWD. 
 
Future Water Sales and Receipts 
On Page A-69, and again at A-71 to A-72, MWD projects steady growth in water sales over the next 
five years from 1.77 million acre-feet in the current fiscal year (2011), to 2.11 million acre-feet in FY 
2015, “…reflecting a return to average weather conditions.”  This projection appears to attribute the 
current low water demands on MWD (and reduced sales) to a single factor: weather.  A return to 
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normal weather, the report implies, will result in returning sales to pre-shortage levels.  No 
discussion or consideration is provided to what effect other factors –most notably higher water rates 
– have had, and continue to have in suppressing water demand and sales.  The O.S. also fails to 
discuss or take into account the recently passed 20x2020 legislation requiring 20% conservation at 
the retail level.  Appendix A should provide an analysis of the impacts higher water rates and 
conservation requirements are having on demand and sales, and factor those impacts into projections 
of future water sales (e.g. the next five fiscal years and beyond). 
 
Page A-72 notes that because of lower-than-budgeted water sales in the current year (160,000 acre-
feet lower than budgeted), MWD will make a draw of $34 million from its Water Rate Stabilization 
Fund.  However, on September 17, 2010, at the MWD Member Agency Managers meeting, MWD 
management reported that the net draw from the Water Rate Stabilization Fund this year is projected 
to be $100 million.  MWD should reconcile these two figures and ensure the number reflected 
Appendix A is the correct one. 
 
 
We believe the comments contained in this letter and the attachments must be addressed through 
substantive modifications to Appendix A and request those changes be made to ensure MWD 
provide accurate and adequate disclosure to potential investors. 
 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
       
Lynne Heidel     Keith Lewinger 
Director     Director 

       
Bud Pocklington    Fern Steiner 
Director     Director 
 
Attachments 
 
Cc:  MWD Board of Directors 
 Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager 
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MEMBER AGENCIES

Carlsbad
Municipal Writer District

City of Del Mat

Ciry f Escondido

City ai Nohonal Cily

city al Oceanside

Cay of Powusy

City ol San Otopsi

Follbtaok
Public Utility Dislrrct

t-teli,i Water Ditricl

Lakeside Water Diroct

Olivenf’ain
Municipal Waler District

Otay Water District

Padre Dam
Muntcrpal Waler Disrncr

Camp Pendleton
Marine Carps Base

Rainbow
Municipal Waler District

Romorra
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0TH ER
REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
P0 Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153

Re: 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update

Dear Jeff:

Water Authority staff has completed its review of the draft 2010 Integrated Resources
Plan Update (draft IRP). We plan a broader outreach effort to our region’s cities, stakeholders
and communities once we have complete information and a revised draft IRP document. Given
that the current draft IRP has only been available since July, and since the revised draft won’t be
available until sometime later in September, we reiterate our request that the October timeline for
adoption of the IRP be extended to allow for broader distribution of the revised draft IRP here
and in other parts of the MWD service territory. This outreach should then be followed by
additional public meetings of MWD’s board so that the merits of the revised draft IRP can be
fully deliberated in a transparent setting after MWD responds to all the current comments and
questions.

Changed Circumstances

The water supply and cost environment have fundamentally changed since the IRP was
last updated in 2004. Twenty percent water conservation is now legally required at the retail
level by 2020. Replenishment deliveries by MWD have been interrupted indefinitely. Severe
cutbacks of water supplies from the Bay-Delta are now a way of life for the foreseeable future.
We must plan for impacts of climate change. As a result of these and other changed
circumstances — and taking into account the reasonably anticipated cost of a Delta Fix —

conservation and local projects that once warranted subsidies have become cost effective
compared to MWD’s current and projected water rates. For this reason, many of the more than
250 retail water agencies and cities in the MWD service territory are now in the process of
expanding conservation programs and developing local water supply projects.

Although the draft IRP refers generally to some of these changed circumstances, it does
not recommend any changes in the basic MWD business model to address them. The draft IRP
plan essentially assumes the same base resource mix and adds a massive, undefined “Buffer
Supply” to mitigate undefined and unquantified uncertainties. Instead of asking how it may best
coordinate, encourage and integrate with planned conservation and local water supply
development that is already under way throughout the service territory, MWD proposes to
embark on a massive spending program.

A public agency providing a safe and reliable water supply to the Son Diego region

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Stranded Costs and Stranded Historic Imported and Low Cost Water

MWD’s IRP strategy will drive MWD’s rates up drastically and lead to lower
water sales by MWD as local agencies develop lower-cost supply alternatives. With the
Buffer Supply strategy in the draft JRP, MWD is setting itself up for a perfect storm of
skyrocketing water rates and plummeting water sales. This course of action amounts to a
fiscal death-spiral for MWD and is financially unsustainable.

While it is not possible to determine from the draft IRP precisely what the current
core supplies are or how the proposed Buffer Supply will be developed as MWD projects
and member agency projects (or any iteration thereof), one thing is very clear from the
draft IRP: MWD is embarking on a course 0/action that will result in abandonment of
MWD ‘s historic investments in water supply infrastructure and low-cost core water
supplies infrivor offar more expensive water. A graph illustrating this practical effect of
the IRP is included as Attachment 1 to this letter. That graph shows that MWD’s Buffer
Supply strategy will lead to 500,000 acre-feet of imported water being stranded by MWD
each year, in favor of more expensive local supplies developed by MWD at a cost of
more than $1 billion annually on MWD’s rates (2035). It is imperative that MWD take
the time now to refine this draft IRP to avoid creating stranded water and the associated
stranded costs we will be asking our ratepayers to cover for decades to come.

Detailed Comments on July Draft IRP

Our detailed comments are included in Attachment 2 to this letter in the following
broad subject matter categories:

• Water Rate impacts
• Conservation
• Commitment to the Delta
• Stranded Costs
• Why Abandon Historic Investments and Low Cost Water?
• Respect/or Local Autonomy
• Definition ofRegion
• Outdated Reliability Goal
• Need to Integrate Member Agency and Local Planning Data
• Failure to Identifr Key Issues to Maximize Surface Storage, Groundwater

Storage and Conjunctive Use
• The Problem with Water Insurance, aka “But/er Supply”
• “Adaptive Management” Inadequately Defined
• Inaccurate and Incomplete Data
• Process Concerns
• Recommendations
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We met with our member agency managers to obtain their perspectives,
comments and questions. The August 10 IRP forum in San Diego was well attended by
our agency managers and many questions and comments were presented to you directly
at that time. A list of those questions is included as Attachment 3 to this letter.

We request that MWD staff distribute a revised draft IRP once it has an
opportunity to respond to comments and questions raised here and at the IRP Stakeholder
Forums, and to review and reconcile the data in the report so that it is both internally
consistent and consistent with MWD’s Regional Urban Water Management Plan.

Please let us know what the timeline is for receiving your written responses to this
letter and the questions asked at the IRP Stakeholder Forums. We hope to work with you
to complete an IRP that will provide a solid roadmap for the future for all of Southern
California.

Sincerely,

Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager

Attachment 1: Stranded Imported Water in 2035
Attachment 2: Comments on MWD’s July Draft 2010 IRP Update
Attachment 3: Questions posted at San Diego IRP Forum

cc: MWD Board of Directors
MWD Member Agency Managers
Water Authority Board of Directors
Water Authority Member Agency Managers
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ATTACHMENT 1— STRANDED IMPORTED WATER IN 2035

Stranded Imported Water 2035
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ATTACHMENT 2— COMMENTS ON MWD’s JULY DRAFT 2010 IRP UPDATE

WATER RATE IMPACTS

With the unprecedented recommendation to develop 25% more water than MWD demands
require, the draft IRP is extremely light on its analysis of potential rate impacts. The only rate
analysis included in the draft was a table in Section 3 prepared for the board’s strategic policy
discussion and not related to the recommendation to implement the Buffer Supply. Presumably,
the supplies being developed under the Core Resources Strategy would generally be lower in
cost than those under Buffer and Foundational Actions. The implementation of the Buffer Supply
will require substantial financial investment by MWD and its member agencies. A critical
analysis of potential rate impacts and the impact rate increases will have on demand must be
completed and deliberated by the board before it takes a policy direction on the IRP and
implementation of a Buffer Supply.

In mid-August, MWD’s staff presented a “2010 IRP Average Rate Analysis” on four
implementation strategies for the IRP. The presentation showed the difference in the rate
increase between the Core Resources Strategy — one that MWD admits meets all projected dry-
year demand — and the plan’s recommended strategy to develop 500,000 acre-feet of additional
Buffer Supplies is only 2 percent, a deceptively and alluringly low number that obscures the
actual difference in cost ratepayers would experience between implementing the Core Resources
Strategy and any one of the three Buffer Supply strategies. The difference amounts to up to $537
per acre-foot in 2035 — a 36% difference in water rates in that year; this is not insignificant.

More troublesome, however, are some of the assumptions that went into the rate analysis. MWD
currently funds about $20 million for its water conservation programs, which it projects would
result in about 10,000 acre-feet of new conservation annually. Both the 20x2020 retail mandate
and 20x2020 regional consistency require investment far beyond the current conservation effort.
Under the 20x2020 regional consistency analysis, staff estimated 580,000 acre-feet of water use
efficiency beyond that anticipated through current conservation programs is needed. Yet, only
$20 million is assumed in the analysis to achieve the conservation goal that is significantly
higher than what the current investment is producing. Similarly, the rate impact for Buffer
implementation assumes MWD continues the $250 acre-foot subsidy for local projects
development at the same time it is proposing investments in local water supply development that
greatly exceed this cost. Another example: in the MWD-Developed Buffer Supply scenario
wherein MWD assumes financial responsibility for 500,000 acre-feet of conservation and local
supply development, MWD’s operations would surely grow, yet the rate analysis shows zero
cost difference in the Departmental O&M from the Core Resources Strategy; this appears to be
an unrealistic assumption. Another example: zero cost has been assigned to account for the
project development costs and risks associated with the Foundational Actions component of the
plan.

MWD’s failure to calculate or acknowledge the true cost of water by basing the rate impact
analysis on unrealistic assumptions does a disservice to Southern California ratepayers and only
pushes the hard decisions to another day. We request that a more realistic set of cost
assumptions be used to conduct the rate analyses associated with the IRP and that this
information be available for full discussion and deliberation by MWD’s board of directors.
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CONSERVATION

The Water Conservation Act of 2009 (the Conservation Act, or 20x2020) established new
methodologies, water use targets and reporting requirements. The Act’s requirements apply to
urban retail water suppliers. Although MWD and its wholesale member agencies have a
supporting role, primary responsibility for compliance with the law falls to each retail agency
within MWD’s service territory. The draft IRP does not address these requirements or explain
how a regional program would integrate with, or support these retail conservation programs.

MWD’s recent board memo on water conservation concluded that accounting for conservation at
the individual member agency level would be too difficult and would threaten the efficacy of
MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan, Water Supply Allocation Plan and other programs. We
respectfully disagree, and point out that local agencies already do so as part of their Urban Water
Management Plans (and other plans). It is imperative that the MWD board consider changed
circumstances and legal requirements to ensure that any future regional conservation program
integrates with local programs, and avoids creating conservation disincentives through the
pricing structure, water supply allocation plan, or otherwise.

While the draft IRP appears to assume a regional compliance approach, the Conservation Act
provides that urban retail water suppliers must achieve and report compliance on an individual
basis unless certain prerequisites for regional compliance and reporting are met. Among other
things, regional compliance requires the written consent of each retail agency. MWD should
factor this legal requirement into its analysis in the revised draft IRP.

Indeed, as a wholesale water provider, MWD’s role in conservation must be carefully evaluated
in light of these new legal requirements. Since it is unlikely that all retail water suppliers within
MWD’s service territory will elect to report as part of MWD’s regional water management
group, MWD must account for that as the regional program is being developed. MWD must
carefully assess how a regional program can fairly integrate with the individual programs its
member agencies, and their respective retail agencies, choose to implement to ensure that each
retail agency and group of ratepayers is carrying its legally required, fair share of the cost.

Changes will also be necessary to MWD’s water shortage allocation plan in order to encourage
conservation. The City of Long Beach has presented a number of ideas and approaches to
address this concern that should be thoroughly evaluated and considered. We also believe that
MWD’s wholesale price structure discourages conservation by disguising the true cost of
alternative water supplies. By continuing to offer regional subsidies to retail agencies to meet
water use efficiency targets that are legally required of them, MWD is actually discouraging
water conservation — unless, that is, MWD pays for it. Any regional program must start where
the legal requirement on the retailers ends, otherwise, MWD is simply robbing Peter to pay Paul
and rewarding free riders. And, by subsidizing compliance with the retail 20x2020 targets, funds
that MWD collects from some of its member agencies will be benefitting (subsidizing)
compliance of other member agencies while providing no commensurate benefit to the “donor”
agencies, because those donor agencies do not receive “credit” toward their own 20x2020
compliance goals for spending money (via the MWD subsidies) in other retailers’ service areas.

7
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These donor agencies must additionally spend their own rate money to meet their own
compliance requirement.

As noted earlier, we believe that measurement and verification are essential to any water use
efficiency program, and is in fact, required for compliance. We would note that the data MWD
uses to support the conservation section of the IRP is, except for the current demographic data
from SCAG and SANDAG, outdated (Attachment A. i, Attachment C-2) (1997). One of the
recommendations in the 1997 report was that MWD expand the coverage of its conservation data
base to include the many MWD member agencies with respect to which conservation data was

not available. (See IRP Attachment A-i at Attachment C-40)

We believe there is an important role for MWD in water conservation but that its programs must
change in order to address the concerns described above. The draft IRP fails to address these
important considerations.

COMMITMENT TO THE DELTA

Many agencies and stakeholders are reading the draft IRP recommendation to “immediately” and
“aggressively” implement 500,000 acre-feet of Buffer Supply as a signal that MWD is
abandoning, or does not believe that it will be successful in fixing the Delta. This comes as a big

surprise to our community, which worked tirelessly on the 2009 water bill package and water
bond. We do not support changing course and believe that we must diligently pursue and protect
our investment in the Delta and State Water Project. The Delta Community is also counting on
our continued support. it is our understanding from the information provided by MWD that the
Core Resources Strategy includes both a Delta Fix and continuation of existing Colorado River
programs contemplated by the Quantification Settlement Agreement. We believe this is the
correct approach and consistent with MWD’s core mission.

This having been stated, the Water Authority is open to having a candid discussion with MWD,
the Delta Community and all interested parties about the nature and extent of the Delta “Fix,” if
MWD has grown skeptical of the prospects for success in the Delta. In the meantime, and unless

and until a conscious decision is made — with the benefit of analysis and input from all affected
parties — we believe the call for a Buffer Supply sends the wrong message vis-à-vis MWD’s
intentions in the Delta — and an expensive message at that.

STRANDED COSTS

Since the drought in the early i990’s, MWD’s water management strategy has been to invest in

storage to take advantage of the hydrologic cycles to best utilize low-cost, available water.

Today, this investment, which stands in excess of 5 million acre-feet of storage capacity, has
served the region well during the current supply challenges. But, rather than continuing this
management strategy to optimize the historic investment in the State’s water supply
infrastructure and MWD’s own low-cost imported water, the draft IRP proposes to shift course
in favor of MWD developing local water supplies at a high cost to its ratepayers.

.3
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The development of the Buffer Supplies would lead to a similar outcome. If these supplies are
not needed — and the draft indicates that demands for the Buffer Supplies will not exist — then the
costs to develop them are truly in excess of need and stranded and, therefore, will be stranded
costs. A graphic illustration of the stranded costs is shown below in Figure A.

Stranded Dollars/AF in 2035

Si 844

Figure A

2,021

Core Resources + Core Resources +

WUE Buffer + MWD- WIJE Buffer + MWD

Incentivized Local Developed Local

Supplies Supplies

It is important that MWD integrate its planning with those of its member agencies so that it does
not find itself with stranded investments and future unexpected rate increases due to poor
planning.

WIlY ABANDON HISTORIC INVESTMENTS AND Low COST WATER?

Staffs rate analysis released in mid-August sheds light on the following facts: the immediate
implementation of Buffer Supply, whether limited to regional consistency Water Use Efficiency
of 200,000 acre-feet or the entire 500,000 acre-feet inclusive of local projects would result in

abandonment of like amounts of lower-cost imported water, even after it has obligated its share
of the Delta Fix improvements. Case in point, in 2035, with Buffer Supply inclusive of Water
Use Efficiency only, MWD’s own rate analysis showed it would forgo a like amount of imported
water due to reduction in sales. The situation worsens if MWD implements the entire 500,000
acre-feet of Buffer Supply, under both MWD-Incentivized and MWD-Developed Buffer Supply
scenarios, 500,000 acre-feet of imported water is forgone. Why would MWD spend billions of
dollars to develop new supplies and, at the same time, plan to forego use of those supplies?

RESPECT FOR LOCAL AUTONOMY

The key question addressed in the draft IRP focuses on the “role” of MWD. But, with due
respect, we believe it’s the wrong question. The focus should not be on MWD’s “role,” but on

how the most reliable, cost-effective water supply can be provided to water ratepayers. being
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mindful that not every retail water supplier or even every “region” within the vast MWD service
territory will answer that question the same way. MWD’s “top-down, all-in” planning model in
which it will assume responsibility over local water supply development fails to take into
account the many cities, local agencies and groundwater managers who grapple with local water
supply development issues every day. It is an open question what role these agencies and water
suppliers would like MWD to play, but it is certainly important to ask. Historically, the answer
to that question would be easy: they want funding to help support local water supply
development. We believe that there is a role MWD can play in helping to support local projects
including funding mechanisms for local supply development. But the rules must be firm and
fair, laid out in advance, and equitable to all parties.

DEFINITION OF REGION

Given the dramatic shift in the draft IRP from imported water supplier to local supply developer,
MWD should take a step back and ask itself, its member agencies and, critically — the hundreds
of cities, counties, water suppliers, groundwater managers and other local districts — how they
define their “region” for purposes of local water supply development. MWD has been Southern
California’s principal “regional” imported water supplier. That does not mean that it will be
efficient or even logical for MWD to become Southern California’s “regional” local water
supplier. The State, for example, recognizes nine separate IRWM planning groups that are
wholly or partially within the MWD service territory. What makes sense for “regional” local
water supply development needs to be discussed between and among all interested parties, not
just MWD and its member agencies. and be defined in a manner that is practical, workable and
equitable to all parties. It is likely that not all local and regional agencies desire to be under the
planning umbrella of MWD and its member agencies — whose member agencies often have
goals, priorities and objectives that are different than their own.

OUTDATED RELIABILITY GOAL

By declaring allegiance to the 1952 Laguna Declaration, the draft IRP misses a critical
opportunity to signal that it is no longer “business as usual” in Southern California or at MWD.
Indeed, where and how to establish the reliability goal was not even discussed as part of the IRP
process. In today’s water-scarce, high-rate environment, our customers want a choice about the
level of “regional” reliability they want to pay for.

But the draft IRP goes even further, it advocates a reliability goal of developing core supplies to
meet full-service dry year demands at the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions,
p developing a Buffer Supply of 10% of retail demand,p completing project planning for
an array of additional projects based on undefined “uncertainty” (the Foundational Actions).
This “Laguna Declaration-P/us” approach is excessive, impractical and fiscally imprudent. It
also flies in the face of California’s changed circumstances and Southern California’s
conservation ethic.

Before staff recommends the highly aggressive supply development outlined in the draft IRP, it
should communicate with each of its member agencies to detenriine the extent to which those
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agencies intend to rely upon MWD to meet their future supplemental water supply needs. As
aptly noted in the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force Report,

“[It was troubling] to learn, for example, that some of the member agencies most
strongly supporting big-ticket projects. . . also had the most aggressive plans to
reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent supplies. In
effect, such agencies appear to want MWD to develop costly backup capacity-or
insurance-for their local supply strategies, while seeking to shift the costs for
these benefits on to Metropolitan and other agencies and customers.” -- BRTF
Report at page 23.

Just as in the past, it is clear that some of the MWD member agencies most strongly supporting
the draft IRP are doing so precisely because they believe that it will allow them to become less
dependent upon MWD.

NEED TO INTEGRATE MEMBER AGENCY AND LOCAL PLANNING DATA

The draft IRP identifies the need for only 16,000 acre-feet of local projects to achieve the Core
Resources Strategy target in 2015 and only 46,000 acre-feet by 2025 and through the end of the
planning horizon (2035). According to the draft IRP, this will result in 100% supply reliability
under all hydrologic conditions to meet dry-year demand. It is important to note that in reaching
the 100% reliability assessment, the plan has taken into account regulatory and environmental
constraints on supplies from the Bay-Delta in the years before mid- and long-term Delta
improvements are completed.

Based upon review of the limited data included in Appendix A.5 of draft IRP, it appears that as
much as 750,000 acre-feet of local water supply is already being planned by MWD member
agencies. It is unclear whether this list includes all supply projects that are being planned by
cities, groundwater managers, replenishment districts, utilities and other agencies and water
suppliers throughout Southern California. Given that the draft identifies only 46,000 acre-feet of
local projects is needed to achieve Core Resources strategy’s 100% reliability goal, the draft IRP
fails to grapple with the reality that MWD sales will be reduced, not increased in the future. If
properly coordinated, this trend can be a positive outcome for MWD and all of Southern
California. But MWD threatens to disrupt the positive economic impacts of this shift by
proposing to over-invest in new water supplies in an ill-fated and illusory attempt to increase its
own sales. Failure to coordinate with the many cities, water districts, and utilities beyond MWD
member agencies places all Southern California water ratepayers at risk.

The draft IRP also does not provide projected supplies under average- and wet-year hydrologic
conditions and their frequencies of occurrence. The draft shows only how MWD’s storage would
fare under “average” conditions. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 reflect very healthy storage conditions for
MWD, but lack data for member agencies to assess how their surface reservoir or groundwater
basins could be augmented for dry year use.

In summary, although the IRP by definition is intended to be an integrated plan that takes
member agency and retail supply plans into account as part of MWD’s regional planning, the
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IRP draft fails to do so. This presents grave risk to MWD and Southern California water
ratepayers.

Finally, MWD’s historic and principal role has been to deliver water to Southern California
imported from the Colorado River and State Water Project. The subsidy programs were
originally created to “encourage” conservation and development of local water supplies that were
otherwise not cost-effective, and, in order to “send the right message” to Northern California
where it was seeking to maintain its State Water Project entitlement. The rationale was that by
supporting these local water supply investments, the costs of securing additional imported water
supplies and/or infrastructure were “avoided,” and thus the payment of MWD subsidies
benefited the region as a whole. MWD should take the time now as part of the IRP planning
process to consider the appropriate role of subsidies generally, and including whether subsidies
are encouraging or impeding desired outcomes.

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY KEY ISSUES TO MAXIMIZE SURFACE STORAGE, GROUNDWATER

STORAGE AND CONJUNCTIVE USE

The draft IRP says that Metropolitan has “gradually shifted from being exclusively a supplier of
imported water to collaborating with its member agencies on regional water supply planning
issues.” This statement does not capture the momentous change that is being recommended for
adoption in the draft 2010 IRP, which will place MWD in control of planning, outreach, all state
and federal funding and decision-making about local project development. While the draft
promises that MWD will “collaborate” with agencies outside of their own member agencies, it
appears that it has not collaborated with them in proposing this new role for MWD in the first
place. Willingness to allow MWD to become the regional master facilities planner may also
vary by region.

MWD’s principal, historic role has been as a supplemental, imported wholesale water supplier to
its member agencies. While “collaboration” with its member agencies is indeed important,
MWD is announcing in the draft TRP a substantially different and enhanced role for itself in the
future, including “master planning” for significant local water supply resources over which it has
no legal jurisdiction or expertise. The draft IRP does not so much represent a “gradual shift” as a
takeover strategy for local water supply development in which MWD will be in charge of local
water supply development through its regional master planning process. For example, MWD is
declaring that it will be in charge of “master planning” for the following activities:

1. Recycled water development, including creation of a regional finance committee that will
determine how all state and federal funding dollars are best spent (Table 5-5);

2. Preparation of salt management plans and groundwater basin management plans (Table
5-7);

3. Seawater desalination “integration” (Table 5-10) and funding mechanisms (Table 5-13);
and,

4. Stormwater capture, including regional master planning, implementation of pilot projects
and development of subsidy programs (Table 5-19).
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MWD’s newly announced role as “master planner” for all Southern California local water supply
development goes far beyond the function of “collaboration” described above. Given that it has
little expertise in groundwater and developing local projects, staffing and budget increases will
undoubtedly be on the horizon. These efforts will duplicate those of the many local water
suppliers, replenishment districts and groundwater managers who are already engaged at the
local level.

In lieu of these proposed changes, MWD should follow the same, more cautious guidelines it
suggests for graywater (see page 5-36), namely,

1. Do not establish subsidies to pay for graywater;
2. Focus instead on reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation

and regulations to support graywater development;
3. Work with local entities to create model guidelines for permitting processes; and,
4. Assist with public information efforts as requested and appropriate.

Finally, the draft IRP fails to address the most fundamental questions that must be addressed by
MWD at the wholesale level, including: 1) how available imported water supplies will be
managed; and 2) what policies are needed to assure fair access to facilities in order to move
water stored in groundwater basins in and out of, and within the MWD distribution system.

THE PROBLEM WITH WATER INSURANCE, AKA “BUFFER SUPPLY”

The draft IRP recommends implementation of the Buffer Supply as an insurance policy against
uncertainties, but does not provide a quantitative analysis or risk assessment to show how the
500,000 acre-feet of supply development was derived. For this reason, the Buffer Supply is
purely speculative.

The Buffer Supply is also financially unsustainable under the current rate structure, since
agencies would oniy pay for the “insurance” when they file a “claim” for the water. The cost of
maintaining a large “standby” supply will be extraordinarily expensive, force MWD rates to
increase exponentially, and, drive water purchasers away from MWD in search of lower cost
supplies that they can control. Here again, the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force had it right:

“Reliability, quality and other water supply specifications cannot be made
independently from the willingness of MWD customers to pay for such services.
Member agencies may want, for example, the insurance provided by major
investments to increase MWD standby capacity, but if forced to commit funds for
such capabilities, they may actually prefer far lower levels of protection than a
hypothetically “costless” water supply guarantee.” -- BRTF Report at page 9.

While the draft IRP itself is silent on the cost of the Buffer Supply, MWD’s mid-August rate
analysis showed startling costs of the Buffer Supply, in terms of sky-high water rates, stranded
water supply and stranded costs. The two charts included with these comments were developed
based upon this mid-August rate analysis.
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Furthermore, the draft IRP appears to ignore the fact that MWD already has a substantial
“Buffer” in which it has invested, namely, MWD’s vast storage program. MWD has 5 million
acre-feet of storage, which the draft IRP indicates will be full on average. The draft IRP also
says that if the Core Resources Programs are implemented, the region could have an excess of 1
million acre-feet of water during dry years, when storage and transfers are factored in. If the
500,000 acre-feet Buffer Supply is implemented, without MWD taking any water from its
storage, the region will have more water than required to meet demands including filling all
available storage. The bottom line is that the draft IRP fails to factor in that the very purpose of
the existing storage is to provide the same dry year assurance that is proposed to be filled by the
new Buffer Supply.

“ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT” INADEQUATELY DEFU’4ED

Although the draft IRP says that MWD will employ an “adaptive management” strategy, the
draft also concludes that an aggressive approach to immediately implement the Buffer Supply is
required. In general, it is not possible to discern from the draft IRP what the timing or “triggers”
are for any of the “adaptive” actions. The draft IRP is also inconsistent with statements made by
MWD staff at the August 10 San Diego Stakeholders Forum with regard to timing of adaptive
management actions described in the draft IRP.

At its own August 20 member agency managers’ meeting, MWD staff stated that it plans to only

recommend immediate implementation of the regional consistency Water Use Efficiency Buffer,
and leave the implementation of the Local Resources Buffer to occur only when certain trigger
events take place, such as failure to obtain the environmental documentation for a Delta
conveyance facility by a date-certain (yet to be specified). This is a very different position than
the draft’s aggressive approach to implement local projects as delineated within the draft IRP as
follows:

Page 4-20, “Implementing a Supply Buffer,” states, in part: “. ..a ‘planning’ Buffer was
introduced during the 2004 Update. The 2010 IRP Update proposes to expand the
concept of a planning Buffer and create an actual hedge against demand uncertainty, by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand.
Metropolitan will collaborate with the member agencies to implement this Buffer through
complying with the 20X2020 legislation, and by implementing aggressive adaptive
actions to meet any remaining portion of the 10 percent Buffer.” (Emphasis added.)

On page ES-8, the draft states: “Maximizing regional benefits through economies of scale
and minimizing the cost of redundancy is important to adaptability. The 2010 IRP
Update will hedge against demand, supply and environmental uncertainties by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand. This
Buffer will be implemented through meeting 20X2020 water use efficiency goals, and by
implementing aggressive adaptive actions to meet the remaining portion of the 10 percent
Buffer through local supplies and transfers. This approach is consistent with maintaining
reliable baseline supplies and advancing local and regional solutions.” (Emphasis added.)

9
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In its outreach materials used at the IRP Public Forums, MWD has an executive
summary, page ES-lO, that states the Buffer Supply will be “. . .developed through
collaboration with the member agencies on aggressive actions.” And, on Figure ES-4,
Component 2 box reads “aggressive adaptive actions for the remainder.” (Emphasis
added.)

It is impossible to reconcile the oral comments made by MWD staff at the August 10
Stakeholder Forum and the August 20 MWD Member Agency Managers meeting with the
conflicting verbiage in the draft IRP document.

It is also completely unclear what “adaptive management” means or how it will be employed by
the MWD staff once the IRP is adopted by the board. Substantially more detailed planning and
transparency is required before board adoption so that the member agencies can better
understand what is intended by the draft IRP.

INACCURATE AND INCOMPLETE DATA

The Core Resources Strategy is the heart of MWD’s current water supply planning. It is
essential that the draft IRP provide a full description of the components of the Core Resources
Strategy. And yet, it is not possible to discern the details of the Core Resources Strategy due to
the fact that there is inconsistent data presented throughout Sections 4 and 6 of the draft IRP.
These are the key sections of the report that present analyses of the available water supplies and
need to develop additional supplies.

To ensure a sustainable resource plan that clearly outlines a path for long-term reliability, it is
fundamental that the draft IRP start with a more comprehensive evaluation of the Core Resource
Strategy. The Core Resource Strategy serves as the foundation of the plan. The analysis should
include an identification of what actions can be taken to strengthen the core strategy in order to
maximize investments already made in imported supplies. The evaluation should include an
assessment that clearly identifies the risks associated with implementation of the core strategy
and takes adaptive measures to mitigate those risks. This assessment would provide a linkage
between the Core Resource Strategy and the timing and type of adaptive management strategies
recommended. Transparency in the process is critical to providing the member agencies the data
and information needed to plan accordingly in their UWMP and resource plans.

In addition to the internal inconsistencies, the data included in the draft IRP is also inconsistent
with data included in MWD’s recently released draft Regional Urban Water Management Plan
(RUWMP). The Water Authority suggests that MWD staff conduct a workshop with the member
agency managers to work through this detail so that MWD’s Core Resources Strategy can be
presented in a manner that may be better understood and inconsistencies with MWD’s RUWMP
can be reconciled.

To cite just a few examples, seawater desalination is listed as existing production on Table 4-6
but as a yet-to-be-developed Core Resource on Table 4-8. There is no indication how the
groundwater, local surface water and Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) supplies listed in Table 4-7
were projected. And, it is unclear why there is an increase in groundwater supplies during this

10
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planning horizon, but a decrease in surface water. The data for LAA also differs between the IRP
and RUWMP. These and other inconsistencies and lack of foundational data are not “details” to
be “worked out later” — rather, this is foundational information required in order to meaningfully
assess MWD’s current supplies and the need to develop additional supplies.

Beyond the internal inconsistencies in the draft IRP, there is also insufficient information
provided on the plans of cities, groundwater agencies, replenishment districts, utilities and water
suppliers throughout the Southland to implement conservation and other local water supply
programs that will substantially reduce the amount of water purchases from MWD in the future.
While the draft notes that there are approximately 250 retail agencies that supply water to the
public, the draft IRP analysis has failed to account for the plans and timing of plans that many of
these 250 retail agencies have to both conserve water and develop local resources. Although
Appendix A.5 includes a list of member agency area projects, it does not provide analysis to
show how these projects will reduce the demand for MWD supplies. It also does unclear whether
it includes projects of the many agencies, sub-agencies and utilities who presently buy water
from MWD member agencies. MWD must work with its member agencies to develop an
accurate and agreed upon list of projects as well as project timing, and eliminate inconsistencies
before it finalizes the draft IRP.

Moreover. MWD’s methodology limits its accounting of local supplies to existing, under
construction and “committed” projects (a term not defined in the draft IRP). All other planned
local projects are included as part of MWD’s own “regional” target, with the explanation that,
“... [t]his recognizes the uncertainty in local supplies and avoids over and under allocating local
supply targets to individual agencies” (see Appendix A. 1-22, “Projected Active Conservation: A
New Approach). This approach appears grounded in MWD’s past experience and the notion that
local water suppliers cannot be relied upon to develop local supplies and, therefore, MWD must
step in and take over responsibility for local supply development. This assumption fails to take
into account the substantially changed circumstances and that many local water supply projects
that were once uncompetitive with the price of imported water are now cost-effective — without
any subsidies from MWD — when compared to even the conservatively projected cost of MWD
water. There are also better mechanisms to hold local water suppliers accountable to the region
for completion of projects than the theoretical no-cost or low-cost water supply Buffer
“insurance” recommended in the draft IRP.

The realistic regional demand “gap” cannot reasonably be estimated without taking into account
the existing and planned actions of MWD’s member agencies and other local water suppliers.
The draft TRP notes that Metropolitan has historically provided between 45 and 60 percent of the
municipal, industrial, and agricultural water used within its service area. However, enhanced
conservation and development of local water supplies will result in a dramatic reduction in water
demand on MWD. Implementing any of the Buffer Supply strategies in the draft IRP will lead to
unavoidably higher rates and inversely declining sales.

11
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PROCESS CONCERNS

While there have been a large number of meetings and IRP-related “processes,” the process
overall has been both “top down” and “disintegrated,” with no meaningful opportunity for non
MWD member agency participants to shape the outcome. This shortcoming is all the more
important given the draft IRP proposes that MWD become responsible for, or compete with
many local projects that are currently within the jurisdiction of cities, local agencies and
groundwater managers. The 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force made similar observations about the
then-pending IRP process:

“Although both the IRP and rate structure efforts largely involve member
agencies in setting functional objectives, performance standards and the
development of background materials such as the Strategic Resources
Assessment-and to some extent, other outside participants-the precise role of non
MWD participation in IRP and rate structure discussions often seems limited to
commenting on Metropolitan-generated objectives rather than considering de
novo functional objectives and performance standards.” -- Blue Ribbon Task
Force Report (I3RTF Report) at page 8.

“As different resource, reliability and operational goals are considered, IRP
participants are not presented with fully articulated alternative models. The
current practice is to make marginal changes in an assumed base resource mix in
response to new, cost, technological, political or other concerns. This practice
may limit the participants’ understanding about the implications of different
options, and artificially constrain the range of choices they take into account.” --

BRTF Report at page 12.

“Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and numerous specialized committees and
subcommittees, the Board often seems to be presented with limited options and
choices for final approval largely defined and developed by MWD staff, rather
than conduct an independent inquiry of relevant matters.” -- BRTF Report at page
74.

These observations are as accurate regarding the current draft IRP and IRP process as they were
more than 15 years ago. The 2010 draft IRP has been available for public review only recently,
and although voluminous, contains limited information. The revised draft IRP will apparently
not be available until later in September, with board adoption scheduled for October. This
schedule and process does not allow for meaningful distribution or review of the draft IRP by
those who are impacted through the adoption of the IRP. MWD staff has been portraying the
draft IRP as implementation of the will of the people, rather than as a recommendation of MWD
staff But, of the almost 19 million people who live and work in Southern California, less than
350 people attended the four stakeholder workshops combined — and, many of those participants
were MWD and member agency staff and consultants. Moreover, the stakeholders were being
asked to comment on a draft report in which fundamental questions remain to be answered.
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Given that MWD is proposing to change its historic role as imported water supplier — which is
the principal responsibility most local agencies now associate with MWD — it is vitally important
that sufficient time be allowed for distribution to city councils, county board of supervisors,
groundwater managers, replenishment districts, water districts, utilities, and other local entities
which will bear the expense of, or otherwise be impacted by MWD’s new role. MWD and its
member agencies should not simply assume that all agencies and stakeholders will welcome this
new role for MWD or the associated rate increases that will be necessary to implement this
course of action.

RECOMMENDATIONS

MWD uses the IRP as a foundation for its RUWMP. Thus, the draft IRP should reflect the clear
professional recommendation of MWD staff. Is that the case? If so, we recommend you say so
when the revised draft IRP is released. As it stands in the draft IRP, this is unclear.

At a minimum, we recommend that MWD provide a full 60-day review period between the
release of a revised draft IRP, including responses to all comments and questions, and the first
MWD board meeting to consider the revised draft. We also recommend at least two public
meetings of the board to consider and deliberate the revised draft IRP. This time frame would
still allow adoption of the IRP in advance of the RUWMP. Although the update process stated
more than a year ago, the recommendations were made available for the first time in July 2010
when draft report was posted online. We were quite surprised with the recommended strategy,
especially since the draft’s own data indicates the excessiveness of such a recommendation. The
draft recommends an adaptive strategy that included three components: Core Resources Strategy,
Buffer Implementation, and Foundational Actions.

The draft IRP clearly indicated that the implementation of the Core Resources Strategy would
meet projected dry-year demands under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions, with MWD’s 5
million acre-feet of average storage capacity above 60 percentile and probability of dry-year
shortage diminishing to zero past 2015 (with only than less than 1 percent shortage in 2015). Yet.
it recommends moving forward with all three components concurrently, including aggressively
pursuing Buffer Supply implementation (in contrast to 2004 IRP’s planninz buffer) and at the
same time developing large-scale projects so they are “ready to proceed” under Foundational
Actions.

The forthcoming revised draft IRP must integrate member agency plans and projects into the
discussion, and before implementation of projects that exceed demand, member agencies’
commitment to pay for these supplies must be obtained and proper choice and structure be set in

place to ensure MWD does not strand water nor investments under the new supply strategy.

13
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ATTACHMENT 3— QUESTIONS POSED AT SAN DIEGO IRP FORUM

RELIABILITY GOALS

• Doesn’t the IRP’s reliance on the almost 60 year old Laguna Declaration — drafted at a time
when Southern California was almost completely dependent on imported water — send the
wrong message in today’s limited resource and escalating cost environment’? Is that a smart
message in the water bond campaign?

• Why didn’t MWD reconsider the central question of the where the regional reliability goal
should be set?

• Why should everyone have to pay for the same reliability standard if they want to conserve
more and pay less?

• How has MWD accounted for the dampening effect higher prices will have on water

demand?

SUPPLY AND PLANNING BUFFER

• Has MWD done a survey of each of its member agencies and other local agencies and
utilities to determine what projects they are developing now or plan to develop in the near
future? Don’t you need this kind of information in order to determine what supply “gap”
exists’?

• Will MWD staff agree to collect this information about local projects development and make
it available before asking the board to adopt this IRP?

• What is the rationale for an MWD Buffer Supply equal to 10% of retail demand? What is
that number based on?

• What is MWD’s assumption in the IRP about who will pay for the core and Buffer supplies’?
Is there a breakdown of this by region or project? Isn’t this information necessary to define
even broad parameters of a real plan?

• Is staff recommending the implementation of both core and Buffer supplies because it does
not believe it will be successful in the Delta Fix? If not, why does this draft recommend
moving forward now with implementation of both supplies?

• Can you be more specific about the risks and uncertainties you believe justify the expenditure
of current ratepayer dollars’? What are the “trigger points” that would warrant increased
spending’?

• What is the level of commitment to developing the resources identified in the Buffer’? And is
there a certain date by which those resources will be developed?

• Why are recycled water and seawater desalination identified as part of the Buffer supplies’?
• What is the size and composition of the Buffer’?
• What is the process by which the region will make the decision to deploy elements of the

Buffer’? And are there risks associated with each trigger level?

MWD’S ROLE

• Isn’t our current water supply allocation the result of challenges to our imported supplies?
Since this has been MWD’s historical role, shouldn’t MWD focus its efforts and regional
dollars on securing the Delta Fix and filling the Colorado River Aqueduct’?
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MEMBER AGENCY’S ROLE

• Does the IRP assume and recognize that the 20x2020 requirement is a retail obligation?
Given that, why should MWD subsidize member agencies to meet this local mandate’? Isn’t
this rewarding bad behavior?

• What is the IRP assumption about the project cost that would qualify for a financial
“incentive” from MWD?

• Won’t MWD by definition be investing in the most expensive sources of supply? [Cornment.
I/not, win’ 14’ould the local agency need an ‘incentive”?J

• How does Met intend to ensure fairness among its member agencies in the collection and

redistribution of incentive money for conservation and local projects?

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS

• What is MWD’s assumption on who will implement the 20x2020 mandate?
• What are MWD’s planning assumptions for the on-line dates for the member agency projects

described in the Appendix?
• What are MWD’s assumptions for supply conditions under normal and wet years?
• What assumptions does the report make about how surplus water in any given year will be

used? Will it go first to refill MWD’s storage? Do you assume that discounted
replenishment rates will be available at any time in the future? If so, under what conditions’?

COST ANALYSIS

• What are the cost assumptions for core and Buffer Supply projects’?
• What is the estimated rate impact as a result of implementing the core strategies? Is this

impact based on an assumption the current rate structure remains unchanged?
• What would the implementation of Buffer Supply add to water rates?
• What about the Foundational Actions’? How much would those activities add to water rates?
• Will MWD do a new rate structure analysis and cost of service study for IRP programs and

projects before adopting the IRP?
• How does MWD ensure its core supply investments would not be stranded?
• Is MWD going to require firm contractual commitments from each of its member agencies to

pay for all of this supply development’?
• How do preferential rights relate to the availability of Buffer Supply water? Are they

enforceable if a member agency claims them?
• Do you have any analysis available to show the “balancing” between resource investment

and cost considerations?

TIMING

• IRP sets forth MWD’s policy for future supply development and is an especially important
document given changed water supply environment. Why the rush to get the report adopted
so quickly?

• Are you willing to recommend extending the time for MWD staff to answer our questions

before we are required to comment further on the report’?
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RECEIVED
THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OFSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AVG 3 0 2010

GENERAL MANAGER
Office of the General Manager

August 25, 2010

Ms. Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Ms. Stapleton:

Notice of Intent to Initiate Process to Consider
Termination of Incentive Agreements with the Water Authority

The agreements listed below between Metropolitan and the San Diego County Water Authority
(Water Authority) contain provisions allowing The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (Metropolitan) to file a 90-day notice of intent to consider terminating agreements
should the Water Authority file litigation challenging Metropolitan’s rate structure. In June 2010,
the Water Authority initiated litigation challenging Metropolitan’s water rates and charges for
fiscal year 2010/11. Consequently, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors at its August 17, 2010,
meeting directed staff to initiate the process outlined in the rate structure integrity provisions.

Incentive Program Existing Agreement Number
Conservation Regional Commercial Program 66654
Conservation Regional Residential Program 78189
Enhanced

. Landscape Auditor Interns 0 11-2006
Conservation
Enhanced Smart Landscape Grant Program 024-2007
Conservation Expansion

This letter is the official 90-day notice of Metropolitan’s intent to consider termination of the
above listed agreements between Metropolitan and the Water Authority.

Within 30 days of receipt of this notice, the Water Authority has the right to request, in writing,
mediation of the dispute by a neutral third party with expertise in finance and rate setting. The
request for mediation would serve to stay the 90-day notice of intent to terminate, but for no more
than 90 days beyond the filing of the notice of request for mediation. If the termination process
advances, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors will ultimately make the decision on whether to
terminate the agreements. Payment of the incentives for this program will continue pending the
decision by the Board following the 90-day notice period.

700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 • Mailing Address: Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 • Telephone (213) 217-6000



THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Ms. Maureen A. Stapleton
Page 2
August 25, 2010

Metropolitan’s Board of Directors also directed staff to defer execution of the following three
agreements currently pending with the Water Authority, as termination proceedings would begin
immediately upon execution:

Incentive Program Pending Agreement Number
Conservation Agricultural Conservation Program 113401
Innovative

Flow control valve research project 91694
Conservation
Seawater

Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project 70025
Desalination

me at (213) 217-6211 or via email at

WAT :j c
o:\a\s\c\20 I O\WAT SDCWA Agreement Termination_Notice v3 .doc

cc: Board of Directors
Executive Secretary



              
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

December 9, 2010 
 
 
Brian Thomas 
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
700 N. Alameda Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
 
Dear Mr. Thomas: 
 
We reviewed Appendix A of MWD’s Draft Official Statement, distributed to members of 
the Board of Directors on November 24, 2010 for an upcoming bond sale.  We have a 
number of concerns.  A principal concern is that the Draft Statement does not disclose 
MWD’s present and future reduction in water sales due to a variety of key facts.  
 
2010 Integrated Resources Plan 
The recently adopted 2010 IRP articulated a new untested business strategy for MWD 
that is different than the historical role it has played in importing supplemental water 
supplies to Southern California.  The implementation of this strategy would result in an 
overdevelopment of supplies by at least 200,000 acre-feet in 2020 and as much as 
500,000 acre-feet per year through the overdevelopment of local supplies – either by 
MWD directly, or developed in concert with MWD subsidies.  This new strategy has 
significant cost implications that have not been adequately described in the IRP or 
disclosed in the Draft Official Statement and could result in reduced sales rather than 
increased sales by MWD in the future.  We described our concerns in our October 11, 
2010 letter to MWD (copy attached and incorporated herein by reference).  The 2010 IRP 
showed an MWD demand ranging from 1.67 million acre-feet to 1.75 million acre-feet in 
2015, depending on how aggressively MWD would pursue local resources development. 
MWD demand is projected to be even lower in 2035 at between 1.35 million acre-feet 
and 1.65 million acre-feet.  These are significant projected reductions in MWD sales.  
The Draft Statement fails to adequately disclose this fact.  
 
Moreover, a month after MWD’s board adopted the 2010 IRP, MWD staff released new 
water sales projections as part of its Long Range Finance Plan that show even lower 
potential sales by 2020, in a range from of a low of 1 million acre-feet, a high of 2 
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million acre-feet and a “projected expected” sales of 1.6 million acre-feet.  The financial 
impact on MWD of 400,000 to 500,000 acre-feet of lower sales represented by the 
“projected expected” forecast is significant, and MWD must reconcile this major 
discrepancy in its Appendix A.   
 
In addition to these concerns, MWD must analyze and disclose applicable limitations on 
its ability to fund local projects anticipated by the IRP under its existing rate structure, 
and, subject to the new Constitutional limitations under Proposition 26 as recently passed 
by California voters. 
 
Projected Water Sales 
The projected sales for the near term are overstated given current and reasonably 
anticipated water sales.  After a series of steep rate hikes (increasing Tier 1 Treated Rate 
by 55 percent between 2008 and 2012), water management actions including aggressive 
conservation messaging, cessation of discounted replenishment water sales, phasing out 
of the agricultural program rate, and the implementation of M&I water allocation, MWD 
has significantly lowered its water demand.  For the 10-year period of 2000-2009, 
MWD’s annual water sales averaged 2.17 million acre-feet.  This calendar year, MWD’s 
sales are projected to equal a multi-decade low of about 1.5 million acre-feet – nearly 
700,000 acre-feet below past decade’s average (and 1 million acre-feet below its peak 
sales year) and importantly, 250,000 acre-feet below MWD’s budgeted amount.  Staff 
reported just last month that MWD’s current year revenue is expected to be $120 million 
less than budgeted due to declining sales.  This will put ever-increasing pressure to raise 
rates even higher, if not in CY 2012, then in following years. 
   
We do not believe it is reasonable to assume MWD water sales will return to the 2 
million acre-feet level in the time frame noted in the Official Statement, or, that it has the 
water supplies available to sustain sales in this range continuously.  Moreover, as noted 
above, the implementation of the IRP could actually result in further reduction in MWD’s 
own water sales.  
 
Use of Bond Proceeds and Need for Funds 
Given today’s extraordinary upward rate pressure, and downward water sales trends, it is 
unclear why MWD is considering selling bonds at this time.  We were informed by staff 
just last month due to lower water sales, MWD would be drawing down about $100 
million from its Rate Stabilization Fund to help cover the impacts of low sales, resulting 
in reserves that are lower than the Board’s established minimum level.  We should be 
reviewing all expenditures, including scrubbing the Capital Investment Program, to 
reduce rate pressure.  Selling the bonds now would result in MWD needing to expend the 
money within the specified time – that does not make sense.  MWD needs to first figure 
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out what its new CIP expenditures should be in the current fiscal situation, and sustained 
lower water sales before committing itself to spending additional funds.  
 
In conclusion, we believe MWD’s exposure to sustained lower water sales is significant 
due to factors such as challenges to MWD’s supplies, implementation of SBX7-7, the 
adoption of the 2010 IRP, and high water rates’ impact on consumer demand; these 
factors must be disclosed in detail.  As such, we request that the Draft Statement be 
modified to ensure MWD provides adequate disclosure to potential investors. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Keith Lewinger  
Director  
 
Attachment 
 
Cc:  MWD Board of Directors 
 Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager 
 MWD Member Agency Managers 
 
 



              
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 October 11, 2010 
 
 
Timothy Brick 
Chairman of the Board 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
P. O. Box 54153 
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153 
 
Re:  Adoption of 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update – OPPOSE 
 
Dear Chairman Brick: 
 
We reviewed the final draft 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update (Final Draft), made available 
by MWD on October 1, and proposed to be adopted at the October 12, 2010 board meeting.  We 
regret to inform you that we cannot support the Final Draft.  Although the Final Draft corrected 
certain data inconsistencies in the prior draft, it fails to address the Water Authority’s substantive 
concerns stated in its September 10, 2010 letter, a copy of which is attached and incorporated by 
reference.  We renew the comments described in our September 10 letter and offer the following 
brief supplemental comments on some of the key issues. 
 
Reliability Objective.  The supply reliability objective is proposed to be expanded from meeting 
100% of full-service demands at the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions to 
include an additional 500,000 acre-feet of water supply to be developed as an “Uncertainty 
Buffer.” Despite the report stating that the 2010 IRP reliability is “true” to the reliability goal 
established under the prior IRPs, the implementation of an Uncertainty Buffer raises the reliability 
objective far beyond the prior IRPs.  We do not believe that this reliability objective would be 
adopted by the board if it had been provided with accurate information regarding the cost for 
exceeding 100% reliability, and how high water rates will have to go to achieve this objective.   
 
Cost.  We have previously commented on the dearth of information provided to the board 
regarding the true cost of IRP implementation.  The board memo transmitting the Final Draft says 
only that a reliable water supply will “come at a cost” and states that, historically, the national 
cost of water and sewer maintenance has increased at a rate of 2 percent above inflation.  It goes 
on to state that projections in the IRP “show that MWD’s future rate increases would be at or 
below these historic norms for the industry.”  This statement is misleading at best and is 
inconsistent with actual rate increases MWD has experienced over the past few years – when it 
was not embarked upon the kind of spending program described in the IRP.   
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Over the last five years alone (2008-2012), MWD has increased its rates by almost 55% -- or an 
average of 11% per year.  With these rate increases, MWD has put its water rates in uncharted 
territory, where it is completely disconnected from historical CPI averages.  In a presentation on 
MWD’s Long Range Finance Plan just one week ago (Oct. 4), MWD staff projected rate 
increases averaging 6 percent per year over the next 10 years -- but that figure does not include 
any spending associated with implementing the local Uncertainty Buffer water supply projects 
contemplated in the IRP.  Moreover, many of the cost assumptions used to develop the rate 
impact analysis are conspicuously low.  From 2008 to 2020, MWD projects that it will more than 
doubled its water rates (increasing its untreated Tier 1 rate from by 144 percent, from $351 to 
$857 an acre-foot), and again, those projections do not include any costs for implementing IRP 
local Uncertainty Buffer water supply projects.  In its public outreach on the IRP, MWD staff did 
not inform the public or stakeholders that it expects to more than double water rates by 2020, and 
that those water rate increases will be further exacerbated by the additional over-investment in 
IRP supply projects.  Because this information was not accurately disclosed in the IRP, it also 
does not provide a substantive analysis of the impact these rate increases will have on demand 
and MWD sales. Again, we reiterate that this IRP is not a financially sustainable plan for 
MWD’s future.   
 
Conservation and Water Use Efficiency.  The Final Draft includes within the Core Resources 
Strategy retail compliance with water use efficiency targets mandated by SBX 7-7. However, it 
relegates the 200,000 acre-feet of regional water use efficiency to the “Uncertainty Buffer.” Both 
conservation targets should be included as part of the Core Resources Strategy. The Final Draft 
mischaracterizes the 200,000 acre-feet of increased regional water use efficiency as an 
“Uncertainty Buffer.”  Increasing conservation should not be a “buffer,” but rather, it should be 
foundational to the plan.  Because of the mischaracterization, the Final Draft proposes to over-
develop 200,000 acre-feet more of Core Resources Strategy projects than would be necessary to 
meet projected demands.  If MWD indeed plans to immediately begin implementing the 200,000 
acre-feet of regional water use efficiency programs (and the Final Draft states it will be fully 
implemented by 2020), then it must reduce the dry-year demand target in the Core Resources 
Strategy on an acre-foot for acre-foot basis.  This would mean reducing the dry-year demand 
target in the Core Resources Strategy from 1.81 million acre-feet per year (in 2035) to 1.61 
million acre-feet. Consistent with this action, investments in supply projects identified in the 
Core Resources Strategy could be reduced to account for the 200,000 acre-feet of lower demand, 
resulting in a lower forecast for water rates.   In order to develop programs for the procurement 
of cost-effective efficiency supplies, MWD must send accurate pricing signals regarding the cost 
of its current water supply and future water supply resources.  A thoughtful consideration of this 
subject would require substantial revisions to the IRP as it is now proposed for adoption. 
 
Water Supply Allocation and Long-Term Conservation Plan Development and Coordination.  
The Long Term Conservation Plan (LTCP) draft recently distributed to member agency staff 
states that it will establish a new direction for MWD conservation programs and be amended to 
conform to the IRP. The LTCP draft further anticipates that the IRP would specify MWD and 
member agencies’ respective roles in achieving the conservation targets. The Final Draft, 
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however, does not suggest any substantive changes in MWD conservation programs, nor does it 
address MWD and member agencies’ respective responsibilities in meeting the target.   
 
MWD must also change its Water Supply Allocation Plan so that water conservation is verified, 
recognized and rewarded as part of the supply allocation.  In spite of past opposition at MWD, 
measurement and verification are essential components of successful water use efficiency 
programs.  A fresh look at MWD’s water conservation programs might also be tied into the IRP 
targets for the Bay Delta and other water supply resources within the core resources strategy.  
We hope to work with MWD staff and stakeholders to reform MWD’s long term conservation 
program to support these outcomes.  A copy of our August 16, 2010 letter on the subject of 
MWD’s LRCP is attached and incorporated herein by reference.   
 
CEQA.  MWD staff has stated that CEQA review of the IRP Update is not required because the 
IRP is not a document that controls future decision-making in a manner that could result in the 
possibility of a significant effect on the environment. However, MWD staff has also stated that it 
intends to take immediate action to implement projects and programs identified in the draft IRP 
should it be adopted by the Board.   
 
The Final Draft makes it apparent that MWD views the IRP as a controlling policy document 
that is the first step in the implementation of a major new direction for MWD, including a new 
water supply program, which warrants full environmental review before the MWD board votes 
to approve the IRP. This is a point we previously made to Brian Thomas in our September 22 
letter regarding the draft official statement and we reiterate it here.  A copy of our September 22, 
2010 letter is attached and incorporated herein by reference. 

 
Lack of MWD Response to Comments on the IRP Provided in Letters and Stakeholder Forums.  
MWD received numerous comment letters from other agencies and stakeholders whose 
questions have not been answered, nor their concerns addressed by the Final Draft, including a 
host of questions asked by the Water Authority’s member agency managers during the 
Stakeholder Forum conducted in San Diego.  We seriously question the need to move forward 
now with adoption of the Final Draft when answers to important questions have not been 
provided.  Moreover, no time has been allowed for its distribution to, or consideration by the 
hundreds of cities, counties, agencies, taxpayers and water ratepayers who will be affected by the 
IRP.   

 
In closing, we would like to reiterate that the San Diego County Water Authority fully supports 
investments in water supply reliability for Southern California.  However, a real plan is needed 
for MWD that reflects the ongoing efforts of MWD member agencies and others to develop cost-
effective local water supplies to replace imported water supplies previously available from 
MWD.  MWD should focus its efforts on what should be its core competency – finding workable 
solutions for a Delta Fix as soon as possible.  MWD’s recently announced intention to venture 
into the local water supply development business will unnecessarily drive up costs for all 
purchasers of MWD imported water supplies and invite controversy at every step of the way. 
 



October 11, 2010 
Mr. Brick 
Page 4 
 
 
On behalf of the San Diego delegation, and for the reasons stated in this letter, we do not support 
the Final Draft 2010 IRP, or its adoption by the board of directors at the October board meeting.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Fern Steiner 
 
 
Attachment 1: Water Authority’s comment letter on 2010 IRP Update dated September 10, 2010 
Attachment 2: Water Authority comment letter on MWD Water Conservation Program dated 
August 16, 2010 
Attachment 3: Water Authority’s comment letter on MWD’s draft official statement dated 
September 22, 2010 
 
cc: MWD Board of Directors 
 Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager 
 Water Authority Board of Directors 
 Mayor Jerry Sanders 
 San Diego County Taxpayers Association 
 Industrial Environmental Association 
 San Diego County Farm Bureau 
 San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce 
 San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation 
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0TH ER
REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
P0 Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153

Re: 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update

Dear Jeff:

Water Authority staff has completed its review of the draft 2010 Integrated Resources
Plan Update (draft IRP). We plan a broader outreach effort to our region’s cities, stakeholders
and communities once we have complete information and a revised draft IRP document. Given
that the current draft IRP has only been available since July, and since the revised draft won’t be
available until sometime later in September, we reiterate our request that the October timeline for
adoption of the IRP be extended to allow for broader distribution of the revised draft IRP here
and in other parts of the MWD service territory. This outreach should then be followed by
additional public meetings of MWD’s board so that the merits of the revised draft IRP can be
fully deliberated in a transparent setting after MWD responds to all the current comments and
questions.

Changed Circumstances

The water supply and cost environment have fundamentally changed since the IRP was
last updated in 2004. Twenty percent water conservation is now legally required at the retail
level by 2020. Replenishment deliveries by MWD have been interrupted indefinitely. Severe
cutbacks of water supplies from the Bay-Delta are now a way of life for the foreseeable future.
We must plan for impacts of climate change. As a result of these and other changed
circumstances — and taking into account the reasonably anticipated cost of a Delta Fix —

conservation and local projects that once warranted subsidies have become cost effective
compared to MWD’s current and projected water rates. For this reason, many of the more than
250 retail water agencies and cities in the MWD service territory are now in the process of
expanding conservation programs and developing local water supply projects.

Although the draft IRP refers generally to some of these changed circumstances, it does
not recommend any changes in the basic MWD business model to address them. The draft IRP
plan essentially assumes the same base resource mix and adds a massive, undefined “Buffer
Supply” to mitigate undefined and unquantified uncertainties. Instead of asking how it may best
coordinate, encourage and integrate with planned conservation and local water supply
development that is already under way throughout the service territory, MWD proposes to
embark on a massive spending program.

A public agency providing a safe and reliable water supply to the Son Diego region

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Stranded Costs and Stranded Historic Imported and Low Cost Water

MWD’s IRP strategy will drive MWD’s rates up drastically and lead to lower
water sales by MWD as local agencies develop lower-cost supply alternatives. With the
Buffer Supply strategy in the draft JRP, MWD is setting itself up for a perfect storm of
skyrocketing water rates and plummeting water sales. This course of action amounts to a
fiscal death-spiral for MWD and is financially unsustainable.

While it is not possible to determine from the draft IRP precisely what the current
core supplies are or how the proposed Buffer Supply will be developed as MWD projects
and member agency projects (or any iteration thereof), one thing is very clear from the
draft IRP: MWD is embarking on a course 0/action that will result in abandonment of
MWD ‘s historic investments in water supply infrastructure and low-cost core water
supplies infrivor offar more expensive water. A graph illustrating this practical effect of
the IRP is included as Attachment 1 to this letter. That graph shows that MWD’s Buffer
Supply strategy will lead to 500,000 acre-feet of imported water being stranded by MWD
each year, in favor of more expensive local supplies developed by MWD at a cost of
more than $1 billion annually on MWD’s rates (2035). It is imperative that MWD take
the time now to refine this draft IRP to avoid creating stranded water and the associated
stranded costs we will be asking our ratepayers to cover for decades to come.

Detailed Comments on July Draft IRP

Our detailed comments are included in Attachment 2 to this letter in the following
broad subject matter categories:

• Water Rate impacts
• Conservation
• Commitment to the Delta
• Stranded Costs
• Why Abandon Historic Investments and Low Cost Water?
• Respect/or Local Autonomy
• Definition ofRegion
• Outdated Reliability Goal
• Need to Integrate Member Agency and Local Planning Data
• Failure to Identifr Key Issues to Maximize Surface Storage, Groundwater

Storage and Conjunctive Use
• The Problem with Water Insurance, aka “But/er Supply”
• “Adaptive Management” Inadequately Defined
• Inaccurate and Incomplete Data
• Process Concerns
• Recommendations
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We met with our member agency managers to obtain their perspectives,
comments and questions. The August 10 IRP forum in San Diego was well attended by
our agency managers and many questions and comments were presented to you directly
at that time. A list of those questions is included as Attachment 3 to this letter.

We request that MWD staff distribute a revised draft IRP once it has an
opportunity to respond to comments and questions raised here and at the IRP Stakeholder
Forums, and to review and reconcile the data in the report so that it is both internally
consistent and consistent with MWD’s Regional Urban Water Management Plan.

Please let us know what the timeline is for receiving your written responses to this
letter and the questions asked at the IRP Stakeholder Forums. We hope to work with you
to complete an IRP that will provide a solid roadmap for the future for all of Southern
California.

Sincerely,

Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager

Attachment 1: Stranded Imported Water in 2035
Attachment 2: Comments on MWD’s July Draft 2010 IRP Update
Attachment 3: Questions posted at San Diego IRP Forum

cc: MWD Board of Directors
MWD Member Agency Managers
Water Authority Board of Directors
Water Authority Member Agency Managers
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ATTACHMENT 1— STRANDED IMPORTED WATER IN 2035

Stranded Imported Water 2035
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ATTACHMENT 2— COMMENTS ON MWD’s JULY DRAFT 2010 IRP UPDATE

WATER RATE IMPACTS

With the unprecedented recommendation to develop 25% more water than MWD demands
require, the draft IRP is extremely light on its analysis of potential rate impacts. The only rate
analysis included in the draft was a table in Section 3 prepared for the board’s strategic policy
discussion and not related to the recommendation to implement the Buffer Supply. Presumably,
the supplies being developed under the Core Resources Strategy would generally be lower in
cost than those under Buffer and Foundational Actions. The implementation of the Buffer Supply
will require substantial financial investment by MWD and its member agencies. A critical
analysis of potential rate impacts and the impact rate increases will have on demand must be
completed and deliberated by the board before it takes a policy direction on the IRP and
implementation of a Buffer Supply.

In mid-August, MWD’s staff presented a “2010 IRP Average Rate Analysis” on four
implementation strategies for the IRP. The presentation showed the difference in the rate
increase between the Core Resources Strategy — one that MWD admits meets all projected dry-
year demand — and the plan’s recommended strategy to develop 500,000 acre-feet of additional
Buffer Supplies is only 2 percent, a deceptively and alluringly low number that obscures the
actual difference in cost ratepayers would experience between implementing the Core Resources
Strategy and any one of the three Buffer Supply strategies. The difference amounts to up to $537
per acre-foot in 2035 — a 36% difference in water rates in that year; this is not insignificant.

More troublesome, however, are some of the assumptions that went into the rate analysis. MWD
currently funds about $20 million for its water conservation programs, which it projects would
result in about 10,000 acre-feet of new conservation annually. Both the 20x2020 retail mandate
and 20x2020 regional consistency require investment far beyond the current conservation effort.
Under the 20x2020 regional consistency analysis, staff estimated 580,000 acre-feet of water use
efficiency beyond that anticipated through current conservation programs is needed. Yet, only
$20 million is assumed in the analysis to achieve the conservation goal that is significantly
higher than what the current investment is producing. Similarly, the rate impact for Buffer
implementation assumes MWD continues the $250 acre-foot subsidy for local projects
development at the same time it is proposing investments in local water supply development that
greatly exceed this cost. Another example: in the MWD-Developed Buffer Supply scenario
wherein MWD assumes financial responsibility for 500,000 acre-feet of conservation and local
supply development, MWD’s operations would surely grow, yet the rate analysis shows zero
cost difference in the Departmental O&M from the Core Resources Strategy; this appears to be
an unrealistic assumption. Another example: zero cost has been assigned to account for the
project development costs and risks associated with the Foundational Actions component of the
plan.

MWD’s failure to calculate or acknowledge the true cost of water by basing the rate impact
analysis on unrealistic assumptions does a disservice to Southern California ratepayers and only
pushes the hard decisions to another day. We request that a more realistic set of cost
assumptions be used to conduct the rate analyses associated with the IRP and that this
information be available for full discussion and deliberation by MWD’s board of directors.
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CONSERVATION

The Water Conservation Act of 2009 (the Conservation Act, or 20x2020) established new
methodologies, water use targets and reporting requirements. The Act’s requirements apply to
urban retail water suppliers. Although MWD and its wholesale member agencies have a
supporting role, primary responsibility for compliance with the law falls to each retail agency
within MWD’s service territory. The draft IRP does not address these requirements or explain
how a regional program would integrate with, or support these retail conservation programs.

MWD’s recent board memo on water conservation concluded that accounting for conservation at
the individual member agency level would be too difficult and would threaten the efficacy of
MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan, Water Supply Allocation Plan and other programs. We
respectfully disagree, and point out that local agencies already do so as part of their Urban Water
Management Plans (and other plans). It is imperative that the MWD board consider changed
circumstances and legal requirements to ensure that any future regional conservation program
integrates with local programs, and avoids creating conservation disincentives through the
pricing structure, water supply allocation plan, or otherwise.

While the draft IRP appears to assume a regional compliance approach, the Conservation Act
provides that urban retail water suppliers must achieve and report compliance on an individual
basis unless certain prerequisites for regional compliance and reporting are met. Among other
things, regional compliance requires the written consent of each retail agency. MWD should
factor this legal requirement into its analysis in the revised draft IRP.

Indeed, as a wholesale water provider, MWD’s role in conservation must be carefully evaluated
in light of these new legal requirements. Since it is unlikely that all retail water suppliers within
MWD’s service territory will elect to report as part of MWD’s regional water management
group, MWD must account for that as the regional program is being developed. MWD must
carefully assess how a regional program can fairly integrate with the individual programs its
member agencies, and their respective retail agencies, choose to implement to ensure that each
retail agency and group of ratepayers is carrying its legally required, fair share of the cost.

Changes will also be necessary to MWD’s water shortage allocation plan in order to encourage
conservation. The City of Long Beach has presented a number of ideas and approaches to
address this concern that should be thoroughly evaluated and considered. We also believe that
MWD’s wholesale price structure discourages conservation by disguising the true cost of
alternative water supplies. By continuing to offer regional subsidies to retail agencies to meet
water use efficiency targets that are legally required of them, MWD is actually discouraging
water conservation — unless, that is, MWD pays for it. Any regional program must start where
the legal requirement on the retailers ends, otherwise, MWD is simply robbing Peter to pay Paul
and rewarding free riders. And, by subsidizing compliance with the retail 20x2020 targets, funds
that MWD collects from some of its member agencies will be benefitting (subsidizing)
compliance of other member agencies while providing no commensurate benefit to the “donor”
agencies, because those donor agencies do not receive “credit” toward their own 20x2020
compliance goals for spending money (via the MWD subsidies) in other retailers’ service areas.

7
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These donor agencies must additionally spend their own rate money to meet their own
compliance requirement.

As noted earlier, we believe that measurement and verification are essential to any water use
efficiency program, and is in fact, required for compliance. We would note that the data MWD
uses to support the conservation section of the IRP is, except for the current demographic data
from SCAG and SANDAG, outdated (Attachment A. i, Attachment C-2) (1997). One of the
recommendations in the 1997 report was that MWD expand the coverage of its conservation data
base to include the many MWD member agencies with respect to which conservation data was

not available. (See IRP Attachment A-i at Attachment C-40)

We believe there is an important role for MWD in water conservation but that its programs must
change in order to address the concerns described above. The draft IRP fails to address these
important considerations.

COMMITMENT TO THE DELTA

Many agencies and stakeholders are reading the draft IRP recommendation to “immediately” and
“aggressively” implement 500,000 acre-feet of Buffer Supply as a signal that MWD is
abandoning, or does not believe that it will be successful in fixing the Delta. This comes as a big

surprise to our community, which worked tirelessly on the 2009 water bill package and water
bond. We do not support changing course and believe that we must diligently pursue and protect
our investment in the Delta and State Water Project. The Delta Community is also counting on
our continued support. it is our understanding from the information provided by MWD that the
Core Resources Strategy includes both a Delta Fix and continuation of existing Colorado River
programs contemplated by the Quantification Settlement Agreement. We believe this is the
correct approach and consistent with MWD’s core mission.

This having been stated, the Water Authority is open to having a candid discussion with MWD,
the Delta Community and all interested parties about the nature and extent of the Delta “Fix,” if
MWD has grown skeptical of the prospects for success in the Delta. In the meantime, and unless

and until a conscious decision is made — with the benefit of analysis and input from all affected
parties — we believe the call for a Buffer Supply sends the wrong message vis-à-vis MWD’s
intentions in the Delta — and an expensive message at that.

STRANDED COSTS

Since the drought in the early i990’s, MWD’s water management strategy has been to invest in

storage to take advantage of the hydrologic cycles to best utilize low-cost, available water.

Today, this investment, which stands in excess of 5 million acre-feet of storage capacity, has
served the region well during the current supply challenges. But, rather than continuing this
management strategy to optimize the historic investment in the State’s water supply
infrastructure and MWD’s own low-cost imported water, the draft IRP proposes to shift course
in favor of MWD developing local water supplies at a high cost to its ratepayers.

.3
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The development of the Buffer Supplies would lead to a similar outcome. If these supplies are
not needed — and the draft indicates that demands for the Buffer Supplies will not exist — then the
costs to develop them are truly in excess of need and stranded and, therefore, will be stranded
costs. A graphic illustration of the stranded costs is shown below in Figure A.

Stranded Dollars/AF in 2035

Si 844

Figure A

2,021

Core Resources + Core Resources +

WUE Buffer + MWD- WIJE Buffer + MWD

Incentivized Local Developed Local

Supplies Supplies

It is important that MWD integrate its planning with those of its member agencies so that it does
not find itself with stranded investments and future unexpected rate increases due to poor
planning.

WIlY ABANDON HISTORIC INVESTMENTS AND Low COST WATER?

Staffs rate analysis released in mid-August sheds light on the following facts: the immediate
implementation of Buffer Supply, whether limited to regional consistency Water Use Efficiency
of 200,000 acre-feet or the entire 500,000 acre-feet inclusive of local projects would result in

abandonment of like amounts of lower-cost imported water, even after it has obligated its share
of the Delta Fix improvements. Case in point, in 2035, with Buffer Supply inclusive of Water
Use Efficiency only, MWD’s own rate analysis showed it would forgo a like amount of imported
water due to reduction in sales. The situation worsens if MWD implements the entire 500,000
acre-feet of Buffer Supply, under both MWD-Incentivized and MWD-Developed Buffer Supply
scenarios, 500,000 acre-feet of imported water is forgone. Why would MWD spend billions of
dollars to develop new supplies and, at the same time, plan to forego use of those supplies?

RESPECT FOR LOCAL AUTONOMY

The key question addressed in the draft IRP focuses on the “role” of MWD. But, with due
respect, we believe it’s the wrong question. The focus should not be on MWD’s “role,” but on

how the most reliable, cost-effective water supply can be provided to water ratepayers. being
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mindful that not every retail water supplier or even every “region” within the vast MWD service
territory will answer that question the same way. MWD’s “top-down, all-in” planning model in
which it will assume responsibility over local water supply development fails to take into
account the many cities, local agencies and groundwater managers who grapple with local water
supply development issues every day. It is an open question what role these agencies and water
suppliers would like MWD to play, but it is certainly important to ask. Historically, the answer
to that question would be easy: they want funding to help support local water supply
development. We believe that there is a role MWD can play in helping to support local projects
including funding mechanisms for local supply development. But the rules must be firm and
fair, laid out in advance, and equitable to all parties.

DEFINITION OF REGION

Given the dramatic shift in the draft IRP from imported water supplier to local supply developer,
MWD should take a step back and ask itself, its member agencies and, critically — the hundreds
of cities, counties, water suppliers, groundwater managers and other local districts — how they
define their “region” for purposes of local water supply development. MWD has been Southern
California’s principal “regional” imported water supplier. That does not mean that it will be
efficient or even logical for MWD to become Southern California’s “regional” local water
supplier. The State, for example, recognizes nine separate IRWM planning groups that are
wholly or partially within the MWD service territory. What makes sense for “regional” local
water supply development needs to be discussed between and among all interested parties, not
just MWD and its member agencies. and be defined in a manner that is practical, workable and
equitable to all parties. It is likely that not all local and regional agencies desire to be under the
planning umbrella of MWD and its member agencies — whose member agencies often have
goals, priorities and objectives that are different than their own.

OUTDATED RELIABILITY GOAL

By declaring allegiance to the 1952 Laguna Declaration, the draft IRP misses a critical
opportunity to signal that it is no longer “business as usual” in Southern California or at MWD.
Indeed, where and how to establish the reliability goal was not even discussed as part of the IRP
process. In today’s water-scarce, high-rate environment, our customers want a choice about the
level of “regional” reliability they want to pay for.

But the draft IRP goes even further, it advocates a reliability goal of developing core supplies to
meet full-service dry year demands at the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions,
p developing a Buffer Supply of 10% of retail demand,p completing project planning for
an array of additional projects based on undefined “uncertainty” (the Foundational Actions).
This “Laguna Declaration-P/us” approach is excessive, impractical and fiscally imprudent. It
also flies in the face of California’s changed circumstances and Southern California’s
conservation ethic.

Before staff recommends the highly aggressive supply development outlined in the draft IRP, it
should communicate with each of its member agencies to detenriine the extent to which those

5
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agencies intend to rely upon MWD to meet their future supplemental water supply needs. As
aptly noted in the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force Report,

“[It was troubling] to learn, for example, that some of the member agencies most
strongly supporting big-ticket projects. . . also had the most aggressive plans to
reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent supplies. In
effect, such agencies appear to want MWD to develop costly backup capacity-or
insurance-for their local supply strategies, while seeking to shift the costs for
these benefits on to Metropolitan and other agencies and customers.” -- BRTF
Report at page 23.

Just as in the past, it is clear that some of the MWD member agencies most strongly supporting
the draft IRP are doing so precisely because they believe that it will allow them to become less
dependent upon MWD.

NEED TO INTEGRATE MEMBER AGENCY AND LOCAL PLANNING DATA

The draft IRP identifies the need for only 16,000 acre-feet of local projects to achieve the Core
Resources Strategy target in 2015 and only 46,000 acre-feet by 2025 and through the end of the
planning horizon (2035). According to the draft IRP, this will result in 100% supply reliability
under all hydrologic conditions to meet dry-year demand. It is important to note that in reaching
the 100% reliability assessment, the plan has taken into account regulatory and environmental
constraints on supplies from the Bay-Delta in the years before mid- and long-term Delta
improvements are completed.

Based upon review of the limited data included in Appendix A.5 of draft IRP, it appears that as
much as 750,000 acre-feet of local water supply is already being planned by MWD member
agencies. It is unclear whether this list includes all supply projects that are being planned by
cities, groundwater managers, replenishment districts, utilities and other agencies and water
suppliers throughout Southern California. Given that the draft identifies only 46,000 acre-feet of
local projects is needed to achieve Core Resources strategy’s 100% reliability goal, the draft IRP
fails to grapple with the reality that MWD sales will be reduced, not increased in the future. If
properly coordinated, this trend can be a positive outcome for MWD and all of Southern
California. But MWD threatens to disrupt the positive economic impacts of this shift by
proposing to over-invest in new water supplies in an ill-fated and illusory attempt to increase its
own sales. Failure to coordinate with the many cities, water districts, and utilities beyond MWD
member agencies places all Southern California water ratepayers at risk.

The draft IRP also does not provide projected supplies under average- and wet-year hydrologic
conditions and their frequencies of occurrence. The draft shows only how MWD’s storage would
fare under “average” conditions. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 reflect very healthy storage conditions for
MWD, but lack data for member agencies to assess how their surface reservoir or groundwater
basins could be augmented for dry year use.

In summary, although the IRP by definition is intended to be an integrated plan that takes
member agency and retail supply plans into account as part of MWD’s regional planning, the
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IRP draft fails to do so. This presents grave risk to MWD and Southern California water
ratepayers.

Finally, MWD’s historic and principal role has been to deliver water to Southern California
imported from the Colorado River and State Water Project. The subsidy programs were
originally created to “encourage” conservation and development of local water supplies that were
otherwise not cost-effective, and, in order to “send the right message” to Northern California
where it was seeking to maintain its State Water Project entitlement. The rationale was that by
supporting these local water supply investments, the costs of securing additional imported water
supplies and/or infrastructure were “avoided,” and thus the payment of MWD subsidies
benefited the region as a whole. MWD should take the time now as part of the IRP planning
process to consider the appropriate role of subsidies generally, and including whether subsidies
are encouraging or impeding desired outcomes.

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY KEY ISSUES TO MAXIMIZE SURFACE STORAGE, GROUNDWATER

STORAGE AND CONJUNCTIVE USE

The draft IRP says that Metropolitan has “gradually shifted from being exclusively a supplier of
imported water to collaborating with its member agencies on regional water supply planning
issues.” This statement does not capture the momentous change that is being recommended for
adoption in the draft 2010 IRP, which will place MWD in control of planning, outreach, all state
and federal funding and decision-making about local project development. While the draft
promises that MWD will “collaborate” with agencies outside of their own member agencies, it
appears that it has not collaborated with them in proposing this new role for MWD in the first
place. Willingness to allow MWD to become the regional master facilities planner may also
vary by region.

MWD’s principal, historic role has been as a supplemental, imported wholesale water supplier to
its member agencies. While “collaboration” with its member agencies is indeed important,
MWD is announcing in the draft TRP a substantially different and enhanced role for itself in the
future, including “master planning” for significant local water supply resources over which it has
no legal jurisdiction or expertise. The draft IRP does not so much represent a “gradual shift” as a
takeover strategy for local water supply development in which MWD will be in charge of local
water supply development through its regional master planning process. For example, MWD is
declaring that it will be in charge of “master planning” for the following activities:

1. Recycled water development, including creation of a regional finance committee that will
determine how all state and federal funding dollars are best spent (Table 5-5);

2. Preparation of salt management plans and groundwater basin management plans (Table
5-7);

3. Seawater desalination “integration” (Table 5-10) and funding mechanisms (Table 5-13);
and,

4. Stormwater capture, including regional master planning, implementation of pilot projects
and development of subsidy programs (Table 5-19).
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MWD’s newly announced role as “master planner” for all Southern California local water supply
development goes far beyond the function of “collaboration” described above. Given that it has
little expertise in groundwater and developing local projects, staffing and budget increases will
undoubtedly be on the horizon. These efforts will duplicate those of the many local water
suppliers, replenishment districts and groundwater managers who are already engaged at the
local level.

In lieu of these proposed changes, MWD should follow the same, more cautious guidelines it
suggests for graywater (see page 5-36), namely,

1. Do not establish subsidies to pay for graywater;
2. Focus instead on reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation

and regulations to support graywater development;
3. Work with local entities to create model guidelines for permitting processes; and,
4. Assist with public information efforts as requested and appropriate.

Finally, the draft IRP fails to address the most fundamental questions that must be addressed by
MWD at the wholesale level, including: 1) how available imported water supplies will be
managed; and 2) what policies are needed to assure fair access to facilities in order to move
water stored in groundwater basins in and out of, and within the MWD distribution system.

THE PROBLEM WITH WATER INSURANCE, AKA “BUFFER SUPPLY”

The draft IRP recommends implementation of the Buffer Supply as an insurance policy against
uncertainties, but does not provide a quantitative analysis or risk assessment to show how the
500,000 acre-feet of supply development was derived. For this reason, the Buffer Supply is
purely speculative.

The Buffer Supply is also financially unsustainable under the current rate structure, since
agencies would oniy pay for the “insurance” when they file a “claim” for the water. The cost of
maintaining a large “standby” supply will be extraordinarily expensive, force MWD rates to
increase exponentially, and, drive water purchasers away from MWD in search of lower cost
supplies that they can control. Here again, the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force had it right:

“Reliability, quality and other water supply specifications cannot be made
independently from the willingness of MWD customers to pay for such services.
Member agencies may want, for example, the insurance provided by major
investments to increase MWD standby capacity, but if forced to commit funds for
such capabilities, they may actually prefer far lower levels of protection than a
hypothetically “costless” water supply guarantee.” -- BRTF Report at page 9.

While the draft IRP itself is silent on the cost of the Buffer Supply, MWD’s mid-August rate
analysis showed startling costs of the Buffer Supply, in terms of sky-high water rates, stranded
water supply and stranded costs. The two charts included with these comments were developed
based upon this mid-August rate analysis.
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Furthermore, the draft IRP appears to ignore the fact that MWD already has a substantial
“Buffer” in which it has invested, namely, MWD’s vast storage program. MWD has 5 million
acre-feet of storage, which the draft IRP indicates will be full on average. The draft IRP also
says that if the Core Resources Programs are implemented, the region could have an excess of 1
million acre-feet of water during dry years, when storage and transfers are factored in. If the
500,000 acre-feet Buffer Supply is implemented, without MWD taking any water from its
storage, the region will have more water than required to meet demands including filling all
available storage. The bottom line is that the draft IRP fails to factor in that the very purpose of
the existing storage is to provide the same dry year assurance that is proposed to be filled by the
new Buffer Supply.

“ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT” INADEQUATELY DEFU’4ED

Although the draft IRP says that MWD will employ an “adaptive management” strategy, the
draft also concludes that an aggressive approach to immediately implement the Buffer Supply is
required. In general, it is not possible to discern from the draft IRP what the timing or “triggers”
are for any of the “adaptive” actions. The draft IRP is also inconsistent with statements made by
MWD staff at the August 10 San Diego Stakeholders Forum with regard to timing of adaptive
management actions described in the draft IRP.

At its own August 20 member agency managers’ meeting, MWD staff stated that it plans to only

recommend immediate implementation of the regional consistency Water Use Efficiency Buffer,
and leave the implementation of the Local Resources Buffer to occur only when certain trigger
events take place, such as failure to obtain the environmental documentation for a Delta
conveyance facility by a date-certain (yet to be specified). This is a very different position than
the draft’s aggressive approach to implement local projects as delineated within the draft IRP as
follows:

Page 4-20, “Implementing a Supply Buffer,” states, in part: “. ..a ‘planning’ Buffer was
introduced during the 2004 Update. The 2010 IRP Update proposes to expand the
concept of a planning Buffer and create an actual hedge against demand uncertainty, by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand.
Metropolitan will collaborate with the member agencies to implement this Buffer through
complying with the 20X2020 legislation, and by implementing aggressive adaptive
actions to meet any remaining portion of the 10 percent Buffer.” (Emphasis added.)

On page ES-8, the draft states: “Maximizing regional benefits through economies of scale
and minimizing the cost of redundancy is important to adaptability. The 2010 IRP
Update will hedge against demand, supply and environmental uncertainties by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand. This
Buffer will be implemented through meeting 20X2020 water use efficiency goals, and by
implementing aggressive adaptive actions to meet the remaining portion of the 10 percent
Buffer through local supplies and transfers. This approach is consistent with maintaining
reliable baseline supplies and advancing local and regional solutions.” (Emphasis added.)

9
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In its outreach materials used at the IRP Public Forums, MWD has an executive
summary, page ES-lO, that states the Buffer Supply will be “. . .developed through
collaboration with the member agencies on aggressive actions.” And, on Figure ES-4,
Component 2 box reads “aggressive adaptive actions for the remainder.” (Emphasis
added.)

It is impossible to reconcile the oral comments made by MWD staff at the August 10
Stakeholder Forum and the August 20 MWD Member Agency Managers meeting with the
conflicting verbiage in the draft IRP document.

It is also completely unclear what “adaptive management” means or how it will be employed by
the MWD staff once the IRP is adopted by the board. Substantially more detailed planning and
transparency is required before board adoption so that the member agencies can better
understand what is intended by the draft IRP.

INACCURATE AND INCOMPLETE DATA

The Core Resources Strategy is the heart of MWD’s current water supply planning. It is
essential that the draft IRP provide a full description of the components of the Core Resources
Strategy. And yet, it is not possible to discern the details of the Core Resources Strategy due to
the fact that there is inconsistent data presented throughout Sections 4 and 6 of the draft IRP.
These are the key sections of the report that present analyses of the available water supplies and
need to develop additional supplies.

To ensure a sustainable resource plan that clearly outlines a path for long-term reliability, it is
fundamental that the draft IRP start with a more comprehensive evaluation of the Core Resource
Strategy. The Core Resource Strategy serves as the foundation of the plan. The analysis should
include an identification of what actions can be taken to strengthen the core strategy in order to
maximize investments already made in imported supplies. The evaluation should include an
assessment that clearly identifies the risks associated with implementation of the core strategy
and takes adaptive measures to mitigate those risks. This assessment would provide a linkage
between the Core Resource Strategy and the timing and type of adaptive management strategies
recommended. Transparency in the process is critical to providing the member agencies the data
and information needed to plan accordingly in their UWMP and resource plans.

In addition to the internal inconsistencies, the data included in the draft IRP is also inconsistent
with data included in MWD’s recently released draft Regional Urban Water Management Plan
(RUWMP). The Water Authority suggests that MWD staff conduct a workshop with the member
agency managers to work through this detail so that MWD’s Core Resources Strategy can be
presented in a manner that may be better understood and inconsistencies with MWD’s RUWMP
can be reconciled.

To cite just a few examples, seawater desalination is listed as existing production on Table 4-6
but as a yet-to-be-developed Core Resource on Table 4-8. There is no indication how the
groundwater, local surface water and Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) supplies listed in Table 4-7
were projected. And, it is unclear why there is an increase in groundwater supplies during this

10
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planning horizon, but a decrease in surface water. The data for LAA also differs between the IRP
and RUWMP. These and other inconsistencies and lack of foundational data are not “details” to
be “worked out later” — rather, this is foundational information required in order to meaningfully
assess MWD’s current supplies and the need to develop additional supplies.

Beyond the internal inconsistencies in the draft IRP, there is also insufficient information
provided on the plans of cities, groundwater agencies, replenishment districts, utilities and water
suppliers throughout the Southland to implement conservation and other local water supply
programs that will substantially reduce the amount of water purchases from MWD in the future.
While the draft notes that there are approximately 250 retail agencies that supply water to the
public, the draft IRP analysis has failed to account for the plans and timing of plans that many of
these 250 retail agencies have to both conserve water and develop local resources. Although
Appendix A.5 includes a list of member agency area projects, it does not provide analysis to
show how these projects will reduce the demand for MWD supplies. It also does unclear whether
it includes projects of the many agencies, sub-agencies and utilities who presently buy water
from MWD member agencies. MWD must work with its member agencies to develop an
accurate and agreed upon list of projects as well as project timing, and eliminate inconsistencies
before it finalizes the draft IRP.

Moreover. MWD’s methodology limits its accounting of local supplies to existing, under
construction and “committed” projects (a term not defined in the draft IRP). All other planned
local projects are included as part of MWD’s own “regional” target, with the explanation that,
“... [t]his recognizes the uncertainty in local supplies and avoids over and under allocating local
supply targets to individual agencies” (see Appendix A. 1-22, “Projected Active Conservation: A
New Approach). This approach appears grounded in MWD’s past experience and the notion that
local water suppliers cannot be relied upon to develop local supplies and, therefore, MWD must
step in and take over responsibility for local supply development. This assumption fails to take
into account the substantially changed circumstances and that many local water supply projects
that were once uncompetitive with the price of imported water are now cost-effective — without
any subsidies from MWD — when compared to even the conservatively projected cost of MWD
water. There are also better mechanisms to hold local water suppliers accountable to the region
for completion of projects than the theoretical no-cost or low-cost water supply Buffer
“insurance” recommended in the draft IRP.

The realistic regional demand “gap” cannot reasonably be estimated without taking into account
the existing and planned actions of MWD’s member agencies and other local water suppliers.
The draft TRP notes that Metropolitan has historically provided between 45 and 60 percent of the
municipal, industrial, and agricultural water used within its service area. However, enhanced
conservation and development of local water supplies will result in a dramatic reduction in water
demand on MWD. Implementing any of the Buffer Supply strategies in the draft IRP will lead to
unavoidably higher rates and inversely declining sales.

11
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PROCESS CONCERNS

While there have been a large number of meetings and IRP-related “processes,” the process
overall has been both “top down” and “disintegrated,” with no meaningful opportunity for non
MWD member agency participants to shape the outcome. This shortcoming is all the more
important given the draft IRP proposes that MWD become responsible for, or compete with
many local projects that are currently within the jurisdiction of cities, local agencies and
groundwater managers. The 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force made similar observations about the
then-pending IRP process:

“Although both the IRP and rate structure efforts largely involve member
agencies in setting functional objectives, performance standards and the
development of background materials such as the Strategic Resources
Assessment-and to some extent, other outside participants-the precise role of non
MWD participation in IRP and rate structure discussions often seems limited to
commenting on Metropolitan-generated objectives rather than considering de
novo functional objectives and performance standards.” -- Blue Ribbon Task
Force Report (I3RTF Report) at page 8.

“As different resource, reliability and operational goals are considered, IRP
participants are not presented with fully articulated alternative models. The
current practice is to make marginal changes in an assumed base resource mix in
response to new, cost, technological, political or other concerns. This practice
may limit the participants’ understanding about the implications of different
options, and artificially constrain the range of choices they take into account.” --

BRTF Report at page 12.

“Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and numerous specialized committees and
subcommittees, the Board often seems to be presented with limited options and
choices for final approval largely defined and developed by MWD staff, rather
than conduct an independent inquiry of relevant matters.” -- BRTF Report at page
74.

These observations are as accurate regarding the current draft IRP and IRP process as they were
more than 15 years ago. The 2010 draft IRP has been available for public review only recently,
and although voluminous, contains limited information. The revised draft IRP will apparently
not be available until later in September, with board adoption scheduled for October. This
schedule and process does not allow for meaningful distribution or review of the draft IRP by
those who are impacted through the adoption of the IRP. MWD staff has been portraying the
draft IRP as implementation of the will of the people, rather than as a recommendation of MWD
staff But, of the almost 19 million people who live and work in Southern California, less than
350 people attended the four stakeholder workshops combined — and, many of those participants
were MWD and member agency staff and consultants. Moreover, the stakeholders were being
asked to comment on a draft report in which fundamental questions remain to be answered.
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Given that MWD is proposing to change its historic role as imported water supplier — which is
the principal responsibility most local agencies now associate with MWD — it is vitally important
that sufficient time be allowed for distribution to city councils, county board of supervisors,
groundwater managers, replenishment districts, water districts, utilities, and other local entities
which will bear the expense of, or otherwise be impacted by MWD’s new role. MWD and its
member agencies should not simply assume that all agencies and stakeholders will welcome this
new role for MWD or the associated rate increases that will be necessary to implement this
course of action.

RECOMMENDATIONS

MWD uses the IRP as a foundation for its RUWMP. Thus, the draft IRP should reflect the clear
professional recommendation of MWD staff. Is that the case? If so, we recommend you say so
when the revised draft IRP is released. As it stands in the draft IRP, this is unclear.

At a minimum, we recommend that MWD provide a full 60-day review period between the
release of a revised draft IRP, including responses to all comments and questions, and the first
MWD board meeting to consider the revised draft. We also recommend at least two public
meetings of the board to consider and deliberate the revised draft IRP. This time frame would
still allow adoption of the IRP in advance of the RUWMP. Although the update process stated
more than a year ago, the recommendations were made available for the first time in July 2010
when draft report was posted online. We were quite surprised with the recommended strategy,
especially since the draft’s own data indicates the excessiveness of such a recommendation. The
draft recommends an adaptive strategy that included three components: Core Resources Strategy,
Buffer Implementation, and Foundational Actions.

The draft IRP clearly indicated that the implementation of the Core Resources Strategy would
meet projected dry-year demands under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions, with MWD’s 5
million acre-feet of average storage capacity above 60 percentile and probability of dry-year
shortage diminishing to zero past 2015 (with only than less than 1 percent shortage in 2015). Yet.
it recommends moving forward with all three components concurrently, including aggressively
pursuing Buffer Supply implementation (in contrast to 2004 IRP’s planninz buffer) and at the
same time developing large-scale projects so they are “ready to proceed” under Foundational
Actions.

The forthcoming revised draft IRP must integrate member agency plans and projects into the
discussion, and before implementation of projects that exceed demand, member agencies’
commitment to pay for these supplies must be obtained and proper choice and structure be set in

place to ensure MWD does not strand water nor investments under the new supply strategy.
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ATTACHMENT 3— QUESTIONS POSED AT SAN DIEGO IRP FORUM

RELIABILITY GOALS

• Doesn’t the IRP’s reliance on the almost 60 year old Laguna Declaration — drafted at a time
when Southern California was almost completely dependent on imported water — send the
wrong message in today’s limited resource and escalating cost environment’? Is that a smart
message in the water bond campaign?

• Why didn’t MWD reconsider the central question of the where the regional reliability goal
should be set?

• Why should everyone have to pay for the same reliability standard if they want to conserve
more and pay less?

• How has MWD accounted for the dampening effect higher prices will have on water

demand?

SUPPLY AND PLANNING BUFFER

• Has MWD done a survey of each of its member agencies and other local agencies and
utilities to determine what projects they are developing now or plan to develop in the near
future? Don’t you need this kind of information in order to determine what supply “gap”
exists’?

• Will MWD staff agree to collect this information about local projects development and make
it available before asking the board to adopt this IRP?

• What is the rationale for an MWD Buffer Supply equal to 10% of retail demand? What is
that number based on?

• What is MWD’s assumption in the IRP about who will pay for the core and Buffer supplies’?
Is there a breakdown of this by region or project? Isn’t this information necessary to define
even broad parameters of a real plan?

• Is staff recommending the implementation of both core and Buffer supplies because it does
not believe it will be successful in the Delta Fix? If not, why does this draft recommend
moving forward now with implementation of both supplies?

• Can you be more specific about the risks and uncertainties you believe justify the expenditure
of current ratepayer dollars’? What are the “trigger points” that would warrant increased
spending’?

• What is the level of commitment to developing the resources identified in the Buffer’? And is
there a certain date by which those resources will be developed?

• Why are recycled water and seawater desalination identified as part of the Buffer supplies’?
• What is the size and composition of the Buffer’?
• What is the process by which the region will make the decision to deploy elements of the

Buffer’? And are there risks associated with each trigger level?

MWD’S ROLE

• Isn’t our current water supply allocation the result of challenges to our imported supplies?
Since this has been MWD’s historical role, shouldn’t MWD focus its efforts and regional
dollars on securing the Delta Fix and filling the Colorado River Aqueduct’?
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MEMBER AGENCY’S ROLE

• Does the IRP assume and recognize that the 20x2020 requirement is a retail obligation?
Given that, why should MWD subsidize member agencies to meet this local mandate’? Isn’t
this rewarding bad behavior?

• What is the IRP assumption about the project cost that would qualify for a financial
“incentive” from MWD?

• Won’t MWD by definition be investing in the most expensive sources of supply? [Cornment.
I/not, win’ 14’ould the local agency need an ‘incentive”?J

• How does Met intend to ensure fairness among its member agencies in the collection and

redistribution of incentive money for conservation and local projects?

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS

• What is MWD’s assumption on who will implement the 20x2020 mandate?
• What are MWD’s planning assumptions for the on-line dates for the member agency projects

described in the Appendix?
• What are MWD’s assumptions for supply conditions under normal and wet years?
• What assumptions does the report make about how surplus water in any given year will be

used? Will it go first to refill MWD’s storage? Do you assume that discounted
replenishment rates will be available at any time in the future? If so, under what conditions’?

COST ANALYSIS

• What are the cost assumptions for core and Buffer Supply projects’?
• What is the estimated rate impact as a result of implementing the core strategies? Is this

impact based on an assumption the current rate structure remains unchanged?
• What would the implementation of Buffer Supply add to water rates?
• What about the Foundational Actions’? How much would those activities add to water rates?
• Will MWD do a new rate structure analysis and cost of service study for IRP programs and

projects before adopting the IRP?
• How does MWD ensure its core supply investments would not be stranded?
• Is MWD going to require firm contractual commitments from each of its member agencies to

pay for all of this supply development’?
• How do preferential rights relate to the availability of Buffer Supply water? Are they

enforceable if a member agency claims them?
• Do you have any analysis available to show the “balancing” between resource investment

and cost considerations?

TIMING

• IRP sets forth MWD’s policy for future supply development and is an especially important
document given changed water supply environment. Why the rush to get the report adopted
so quickly?

• Are you willing to recommend extending the time for MWD staff to answer our questions

before we are required to comment further on the report’?
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MEMBER AGENCIES

Corisbad
Municipal Woter District

City of Del Mur

City of Escorrdid,

Cily of Notionof City

City ol Oceanside

City of Poway

City of Son Diego

Fall brook
Public Utility District

Hefio Water Drst,ict

Lakeside Woter District

olivenhan
Municipal Vuorer Distrct

Otay Water Diutrct

Podre Dam
Municipul Woter District

Camp Perrdleloe
Morioe Corps Base

Roinbow
Muocpal Woter District

Romono
Muniopal Water Dntrict

Rincon del Diabfo
Municipal Water District

San Dnguito Water District

Santo fe Irrigation District

South Boy lrrigatorr District

Vallecitos Water District

Valley Center
Municipal Water District

Vats Irrigation Dstrict

Yoi,no
Municipal Water District

OTHER
REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Brian Thomas
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
700 N. Alameda Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Brian:

On the afternoon of September 16, you distributed to members of the Board of Directors
Appendix A of MWD’s Draft Official Statement for an upcoming refunding bond sale and
asked for comments to be submitted by noon today; given the tight deadline, we limit our
comments in this letter and the attachments to only the most significant issues and concerns
with Appendix A. These comments are presented to you by the four of us as directors
representing the San Diego County Water Authority. We request that you respond to the
questions presented in this letter and make the necessary modifications to Appendix A of the
Official Statement before it is finalized and issued. We believe additional time is warranted
to schedule a full board review of the issues noted in this letter and in our IRP Comment
Letter discussed below.

2010 Integrated Resources Plan
On page A-3. fourth paragraph, MWD makes only passing reference — and does not disclose
key facts — about its 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update. The document states that the
IRP . . .is expected to be completed in late 2010.” In fact, the IRP is expected to be
presented by MWD staff to the Board of Directors for adoption at its October 12, 2010
meeting — only 13 days after the initiation of bond sales covered by this Official Statement.
Appendix A fails to disclose material facts about the 2010 IRP that should be disclosed to
potential investors, including but not limited to MWD’s plan to develop so-called “buffer”
water supplies in the amount of up to 500,000 acre-feet per year, at a cost of billions of
dollars over the next 25 years. On September 10, 2010, the Water Authority submitted to
MWD extensive comments on the IRP. A copy of that letter is attached and the questions
and comments incorporated herein (IRP Comment Letter). We request that MWD provide a
substantive discussion in Appendix A regarding potential legal and financial implications
from the shift from MWD’s historic role as a supplemental imported water supplier to local
water supply developer; that identifies the breadth of the IRP implementation strategies
under consideration, and the extent of costs and future water rates that would be necessary to
implement the IRP recommendation. Appendix A should also include a discussion — here
and elsewhere — on the effects higher water rates are expected to have on MWD sales.
Experience over the past several years clearly shows a nexus between sharply higher water
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rates and conservation (demand reduction) by customers (ratepayers).  MWD should disclose the 
impacts of its IRP strategies that would lead to water rates exceeding $2,000 an acre-foot by 2035 if 
not sooner and the impacts increasing water rates would have on water demands on MWD.  Further, 
as discussed at length in the IRP Comment Letter, how will MWD ensure that there will be 
customers to pay for its regional local water supply projects when so many agencies are in the 
process of developing local water supply projects of their own for which their retail customers will 
pay through retail water rates.   This concern should also be discussed in connection with the renewal 
of purchase orders at page A-1. 
 
We are also concerned that the discussion is misleading about the purpose and importance of the IRP 
in the development and implementation of the “Preferred Resource Mix.”  Responding to questions 
about the necessity of CEQA review prior to adoption of the draft IRP update, MWD staff has stated 
that such review is not required because the IRP is not a document that controls future decision-
making in a manner that could result in the possibility of a significant effect on the environment.  
However, MWD staff has also stated that it intends to take immediate action to implement projects 
and programs identified in the draft IRP should it be adopted by the Board.   When viewed in its 
entirety, the discussion of the IRP and the Preferred Resource Mix suggest the IRP is viewed by 
MWD as a controlling document that would be the first step in the implementation of a major new 
supply program and would be subject to CEQA.  If this is not the case, MWD must make that clear 
and should also provide assurance that CEQA compliance will be accomplished before any actions 
are taken to implement any of the programs or projects contemplated as part of the draft IRP’s 
Supply Buffer.    
 
Seawater Desalination Project Subsidies 
On page A-4 and again on page A-31, under Seawater Desalination, MWD mischaracterizes the 
Carlsbad seawater desalination project and the status of the incentive payment agreement with MWD 
relating to this project.  MWD also fails to disclose the fact that MWD has initiated termination 
proceedings on incentive payment agreements with the Water Authority and its member agencies, 
and, that it is MWD that has refused to sign the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project agreement 
approved by its own board on November 10, 2009. 
 
In the Seawater Desalination Sections of Appendix A on Pages A-4  and A-31, Metropolitan 
addresses the status of member agency agreements for incentive funding for seawater desalination 
projects, including the Water Authority’s incentive funding agreement. Metropolitan states that 
“SDCWA has not executed the proposed agreement.”  This statement would mislead the reader to 
conclude that but for SDCWA’s execution, the agreement would be in effect today.  That is not true.  
The Water Authority’s incentive funding agreement, approved by the Metropolitan Board on 
November 10, 2009 and by the Water Authority Board on December 17, 2009, includes rate structure 
integrity language that allows Metropolitan to terminate the agreement should the Water Authority 
file litigation to challenge Metropolitan’s rate structure.  Following the Water Authority’s initiation 
of litigation in June 2010 (briefly discussed on page A-47) challenging Metropolitan’s rates and 
charges, Metropolitan’s Board initiated termination of existing Water Authority funding agreements 
that include rate structure integrity language.  On August 25, 2010, in a letter to the Water Authority 
from Metropolitan’s General Manager (attached), the Water Authority was notified that 
“Metropolitan’s Board of Directors also directed staff to defer execution” of the Water Authority’s 
seawater desalination incentive funding agreement “…as termination proceedings would begin 
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immediately upon execution.”  These facts regarding the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project 
agreement should be stated on pages A-4 and A-31. 
 
Near-Term Delta Actions 
On page A-25, under Near-Term Delta Actions, MWD discusses the potential supply benefit of the 
proposed Two-Gate System and other “near-term” actions to improve water supply and ecosystem of 
the Delta.  However, MWD does not provide a timeline estimate of when it expects the Two-Gate 
project to be in place and producing improved supply reliability of approximately 150,000 acre-feet 
per year in certain years.  We request an estimated operational date for the Two-Gate project be 
added to this discussion. 
 
Five-Year Supply Plan 
On page A-26, under Local Resources, MWD projects that 122,000 of additional, new supply could 
be online by 2014 from recycled water treatment plants, groundwater recovery plants, desalination 
plants and new hookups to existing recycled water plants.  This figure seems optimistic based on the 
experience.  If MWD indeed projects this level of implementation, it is not our belief that the costs 
associated with such level of local resources development have been included in the budget or water 
rates adopted for 2011 or 2012.  We request that the estimated costs and associated water rate 
increases be added to this discussion.  In addition, given the long lead time generally associated with 
the development of such projects, we believe MWD should describe the process by which it will be 
able to implement local projects of this magnitude within the timeline described in the O.S. 
 
Significant Exposure to Reduced Sales 
On page A-29, Appendix A describes a construction project that will provide an interconnection 
between the Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency and the Los Angeles Aqueduct.  Under an 
agreement with MWD, the City of Los Angeles will be able to acquire and move into the LA 
Aqueduct supplies obtained independently of MWD.  This section notes that the annual quantity of 
supplies moving into the LA Aqueduct through the interconnection is “…not to exceed the supplies 
lost to the City as a result of its Eastern Sierra environmental obligations, including water for the 
Lower Owens River Project and Owens Lake Dust Mitigation Project….”  That amount, Appendix A 
notes, was 98,000 acre-feet from April 2009 to March 2010.  However, MWD does not disclose that 
the City of Los Angeles currently purchases water used to offset the use of its own Eastern Sierra 
supplies for environmental purposes from MWD, and that the interconnection with AVEK will allow 
LA to reduce its purchase from MWD on an acre-foot-for-acre-foot basis.  Reduction of sales by 
approximately 100,000 acre-feet per year will have a material effect on MWD revenues and on 
MWD’s water rates.  And yet, on page A-30, MWD asserts that the City of LA’s “future reliance on 
Metropolitan supplies may increase with implementation of these (Eastern Sierra environmental) 
projects.”  The motivation for LA to pursue the interconnection with AVEK in the first place is its 
apparent belief that it can acquire independent supplies at a lower cost than MWD’s supply cost.  
Therefore, in contrast to the statement on page A-30, it is more likely LADWP will acquire any 
additional environmental offset water needed from sources other than MWD. 
 
Future Water Sales and Receipts 
On Page A-69, and again at A-71 to A-72, MWD projects steady growth in water sales over the next 
five years from 1.77 million acre-feet in the current fiscal year (2011), to 2.11 million acre-feet in FY 
2015, “…reflecting a return to average weather conditions.”  This projection appears to attribute the 
current low water demands on MWD (and reduced sales) to a single factor: weather.  A return to 
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normal weather, the report implies, will result in returning sales to pre-shortage levels.  No 
discussion or consideration is provided to what effect other factors –most notably higher water rates 
– have had, and continue to have in suppressing water demand and sales.  The O.S. also fails to 
discuss or take into account the recently passed 20x2020 legislation requiring 20% conservation at 
the retail level.  Appendix A should provide an analysis of the impacts higher water rates and 
conservation requirements are having on demand and sales, and factor those impacts into projections 
of future water sales (e.g. the next five fiscal years and beyond). 
 
Page A-72 notes that because of lower-than-budgeted water sales in the current year (160,000 acre-
feet lower than budgeted), MWD will make a draw of $34 million from its Water Rate Stabilization 
Fund.  However, on September 17, 2010, at the MWD Member Agency Managers meeting, MWD 
management reported that the net draw from the Water Rate Stabilization Fund this year is projected 
to be $100 million.  MWD should reconcile these two figures and ensure the number reflected 
Appendix A is the correct one. 
 
 
We believe the comments contained in this letter and the attachments must be addressed through 
substantive modifications to Appendix A and request those changes be made to ensure MWD 
provide accurate and adequate disclosure to potential investors. 
 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
       
Lynne Heidel     Keith Lewinger 
Director     Director 

       
Bud Pocklington    Fern Steiner 
Director     Director 
 
Attachments 
 
Cc:  MWD Board of Directors 
 Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager 
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MEMBER AGENCIES

Carlsbad
Municipal Writer District

City of Del Mat

Ciry f Escondido

City ai Nohonal Cily

city al Oceanside
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City ol San Otopsi
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REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
P0 Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153

Re: 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update

Dear Jeff:

Water Authority staff has completed its review of the draft 2010 Integrated Resources
Plan Update (draft IRP). We plan a broader outreach effort to our region’s cities, stakeholders
and communities once we have complete information and a revised draft IRP document. Given
that the current draft IRP has only been available since July, and since the revised draft won’t be
available until sometime later in September, we reiterate our request that the October timeline for
adoption of the IRP be extended to allow for broader distribution of the revised draft IRP here
and in other parts of the MWD service territory. This outreach should then be followed by
additional public meetings of MWD’s board so that the merits of the revised draft IRP can be
fully deliberated in a transparent setting after MWD responds to all the current comments and
questions.

Changed Circumstances

The water supply and cost environment have fundamentally changed since the IRP was
last updated in 2004. Twenty percent water conservation is now legally required at the retail
level by 2020. Replenishment deliveries by MWD have been interrupted indefinitely. Severe
cutbacks of water supplies from the Bay-Delta are now a way of life for the foreseeable future.
We must plan for impacts of climate change. As a result of these and other changed
circumstances — and taking into account the reasonably anticipated cost of a Delta Fix —

conservation and local projects that once warranted subsidies have become cost effective
compared to MWD’s current and projected water rates. For this reason, many of the more than
250 retail water agencies and cities in the MWD service territory are now in the process of
expanding conservation programs and developing local water supply projects.

Although the draft IRP refers generally to some of these changed circumstances, it does
not recommend any changes in the basic MWD business model to address them. The draft IRP
plan essentially assumes the same base resource mix and adds a massive, undefined “Buffer
Supply” to mitigate undefined and unquantified uncertainties. Instead of asking how it may best
coordinate, encourage and integrate with planned conservation and local water supply
development that is already under way throughout the service territory, MWD proposes to
embark on a massive spending program.

A public agency providing a safe and reliable water supply to the Son Diego region

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Stranded Costs and Stranded Historic Imported and Low Cost Water

MWD’s IRP strategy will drive MWD’s rates up drastically and lead to lower
water sales by MWD as local agencies develop lower-cost supply alternatives. With the
Buffer Supply strategy in the draft JRP, MWD is setting itself up for a perfect storm of
skyrocketing water rates and plummeting water sales. This course of action amounts to a
fiscal death-spiral for MWD and is financially unsustainable.

While it is not possible to determine from the draft IRP precisely what the current
core supplies are or how the proposed Buffer Supply will be developed as MWD projects
and member agency projects (or any iteration thereof), one thing is very clear from the
draft IRP: MWD is embarking on a course 0/action that will result in abandonment of
MWD ‘s historic investments in water supply infrastructure and low-cost core water
supplies infrivor offar more expensive water. A graph illustrating this practical effect of
the IRP is included as Attachment 1 to this letter. That graph shows that MWD’s Buffer
Supply strategy will lead to 500,000 acre-feet of imported water being stranded by MWD
each year, in favor of more expensive local supplies developed by MWD at a cost of
more than $1 billion annually on MWD’s rates (2035). It is imperative that MWD take
the time now to refine this draft IRP to avoid creating stranded water and the associated
stranded costs we will be asking our ratepayers to cover for decades to come.

Detailed Comments on July Draft IRP

Our detailed comments are included in Attachment 2 to this letter in the following
broad subject matter categories:

• Water Rate impacts
• Conservation
• Commitment to the Delta
• Stranded Costs
• Why Abandon Historic Investments and Low Cost Water?
• Respect/or Local Autonomy
• Definition ofRegion
• Outdated Reliability Goal
• Need to Integrate Member Agency and Local Planning Data
• Failure to Identifr Key Issues to Maximize Surface Storage, Groundwater

Storage and Conjunctive Use
• The Problem with Water Insurance, aka “But/er Supply”
• “Adaptive Management” Inadequately Defined
• Inaccurate and Incomplete Data
• Process Concerns
• Recommendations
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We met with our member agency managers to obtain their perspectives,
comments and questions. The August 10 IRP forum in San Diego was well attended by
our agency managers and many questions and comments were presented to you directly
at that time. A list of those questions is included as Attachment 3 to this letter.

We request that MWD staff distribute a revised draft IRP once it has an
opportunity to respond to comments and questions raised here and at the IRP Stakeholder
Forums, and to review and reconcile the data in the report so that it is both internally
consistent and consistent with MWD’s Regional Urban Water Management Plan.

Please let us know what the timeline is for receiving your written responses to this
letter and the questions asked at the IRP Stakeholder Forums. We hope to work with you
to complete an IRP that will provide a solid roadmap for the future for all of Southern
California.

Sincerely,

Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager

Attachment 1: Stranded Imported Water in 2035
Attachment 2: Comments on MWD’s July Draft 2010 IRP Update
Attachment 3: Questions posted at San Diego IRP Forum

cc: MWD Board of Directors
MWD Member Agency Managers
Water Authority Board of Directors
Water Authority Member Agency Managers
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ATTACHMENT 1— STRANDED IMPORTED WATER IN 2035

Stranded Imported Water 2035
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ATTACHMENT 2— COMMENTS ON MWD’s JULY DRAFT 2010 IRP UPDATE

WATER RATE IMPACTS

With the unprecedented recommendation to develop 25% more water than MWD demands
require, the draft IRP is extremely light on its analysis of potential rate impacts. The only rate
analysis included in the draft was a table in Section 3 prepared for the board’s strategic policy
discussion and not related to the recommendation to implement the Buffer Supply. Presumably,
the supplies being developed under the Core Resources Strategy would generally be lower in
cost than those under Buffer and Foundational Actions. The implementation of the Buffer Supply
will require substantial financial investment by MWD and its member agencies. A critical
analysis of potential rate impacts and the impact rate increases will have on demand must be
completed and deliberated by the board before it takes a policy direction on the IRP and
implementation of a Buffer Supply.

In mid-August, MWD’s staff presented a “2010 IRP Average Rate Analysis” on four
implementation strategies for the IRP. The presentation showed the difference in the rate
increase between the Core Resources Strategy — one that MWD admits meets all projected dry-
year demand — and the plan’s recommended strategy to develop 500,000 acre-feet of additional
Buffer Supplies is only 2 percent, a deceptively and alluringly low number that obscures the
actual difference in cost ratepayers would experience between implementing the Core Resources
Strategy and any one of the three Buffer Supply strategies. The difference amounts to up to $537
per acre-foot in 2035 — a 36% difference in water rates in that year; this is not insignificant.

More troublesome, however, are some of the assumptions that went into the rate analysis. MWD
currently funds about $20 million for its water conservation programs, which it projects would
result in about 10,000 acre-feet of new conservation annually. Both the 20x2020 retail mandate
and 20x2020 regional consistency require investment far beyond the current conservation effort.
Under the 20x2020 regional consistency analysis, staff estimated 580,000 acre-feet of water use
efficiency beyond that anticipated through current conservation programs is needed. Yet, only
$20 million is assumed in the analysis to achieve the conservation goal that is significantly
higher than what the current investment is producing. Similarly, the rate impact for Buffer
implementation assumes MWD continues the $250 acre-foot subsidy for local projects
development at the same time it is proposing investments in local water supply development that
greatly exceed this cost. Another example: in the MWD-Developed Buffer Supply scenario
wherein MWD assumes financial responsibility for 500,000 acre-feet of conservation and local
supply development, MWD’s operations would surely grow, yet the rate analysis shows zero
cost difference in the Departmental O&M from the Core Resources Strategy; this appears to be
an unrealistic assumption. Another example: zero cost has been assigned to account for the
project development costs and risks associated with the Foundational Actions component of the
plan.

MWD’s failure to calculate or acknowledge the true cost of water by basing the rate impact
analysis on unrealistic assumptions does a disservice to Southern California ratepayers and only
pushes the hard decisions to another day. We request that a more realistic set of cost
assumptions be used to conduct the rate analyses associated with the IRP and that this
information be available for full discussion and deliberation by MWD’s board of directors.
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CONSERVATION

The Water Conservation Act of 2009 (the Conservation Act, or 20x2020) established new
methodologies, water use targets and reporting requirements. The Act’s requirements apply to
urban retail water suppliers. Although MWD and its wholesale member agencies have a
supporting role, primary responsibility for compliance with the law falls to each retail agency
within MWD’s service territory. The draft IRP does not address these requirements or explain
how a regional program would integrate with, or support these retail conservation programs.

MWD’s recent board memo on water conservation concluded that accounting for conservation at
the individual member agency level would be too difficult and would threaten the efficacy of
MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan, Water Supply Allocation Plan and other programs. We
respectfully disagree, and point out that local agencies already do so as part of their Urban Water
Management Plans (and other plans). It is imperative that the MWD board consider changed
circumstances and legal requirements to ensure that any future regional conservation program
integrates with local programs, and avoids creating conservation disincentives through the
pricing structure, water supply allocation plan, or otherwise.

While the draft IRP appears to assume a regional compliance approach, the Conservation Act
provides that urban retail water suppliers must achieve and report compliance on an individual
basis unless certain prerequisites for regional compliance and reporting are met. Among other
things, regional compliance requires the written consent of each retail agency. MWD should
factor this legal requirement into its analysis in the revised draft IRP.

Indeed, as a wholesale water provider, MWD’s role in conservation must be carefully evaluated
in light of these new legal requirements. Since it is unlikely that all retail water suppliers within
MWD’s service territory will elect to report as part of MWD’s regional water management
group, MWD must account for that as the regional program is being developed. MWD must
carefully assess how a regional program can fairly integrate with the individual programs its
member agencies, and their respective retail agencies, choose to implement to ensure that each
retail agency and group of ratepayers is carrying its legally required, fair share of the cost.

Changes will also be necessary to MWD’s water shortage allocation plan in order to encourage
conservation. The City of Long Beach has presented a number of ideas and approaches to
address this concern that should be thoroughly evaluated and considered. We also believe that
MWD’s wholesale price structure discourages conservation by disguising the true cost of
alternative water supplies. By continuing to offer regional subsidies to retail agencies to meet
water use efficiency targets that are legally required of them, MWD is actually discouraging
water conservation — unless, that is, MWD pays for it. Any regional program must start where
the legal requirement on the retailers ends, otherwise, MWD is simply robbing Peter to pay Paul
and rewarding free riders. And, by subsidizing compliance with the retail 20x2020 targets, funds
that MWD collects from some of its member agencies will be benefitting (subsidizing)
compliance of other member agencies while providing no commensurate benefit to the “donor”
agencies, because those donor agencies do not receive “credit” toward their own 20x2020
compliance goals for spending money (via the MWD subsidies) in other retailers’ service areas.

7
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These donor agencies must additionally spend their own rate money to meet their own
compliance requirement.

As noted earlier, we believe that measurement and verification are essential to any water use
efficiency program, and is in fact, required for compliance. We would note that the data MWD
uses to support the conservation section of the IRP is, except for the current demographic data
from SCAG and SANDAG, outdated (Attachment A. i, Attachment C-2) (1997). One of the
recommendations in the 1997 report was that MWD expand the coverage of its conservation data
base to include the many MWD member agencies with respect to which conservation data was

not available. (See IRP Attachment A-i at Attachment C-40)

We believe there is an important role for MWD in water conservation but that its programs must
change in order to address the concerns described above. The draft IRP fails to address these
important considerations.

COMMITMENT TO THE DELTA

Many agencies and stakeholders are reading the draft IRP recommendation to “immediately” and
“aggressively” implement 500,000 acre-feet of Buffer Supply as a signal that MWD is
abandoning, or does not believe that it will be successful in fixing the Delta. This comes as a big

surprise to our community, which worked tirelessly on the 2009 water bill package and water
bond. We do not support changing course and believe that we must diligently pursue and protect
our investment in the Delta and State Water Project. The Delta Community is also counting on
our continued support. it is our understanding from the information provided by MWD that the
Core Resources Strategy includes both a Delta Fix and continuation of existing Colorado River
programs contemplated by the Quantification Settlement Agreement. We believe this is the
correct approach and consistent with MWD’s core mission.

This having been stated, the Water Authority is open to having a candid discussion with MWD,
the Delta Community and all interested parties about the nature and extent of the Delta “Fix,” if
MWD has grown skeptical of the prospects for success in the Delta. In the meantime, and unless

and until a conscious decision is made — with the benefit of analysis and input from all affected
parties — we believe the call for a Buffer Supply sends the wrong message vis-à-vis MWD’s
intentions in the Delta — and an expensive message at that.

STRANDED COSTS

Since the drought in the early i990’s, MWD’s water management strategy has been to invest in

storage to take advantage of the hydrologic cycles to best utilize low-cost, available water.

Today, this investment, which stands in excess of 5 million acre-feet of storage capacity, has
served the region well during the current supply challenges. But, rather than continuing this
management strategy to optimize the historic investment in the State’s water supply
infrastructure and MWD’s own low-cost imported water, the draft IRP proposes to shift course
in favor of MWD developing local water supplies at a high cost to its ratepayers.

.3
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The development of the Buffer Supplies would lead to a similar outcome. If these supplies are
not needed — and the draft indicates that demands for the Buffer Supplies will not exist — then the
costs to develop them are truly in excess of need and stranded and, therefore, will be stranded
costs. A graphic illustration of the stranded costs is shown below in Figure A.

Stranded Dollars/AF in 2035

Si 844

Figure A

2,021

Core Resources + Core Resources +

WUE Buffer + MWD- WIJE Buffer + MWD

Incentivized Local Developed Local

Supplies Supplies

It is important that MWD integrate its planning with those of its member agencies so that it does
not find itself with stranded investments and future unexpected rate increases due to poor
planning.

WIlY ABANDON HISTORIC INVESTMENTS AND Low COST WATER?

Staffs rate analysis released in mid-August sheds light on the following facts: the immediate
implementation of Buffer Supply, whether limited to regional consistency Water Use Efficiency
of 200,000 acre-feet or the entire 500,000 acre-feet inclusive of local projects would result in

abandonment of like amounts of lower-cost imported water, even after it has obligated its share
of the Delta Fix improvements. Case in point, in 2035, with Buffer Supply inclusive of Water
Use Efficiency only, MWD’s own rate analysis showed it would forgo a like amount of imported
water due to reduction in sales. The situation worsens if MWD implements the entire 500,000
acre-feet of Buffer Supply, under both MWD-Incentivized and MWD-Developed Buffer Supply
scenarios, 500,000 acre-feet of imported water is forgone. Why would MWD spend billions of
dollars to develop new supplies and, at the same time, plan to forego use of those supplies?

RESPECT FOR LOCAL AUTONOMY

The key question addressed in the draft IRP focuses on the “role” of MWD. But, with due
respect, we believe it’s the wrong question. The focus should not be on MWD’s “role,” but on

how the most reliable, cost-effective water supply can be provided to water ratepayers. being
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mindful that not every retail water supplier or even every “region” within the vast MWD service
territory will answer that question the same way. MWD’s “top-down, all-in” planning model in
which it will assume responsibility over local water supply development fails to take into
account the many cities, local agencies and groundwater managers who grapple with local water
supply development issues every day. It is an open question what role these agencies and water
suppliers would like MWD to play, but it is certainly important to ask. Historically, the answer
to that question would be easy: they want funding to help support local water supply
development. We believe that there is a role MWD can play in helping to support local projects
including funding mechanisms for local supply development. But the rules must be firm and
fair, laid out in advance, and equitable to all parties.

DEFINITION OF REGION

Given the dramatic shift in the draft IRP from imported water supplier to local supply developer,
MWD should take a step back and ask itself, its member agencies and, critically — the hundreds
of cities, counties, water suppliers, groundwater managers and other local districts — how they
define their “region” for purposes of local water supply development. MWD has been Southern
California’s principal “regional” imported water supplier. That does not mean that it will be
efficient or even logical for MWD to become Southern California’s “regional” local water
supplier. The State, for example, recognizes nine separate IRWM planning groups that are
wholly or partially within the MWD service territory. What makes sense for “regional” local
water supply development needs to be discussed between and among all interested parties, not
just MWD and its member agencies. and be defined in a manner that is practical, workable and
equitable to all parties. It is likely that not all local and regional agencies desire to be under the
planning umbrella of MWD and its member agencies — whose member agencies often have
goals, priorities and objectives that are different than their own.

OUTDATED RELIABILITY GOAL

By declaring allegiance to the 1952 Laguna Declaration, the draft IRP misses a critical
opportunity to signal that it is no longer “business as usual” in Southern California or at MWD.
Indeed, where and how to establish the reliability goal was not even discussed as part of the IRP
process. In today’s water-scarce, high-rate environment, our customers want a choice about the
level of “regional” reliability they want to pay for.

But the draft IRP goes even further, it advocates a reliability goal of developing core supplies to
meet full-service dry year demands at the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions,
p developing a Buffer Supply of 10% of retail demand,p completing project planning for
an array of additional projects based on undefined “uncertainty” (the Foundational Actions).
This “Laguna Declaration-P/us” approach is excessive, impractical and fiscally imprudent. It
also flies in the face of California’s changed circumstances and Southern California’s
conservation ethic.

Before staff recommends the highly aggressive supply development outlined in the draft IRP, it
should communicate with each of its member agencies to detenriine the extent to which those
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agencies intend to rely upon MWD to meet their future supplemental water supply needs. As
aptly noted in the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force Report,

“[It was troubling] to learn, for example, that some of the member agencies most
strongly supporting big-ticket projects. . . also had the most aggressive plans to
reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent supplies. In
effect, such agencies appear to want MWD to develop costly backup capacity-or
insurance-for their local supply strategies, while seeking to shift the costs for
these benefits on to Metropolitan and other agencies and customers.” -- BRTF
Report at page 23.

Just as in the past, it is clear that some of the MWD member agencies most strongly supporting
the draft IRP are doing so precisely because they believe that it will allow them to become less
dependent upon MWD.

NEED TO INTEGRATE MEMBER AGENCY AND LOCAL PLANNING DATA

The draft IRP identifies the need for only 16,000 acre-feet of local projects to achieve the Core
Resources Strategy target in 2015 and only 46,000 acre-feet by 2025 and through the end of the
planning horizon (2035). According to the draft IRP, this will result in 100% supply reliability
under all hydrologic conditions to meet dry-year demand. It is important to note that in reaching
the 100% reliability assessment, the plan has taken into account regulatory and environmental
constraints on supplies from the Bay-Delta in the years before mid- and long-term Delta
improvements are completed.

Based upon review of the limited data included in Appendix A.5 of draft IRP, it appears that as
much as 750,000 acre-feet of local water supply is already being planned by MWD member
agencies. It is unclear whether this list includes all supply projects that are being planned by
cities, groundwater managers, replenishment districts, utilities and other agencies and water
suppliers throughout Southern California. Given that the draft identifies only 46,000 acre-feet of
local projects is needed to achieve Core Resources strategy’s 100% reliability goal, the draft IRP
fails to grapple with the reality that MWD sales will be reduced, not increased in the future. If
properly coordinated, this trend can be a positive outcome for MWD and all of Southern
California. But MWD threatens to disrupt the positive economic impacts of this shift by
proposing to over-invest in new water supplies in an ill-fated and illusory attempt to increase its
own sales. Failure to coordinate with the many cities, water districts, and utilities beyond MWD
member agencies places all Southern California water ratepayers at risk.

The draft IRP also does not provide projected supplies under average- and wet-year hydrologic
conditions and their frequencies of occurrence. The draft shows only how MWD’s storage would
fare under “average” conditions. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 reflect very healthy storage conditions for
MWD, but lack data for member agencies to assess how their surface reservoir or groundwater
basins could be augmented for dry year use.

In summary, although the IRP by definition is intended to be an integrated plan that takes
member agency and retail supply plans into account as part of MWD’s regional planning, the
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IRP draft fails to do so. This presents grave risk to MWD and Southern California water
ratepayers.

Finally, MWD’s historic and principal role has been to deliver water to Southern California
imported from the Colorado River and State Water Project. The subsidy programs were
originally created to “encourage” conservation and development of local water supplies that were
otherwise not cost-effective, and, in order to “send the right message” to Northern California
where it was seeking to maintain its State Water Project entitlement. The rationale was that by
supporting these local water supply investments, the costs of securing additional imported water
supplies and/or infrastructure were “avoided,” and thus the payment of MWD subsidies
benefited the region as a whole. MWD should take the time now as part of the IRP planning
process to consider the appropriate role of subsidies generally, and including whether subsidies
are encouraging or impeding desired outcomes.

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY KEY ISSUES TO MAXIMIZE SURFACE STORAGE, GROUNDWATER

STORAGE AND CONJUNCTIVE USE

The draft IRP says that Metropolitan has “gradually shifted from being exclusively a supplier of
imported water to collaborating with its member agencies on regional water supply planning
issues.” This statement does not capture the momentous change that is being recommended for
adoption in the draft 2010 IRP, which will place MWD in control of planning, outreach, all state
and federal funding and decision-making about local project development. While the draft
promises that MWD will “collaborate” with agencies outside of their own member agencies, it
appears that it has not collaborated with them in proposing this new role for MWD in the first
place. Willingness to allow MWD to become the regional master facilities planner may also
vary by region.

MWD’s principal, historic role has been as a supplemental, imported wholesale water supplier to
its member agencies. While “collaboration” with its member agencies is indeed important,
MWD is announcing in the draft TRP a substantially different and enhanced role for itself in the
future, including “master planning” for significant local water supply resources over which it has
no legal jurisdiction or expertise. The draft IRP does not so much represent a “gradual shift” as a
takeover strategy for local water supply development in which MWD will be in charge of local
water supply development through its regional master planning process. For example, MWD is
declaring that it will be in charge of “master planning” for the following activities:

1. Recycled water development, including creation of a regional finance committee that will
determine how all state and federal funding dollars are best spent (Table 5-5);

2. Preparation of salt management plans and groundwater basin management plans (Table
5-7);

3. Seawater desalination “integration” (Table 5-10) and funding mechanisms (Table 5-13);
and,

4. Stormwater capture, including regional master planning, implementation of pilot projects
and development of subsidy programs (Table 5-19).
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MWD’s newly announced role as “master planner” for all Southern California local water supply
development goes far beyond the function of “collaboration” described above. Given that it has
little expertise in groundwater and developing local projects, staffing and budget increases will
undoubtedly be on the horizon. These efforts will duplicate those of the many local water
suppliers, replenishment districts and groundwater managers who are already engaged at the
local level.

In lieu of these proposed changes, MWD should follow the same, more cautious guidelines it
suggests for graywater (see page 5-36), namely,

1. Do not establish subsidies to pay for graywater;
2. Focus instead on reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation

and regulations to support graywater development;
3. Work with local entities to create model guidelines for permitting processes; and,
4. Assist with public information efforts as requested and appropriate.

Finally, the draft IRP fails to address the most fundamental questions that must be addressed by
MWD at the wholesale level, including: 1) how available imported water supplies will be
managed; and 2) what policies are needed to assure fair access to facilities in order to move
water stored in groundwater basins in and out of, and within the MWD distribution system.

THE PROBLEM WITH WATER INSURANCE, AKA “BUFFER SUPPLY”

The draft IRP recommends implementation of the Buffer Supply as an insurance policy against
uncertainties, but does not provide a quantitative analysis or risk assessment to show how the
500,000 acre-feet of supply development was derived. For this reason, the Buffer Supply is
purely speculative.

The Buffer Supply is also financially unsustainable under the current rate structure, since
agencies would oniy pay for the “insurance” when they file a “claim” for the water. The cost of
maintaining a large “standby” supply will be extraordinarily expensive, force MWD rates to
increase exponentially, and, drive water purchasers away from MWD in search of lower cost
supplies that they can control. Here again, the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force had it right:

“Reliability, quality and other water supply specifications cannot be made
independently from the willingness of MWD customers to pay for such services.
Member agencies may want, for example, the insurance provided by major
investments to increase MWD standby capacity, but if forced to commit funds for
such capabilities, they may actually prefer far lower levels of protection than a
hypothetically “costless” water supply guarantee.” -- BRTF Report at page 9.

While the draft IRP itself is silent on the cost of the Buffer Supply, MWD’s mid-August rate
analysis showed startling costs of the Buffer Supply, in terms of sky-high water rates, stranded
water supply and stranded costs. The two charts included with these comments were developed
based upon this mid-August rate analysis.
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Furthermore, the draft IRP appears to ignore the fact that MWD already has a substantial
“Buffer” in which it has invested, namely, MWD’s vast storage program. MWD has 5 million
acre-feet of storage, which the draft IRP indicates will be full on average. The draft IRP also
says that if the Core Resources Programs are implemented, the region could have an excess of 1
million acre-feet of water during dry years, when storage and transfers are factored in. If the
500,000 acre-feet Buffer Supply is implemented, without MWD taking any water from its
storage, the region will have more water than required to meet demands including filling all
available storage. The bottom line is that the draft IRP fails to factor in that the very purpose of
the existing storage is to provide the same dry year assurance that is proposed to be filled by the
new Buffer Supply.

“ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT” INADEQUATELY DEFU’4ED

Although the draft IRP says that MWD will employ an “adaptive management” strategy, the
draft also concludes that an aggressive approach to immediately implement the Buffer Supply is
required. In general, it is not possible to discern from the draft IRP what the timing or “triggers”
are for any of the “adaptive” actions. The draft IRP is also inconsistent with statements made by
MWD staff at the August 10 San Diego Stakeholders Forum with regard to timing of adaptive
management actions described in the draft IRP.

At its own August 20 member agency managers’ meeting, MWD staff stated that it plans to only

recommend immediate implementation of the regional consistency Water Use Efficiency Buffer,
and leave the implementation of the Local Resources Buffer to occur only when certain trigger
events take place, such as failure to obtain the environmental documentation for a Delta
conveyance facility by a date-certain (yet to be specified). This is a very different position than
the draft’s aggressive approach to implement local projects as delineated within the draft IRP as
follows:

Page 4-20, “Implementing a Supply Buffer,” states, in part: “. ..a ‘planning’ Buffer was
introduced during the 2004 Update. The 2010 IRP Update proposes to expand the
concept of a planning Buffer and create an actual hedge against demand uncertainty, by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand.
Metropolitan will collaborate with the member agencies to implement this Buffer through
complying with the 20X2020 legislation, and by implementing aggressive adaptive
actions to meet any remaining portion of the 10 percent Buffer.” (Emphasis added.)

On page ES-8, the draft states: “Maximizing regional benefits through economies of scale
and minimizing the cost of redundancy is important to adaptability. The 2010 IRP
Update will hedge against demand, supply and environmental uncertainties by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand. This
Buffer will be implemented through meeting 20X2020 water use efficiency goals, and by
implementing aggressive adaptive actions to meet the remaining portion of the 10 percent
Buffer through local supplies and transfers. This approach is consistent with maintaining
reliable baseline supplies and advancing local and regional solutions.” (Emphasis added.)

9
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In its outreach materials used at the IRP Public Forums, MWD has an executive
summary, page ES-lO, that states the Buffer Supply will be “. . .developed through
collaboration with the member agencies on aggressive actions.” And, on Figure ES-4,
Component 2 box reads “aggressive adaptive actions for the remainder.” (Emphasis
added.)

It is impossible to reconcile the oral comments made by MWD staff at the August 10
Stakeholder Forum and the August 20 MWD Member Agency Managers meeting with the
conflicting verbiage in the draft IRP document.

It is also completely unclear what “adaptive management” means or how it will be employed by
the MWD staff once the IRP is adopted by the board. Substantially more detailed planning and
transparency is required before board adoption so that the member agencies can better
understand what is intended by the draft IRP.

INACCURATE AND INCOMPLETE DATA

The Core Resources Strategy is the heart of MWD’s current water supply planning. It is
essential that the draft IRP provide a full description of the components of the Core Resources
Strategy. And yet, it is not possible to discern the details of the Core Resources Strategy due to
the fact that there is inconsistent data presented throughout Sections 4 and 6 of the draft IRP.
These are the key sections of the report that present analyses of the available water supplies and
need to develop additional supplies.

To ensure a sustainable resource plan that clearly outlines a path for long-term reliability, it is
fundamental that the draft IRP start with a more comprehensive evaluation of the Core Resource
Strategy. The Core Resource Strategy serves as the foundation of the plan. The analysis should
include an identification of what actions can be taken to strengthen the core strategy in order to
maximize investments already made in imported supplies. The evaluation should include an
assessment that clearly identifies the risks associated with implementation of the core strategy
and takes adaptive measures to mitigate those risks. This assessment would provide a linkage
between the Core Resource Strategy and the timing and type of adaptive management strategies
recommended. Transparency in the process is critical to providing the member agencies the data
and information needed to plan accordingly in their UWMP and resource plans.

In addition to the internal inconsistencies, the data included in the draft IRP is also inconsistent
with data included in MWD’s recently released draft Regional Urban Water Management Plan
(RUWMP). The Water Authority suggests that MWD staff conduct a workshop with the member
agency managers to work through this detail so that MWD’s Core Resources Strategy can be
presented in a manner that may be better understood and inconsistencies with MWD’s RUWMP
can be reconciled.

To cite just a few examples, seawater desalination is listed as existing production on Table 4-6
but as a yet-to-be-developed Core Resource on Table 4-8. There is no indication how the
groundwater, local surface water and Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) supplies listed in Table 4-7
were projected. And, it is unclear why there is an increase in groundwater supplies during this

10
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planning horizon, but a decrease in surface water. The data for LAA also differs between the IRP
and RUWMP. These and other inconsistencies and lack of foundational data are not “details” to
be “worked out later” — rather, this is foundational information required in order to meaningfully
assess MWD’s current supplies and the need to develop additional supplies.

Beyond the internal inconsistencies in the draft IRP, there is also insufficient information
provided on the plans of cities, groundwater agencies, replenishment districts, utilities and water
suppliers throughout the Southland to implement conservation and other local water supply
programs that will substantially reduce the amount of water purchases from MWD in the future.
While the draft notes that there are approximately 250 retail agencies that supply water to the
public, the draft IRP analysis has failed to account for the plans and timing of plans that many of
these 250 retail agencies have to both conserve water and develop local resources. Although
Appendix A.5 includes a list of member agency area projects, it does not provide analysis to
show how these projects will reduce the demand for MWD supplies. It also does unclear whether
it includes projects of the many agencies, sub-agencies and utilities who presently buy water
from MWD member agencies. MWD must work with its member agencies to develop an
accurate and agreed upon list of projects as well as project timing, and eliminate inconsistencies
before it finalizes the draft IRP.

Moreover. MWD’s methodology limits its accounting of local supplies to existing, under
construction and “committed” projects (a term not defined in the draft IRP). All other planned
local projects are included as part of MWD’s own “regional” target, with the explanation that,
“... [t]his recognizes the uncertainty in local supplies and avoids over and under allocating local
supply targets to individual agencies” (see Appendix A. 1-22, “Projected Active Conservation: A
New Approach). This approach appears grounded in MWD’s past experience and the notion that
local water suppliers cannot be relied upon to develop local supplies and, therefore, MWD must
step in and take over responsibility for local supply development. This assumption fails to take
into account the substantially changed circumstances and that many local water supply projects
that were once uncompetitive with the price of imported water are now cost-effective — without
any subsidies from MWD — when compared to even the conservatively projected cost of MWD
water. There are also better mechanisms to hold local water suppliers accountable to the region
for completion of projects than the theoretical no-cost or low-cost water supply Buffer
“insurance” recommended in the draft IRP.

The realistic regional demand “gap” cannot reasonably be estimated without taking into account
the existing and planned actions of MWD’s member agencies and other local water suppliers.
The draft TRP notes that Metropolitan has historically provided between 45 and 60 percent of the
municipal, industrial, and agricultural water used within its service area. However, enhanced
conservation and development of local water supplies will result in a dramatic reduction in water
demand on MWD. Implementing any of the Buffer Supply strategies in the draft IRP will lead to
unavoidably higher rates and inversely declining sales.

11
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PROCESS CONCERNS

While there have been a large number of meetings and IRP-related “processes,” the process
overall has been both “top down” and “disintegrated,” with no meaningful opportunity for non
MWD member agency participants to shape the outcome. This shortcoming is all the more
important given the draft IRP proposes that MWD become responsible for, or compete with
many local projects that are currently within the jurisdiction of cities, local agencies and
groundwater managers. The 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force made similar observations about the
then-pending IRP process:

“Although both the IRP and rate structure efforts largely involve member
agencies in setting functional objectives, performance standards and the
development of background materials such as the Strategic Resources
Assessment-and to some extent, other outside participants-the precise role of non
MWD participation in IRP and rate structure discussions often seems limited to
commenting on Metropolitan-generated objectives rather than considering de
novo functional objectives and performance standards.” -- Blue Ribbon Task
Force Report (I3RTF Report) at page 8.

“As different resource, reliability and operational goals are considered, IRP
participants are not presented with fully articulated alternative models. The
current practice is to make marginal changes in an assumed base resource mix in
response to new, cost, technological, political or other concerns. This practice
may limit the participants’ understanding about the implications of different
options, and artificially constrain the range of choices they take into account.” --

BRTF Report at page 12.

“Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and numerous specialized committees and
subcommittees, the Board often seems to be presented with limited options and
choices for final approval largely defined and developed by MWD staff, rather
than conduct an independent inquiry of relevant matters.” -- BRTF Report at page
74.

These observations are as accurate regarding the current draft IRP and IRP process as they were
more than 15 years ago. The 2010 draft IRP has been available for public review only recently,
and although voluminous, contains limited information. The revised draft IRP will apparently
not be available until later in September, with board adoption scheduled for October. This
schedule and process does not allow for meaningful distribution or review of the draft IRP by
those who are impacted through the adoption of the IRP. MWD staff has been portraying the
draft IRP as implementation of the will of the people, rather than as a recommendation of MWD
staff But, of the almost 19 million people who live and work in Southern California, less than
350 people attended the four stakeholder workshops combined — and, many of those participants
were MWD and member agency staff and consultants. Moreover, the stakeholders were being
asked to comment on a draft report in which fundamental questions remain to be answered.
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Given that MWD is proposing to change its historic role as imported water supplier — which is
the principal responsibility most local agencies now associate with MWD — it is vitally important
that sufficient time be allowed for distribution to city councils, county board of supervisors,
groundwater managers, replenishment districts, water districts, utilities, and other local entities
which will bear the expense of, or otherwise be impacted by MWD’s new role. MWD and its
member agencies should not simply assume that all agencies and stakeholders will welcome this
new role for MWD or the associated rate increases that will be necessary to implement this
course of action.

RECOMMENDATIONS

MWD uses the IRP as a foundation for its RUWMP. Thus, the draft IRP should reflect the clear
professional recommendation of MWD staff. Is that the case? If so, we recommend you say so
when the revised draft IRP is released. As it stands in the draft IRP, this is unclear.

At a minimum, we recommend that MWD provide a full 60-day review period between the
release of a revised draft IRP, including responses to all comments and questions, and the first
MWD board meeting to consider the revised draft. We also recommend at least two public
meetings of the board to consider and deliberate the revised draft IRP. This time frame would
still allow adoption of the IRP in advance of the RUWMP. Although the update process stated
more than a year ago, the recommendations were made available for the first time in July 2010
when draft report was posted online. We were quite surprised with the recommended strategy,
especially since the draft’s own data indicates the excessiveness of such a recommendation. The
draft recommends an adaptive strategy that included three components: Core Resources Strategy,
Buffer Implementation, and Foundational Actions.

The draft IRP clearly indicated that the implementation of the Core Resources Strategy would
meet projected dry-year demands under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions, with MWD’s 5
million acre-feet of average storage capacity above 60 percentile and probability of dry-year
shortage diminishing to zero past 2015 (with only than less than 1 percent shortage in 2015). Yet.
it recommends moving forward with all three components concurrently, including aggressively
pursuing Buffer Supply implementation (in contrast to 2004 IRP’s planninz buffer) and at the
same time developing large-scale projects so they are “ready to proceed” under Foundational
Actions.

The forthcoming revised draft IRP must integrate member agency plans and projects into the
discussion, and before implementation of projects that exceed demand, member agencies’
commitment to pay for these supplies must be obtained and proper choice and structure be set in

place to ensure MWD does not strand water nor investments under the new supply strategy.

13
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ATTACHMENT 3— QUESTIONS POSED AT SAN DIEGO IRP FORUM

RELIABILITY GOALS

• Doesn’t the IRP’s reliance on the almost 60 year old Laguna Declaration — drafted at a time
when Southern California was almost completely dependent on imported water — send the
wrong message in today’s limited resource and escalating cost environment’? Is that a smart
message in the water bond campaign?

• Why didn’t MWD reconsider the central question of the where the regional reliability goal
should be set?

• Why should everyone have to pay for the same reliability standard if they want to conserve
more and pay less?

• How has MWD accounted for the dampening effect higher prices will have on water

demand?

SUPPLY AND PLANNING BUFFER

• Has MWD done a survey of each of its member agencies and other local agencies and
utilities to determine what projects they are developing now or plan to develop in the near
future? Don’t you need this kind of information in order to determine what supply “gap”
exists’?

• Will MWD staff agree to collect this information about local projects development and make
it available before asking the board to adopt this IRP?

• What is the rationale for an MWD Buffer Supply equal to 10% of retail demand? What is
that number based on?

• What is MWD’s assumption in the IRP about who will pay for the core and Buffer supplies’?
Is there a breakdown of this by region or project? Isn’t this information necessary to define
even broad parameters of a real plan?

• Is staff recommending the implementation of both core and Buffer supplies because it does
not believe it will be successful in the Delta Fix? If not, why does this draft recommend
moving forward now with implementation of both supplies?

• Can you be more specific about the risks and uncertainties you believe justify the expenditure
of current ratepayer dollars’? What are the “trigger points” that would warrant increased
spending’?

• What is the level of commitment to developing the resources identified in the Buffer’? And is
there a certain date by which those resources will be developed?

• Why are recycled water and seawater desalination identified as part of the Buffer supplies’?
• What is the size and composition of the Buffer’?
• What is the process by which the region will make the decision to deploy elements of the

Buffer’? And are there risks associated with each trigger level?

MWD’S ROLE

• Isn’t our current water supply allocation the result of challenges to our imported supplies?
Since this has been MWD’s historical role, shouldn’t MWD focus its efforts and regional
dollars on securing the Delta Fix and filling the Colorado River Aqueduct’?
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MEMBER AGENCY’S ROLE

• Does the IRP assume and recognize that the 20x2020 requirement is a retail obligation?
Given that, why should MWD subsidize member agencies to meet this local mandate’? Isn’t
this rewarding bad behavior?

• What is the IRP assumption about the project cost that would qualify for a financial
“incentive” from MWD?

• Won’t MWD by definition be investing in the most expensive sources of supply? [Cornment.
I/not, win’ 14’ould the local agency need an ‘incentive”?J

• How does Met intend to ensure fairness among its member agencies in the collection and

redistribution of incentive money for conservation and local projects?

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS

• What is MWD’s assumption on who will implement the 20x2020 mandate?
• What are MWD’s planning assumptions for the on-line dates for the member agency projects

described in the Appendix?
• What are MWD’s assumptions for supply conditions under normal and wet years?
• What assumptions does the report make about how surplus water in any given year will be

used? Will it go first to refill MWD’s storage? Do you assume that discounted
replenishment rates will be available at any time in the future? If so, under what conditions’?

COST ANALYSIS

• What are the cost assumptions for core and Buffer Supply projects’?
• What is the estimated rate impact as a result of implementing the core strategies? Is this

impact based on an assumption the current rate structure remains unchanged?
• What would the implementation of Buffer Supply add to water rates?
• What about the Foundational Actions’? How much would those activities add to water rates?
• Will MWD do a new rate structure analysis and cost of service study for IRP programs and

projects before adopting the IRP?
• How does MWD ensure its core supply investments would not be stranded?
• Is MWD going to require firm contractual commitments from each of its member agencies to

pay for all of this supply development’?
• How do preferential rights relate to the availability of Buffer Supply water? Are they

enforceable if a member agency claims them?
• Do you have any analysis available to show the “balancing” between resource investment

and cost considerations?

TIMING

• IRP sets forth MWD’s policy for future supply development and is an especially important
document given changed water supply environment. Why the rush to get the report adopted
so quickly?

• Are you willing to recommend extending the time for MWD staff to answer our questions

before we are required to comment further on the report’?
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RECEIVED
THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OFSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AVG 3 0 2010

GENERAL MANAGER
Office of the General Manager

August 25, 2010

Ms. Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager
San Diego County Water Authority
4677 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Ms. Stapleton:

Notice of Intent to Initiate Process to Consider
Termination of Incentive Agreements with the Water Authority

The agreements listed below between Metropolitan and the San Diego County Water Authority
(Water Authority) contain provisions allowing The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (Metropolitan) to file a 90-day notice of intent to consider terminating agreements
should the Water Authority file litigation challenging Metropolitan’s rate structure. In June 2010,
the Water Authority initiated litigation challenging Metropolitan’s water rates and charges for
fiscal year 2010/11. Consequently, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors at its August 17, 2010,
meeting directed staff to initiate the process outlined in the rate structure integrity provisions.

Incentive Program Existing Agreement Number
Conservation Regional Commercial Program 66654
Conservation Regional Residential Program 78189
Enhanced

. Landscape Auditor Interns 0 11-2006
Conservation
Enhanced Smart Landscape Grant Program 024-2007
Conservation Expansion

This letter is the official 90-day notice of Metropolitan’s intent to consider termination of the
above listed agreements between Metropolitan and the Water Authority.

Within 30 days of receipt of this notice, the Water Authority has the right to request, in writing,
mediation of the dispute by a neutral third party with expertise in finance and rate setting. The
request for mediation would serve to stay the 90-day notice of intent to terminate, but for no more
than 90 days beyond the filing of the notice of request for mediation. If the termination process
advances, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors will ultimately make the decision on whether to
terminate the agreements. Payment of the incentives for this program will continue pending the
decision by the Board following the 90-day notice period.

700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 • Mailing Address: Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 • Telephone (213) 217-6000



THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Ms. Maureen A. Stapleton
Page 2
August 25, 2010

Metropolitan’s Board of Directors also directed staff to defer execution of the following three
agreements currently pending with the Water Authority, as termination proceedings would begin
immediately upon execution:

Incentive Program Pending Agreement Number
Conservation Agricultural Conservation Program 113401
Innovative

Flow control valve research project 91694
Conservation
Seawater

Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project 70025
Desalination

me at (213) 217-6211 or via email at

WAT :j c
o:\a\s\c\20 I O\WAT SDCWA Agreement Termination_Notice v3 .doc

cc: Board of Directors
Executive Secretary



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

May 16, 2011 
 
Thomas DeBacker 
Interim Chief Financial Officer 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
700 N. Alameda Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
 
Dear Mr. DeBacker: 
 
We have reviewed Appendix A of MWD’s Draft Official Statement (Draft OS), distributed to 
members of the Board of Directors on May 6, 2011 for an upcoming bond sale.  As you know, 
the Water Authority’s MWD representatives have sent two prior letters regarding Appendix A 
dated September 22 and December 9, 2010, respectively, copies of which are attached and 
incorporated by reference.  Although MWD made specified changes as described in your 
response letters dated September 23 and December 13, respectively, we do not believe that MWD 
has addressed the following concerns.    
 
2010 Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) is Inconsistent with Finance Plan  
MWD has stated that the purpose of the IRP is to serve as a long-term planning guideline for 
resources and capital investments.  The 2010 IRP strategy proposes the overdevelopment of 
water supplies by as much as 500,000 acre-feet (AF) annually.  The Draft OS does not reflect the 
policy or cost implications of such a strategy.  Indeed, MWD’s Long Range Finance Plan does 
not “square” with the IRP and neither document describes the significant cost implications of 
such a business plan.  
 
Water Sales are Overstated and Rate Increases are Understated 
The water sales indicated in the Draft OS for 2010/11 are inconsistent with actual water sales, 
now projected to be 1.44 million acre-feet.  Future water sales projections in subsequent years are 
also overly optimistic and inconsistent with sales trends.  MWD does not have the ability to 
sustain sales in the 2 million AF range continuously without substantial investments and 
associated rate hikes – which could further depress rather than encourage water sales.  Indeed, 
MWD acknowledged this rate pressure in its board memo last month recommending the sale of 
discounted water due in part to the budget and other fiscal constraints its member agencies are 
facing.   
 
Projected rate increases of “one and two percent above the annual rate of inflation (projected at 
3.5 percent per year)” is similarly unrealistic taking into account the investments MWD must 
make to sustain current levels of water supply availability, let alone the ambitious plans described 
in the IRP.  Moreover, while MWD acknowledges that, “no member agency of MWD is 
obligated to purchase water from MWD,” there is insufficient disclosure of the extent to which 
MWD member agencies are currently pursuing plans to secure water supplies outside of MWD.  
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Indeed, MWD itself is paying subsidies to its member agencies to purchase less of its water in the 
future. 
 
Water Wheeling and Exchange Reporting is Misleading 
The Draft OS mischaracterizes revenues from transportation of the Water Authority’s QSA water 
as water “sales” revenues.  This treatment is misleading and appears to artificially inflate MWD 
water sales revenues.   
 
Storage Portfolio “Take” Capacity is in Error  
The Draft OS states that MWD’s in-region conjunctive use program includes more than 115,000 
acre-feet of extraction capacity per year.  This is inconsistent with MWD’s May 2011 WSDM 
report indicating a 2011 “take” capacity of only 62,000 acre-feet annually – which included 
35,000 acre-feet of extraction capacity from the North Las Posas groundwater basin which is no 
longer accessible to MWD. 
 
Need for Funds; Inadequate Disclosure re: Reserves 
Last December, we questioned why MWD is selling bonds given upward water rate and 
downward water sales trends.  We now know that these trends are also having a highly negative 
impact on MWD financial reserves – a fact that is inadequately described in the Draft OS.  But 
for the one-time revenues from the Calleguas settlement and sale of surplus property, MWD’s 
reserves would be below the board established minimum level. Continuing to issue debt will 
further exacerbate MWD’s dire financial situation and is not sustainable. 
 
We request that the Draft OS be modified to address these issues and ensure MWD provides 
adequate disclosure to potential investors. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Fern Steiner 
Director  
 
Attachments 
 
cc:  MWD Board of Directors 
 Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager 
 
 
 

  

 



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

April 11, 2011 
 
John V. (Jack) Foley 
Chairman 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
P.O. Box 54153 
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153 

Board Agenda Item 8-4: Approve proposed biennial budget for fiscal years 2011/12 and 2012/13 – 
OPPOSE  

REQUEST TO REOPEN 2011/12 BUDGET AND FOR SPECIAL BOARD WORKSHOP TO 
CONSIDER REVISED 2011/12 BUDGET AND PROVISIONAL 2012/13 BUDGET 
 
Dear Chairman Foley: 
 
We have reviewed Board Memo 8-4 (budget board memo) dated March 30, 2011, and the 
PowerPoint Presentation for the Finance and Insurance Committee meeting that was posted on the 
MWD Web site Friday afternoon.  We believe new financial information contained in the 
PowerPoint represents material changes to the information the board has previously been provided.  
Because of this, it would be premature to adopt any budget at Tuesday’s board meeting.  We 
request, and hope that you will agree to defer action on the budget this week and, instead, promptly 
schedule a Special Board Workshop to give the board an opportunity to reconsider the assumptions 
included in the 2011/12 and 2012/13 budgets. 
 
New Financial Information 
The PowerPoint shows that: 
 

 MWD water sales are trending to be 291,000 acre-feet below budget this year.  Not 
including the Water Authority’s QSA supplies (161,000 AF this year), if this trend proves 
right, MWD’s water sales for the year would be 1.475 MAF, the lowest figure in more than 
two decades. 

 
 From a fiscal standpoint, if the sales trend continues, the budget shortfall this year would be 

$194 million.  MWD plans to cover this revenue shortfall in large part by drawing down its 
reserves by $126 million.  This is nearly twice the amount included in the budget board 
memo, which stated that $64 million would be withdrawn from reserves. 

 
 It appears that this latest forecasted withdrawal of $126 million may cause the Rate 

Stabilization Fund (RSF) to dip below the board policy minimum level this year. Because 
not enough cuts are being proposed for 2011/12, the projected budget assumes using RSF 
to meet the revenue gap.  If water sales in the coming budget year track this year, they 
would be nearly 165,000 acre-feet below the 1.8 MAF sales assumption, leading to an 
additional revenue shortfall.  This revenue gap – combined with the “escrow account” 
MWD shows reserved against available funds in the RSF – could deplete the RSF fund as 
soon as next year. 
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Projected Water Sales 
In spite of these clear and alarming trends – and actual results included in the new financial 
information – the proposed budget assumption of 1.8 MAF of water sales for both 2011/12 and 
2012/13 poses significant fiscal risks to MWD.  Those risks are compounded by assumptions in the 
budget that MWD sales will return to 2 MAF in 2013/14 and following years.  Given actual 
experience over the past three years – and state law requiring retail agencies to achieve 20 percent 
reductions in per-capita consumption by 2020 – we do not believe these sales projections are 
prudent assumptions for budgeting purposes.  While we recognize that the MWD board will likely 
lift water supply allocation this week, there is no evidence to suggest that action will result in 
MWD sales returning to these levels.  To the contrary, we believe that MWD water sales in the next 
fiscal year will more likely track this year since many MWD member agencies – most notably the 
City of Los Angeles – will be taking advantage of low-cost local water supplies following this 
favorable water year.  These facts should compel the board to use more conservative water sales 
projections, especially when facing the prospect of depleting the Rate Stabilization Fund.   
 
Insufficient Cost Reductions to Match Lower Sales Base 
Overall, staff has not recommended cost reductions for the 2011/12 fiscal year sufficient to match 
the anticipated lower sales forecasts or actual FY 2010/11 results presented in the new financial 
information.  Because of this, MWD runs the risk of significantly overspending in the coming fiscal 
year.  We have previously communicated to staff a number of suggestions for reduction of CIP 
expenditures that could be achieved by: delaying or deferring additional projects, including ozone 
retrofit at Weymouth; using power purchase agreements to achieve solar objectives; and, deferring 
investment in Hayfield for water supplies that are not needed for the next few years.  There are 
other projects MWD should delete from its budgets entirely, including “system integration” for 
member agency seawater desalination programs.  That project, and other new LRP projects and all 
member agency subsidies should be suspended until MWD develops a new budget and financial 
plan to illustrate why it makes sense for MWD to pay its member agencies to buy less water at a 
time its sales have fallen nearly 300,000 acre-feet below projections.   
 
The specific project deferrals noted above would result in a CIP reduction of at least $115 million, 
or nearly 20% over the next two-year CIP budget.  Undoubtedly, there are other cost-cutting 
measures MWD could, and should adopt within both the CIP and O&M budgets that would be 
more consistent with reserve and water sales trends.  We want to be clear that the solution to 
MWD’s reduced sales is not to raise water rates – thus adding to the 56% increase in the Tier 1 
Treated Rate approved between 2008 and 2012.  Rather, the board must take the time now based on 
the new financial information to review all MWD expenditures with a critical eye, and adopt 
meaningful reductions that will help MWD stabilize its finances over the next few years and match 
its spending to a lower and more realistic water sales base. 
 
Deferral of OPEB and PAYGo 
We are also concerned that the budget does not address or manage MWD’s $450 million liability 
for other post-employment benefits (OPEB) and that, by failing to do so, is shifting a 
disproportionate burden to future ratepayers.  Similarly, we believe MWD’s total CIP should be 
reduced to the extent necessary to achieve an appropriate level of PAYGo funding.  MWD should 
also budget for the necessary deposits into escrow of increasing amounts annually attributable to 
MWD’s Exchange Agreement with the Water Authority.  This amount could total as much as $120 
million to $250 million over the next three to five years, yet has not been accounted for, or even 
discussed during the budget process.   
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Storage Budget 
MWD has failed to meaningfully budget for the costs associated with storing water as part of its 
water supply reliability program.  The costs of storing water in good years are necessary in order to 
achieve this core strategy of MWD’s water resource plans.  If MWD is not going to budget for 
these costs – or actually store as much water in its storage accounts as is available in good years 
like this – then MWD’s entire storage and resource program strategies must be reconsidered.  
MWD staff has consistently stated that constraints in the Delta mean MWD can count on wet-year 
supplies in only three of every 10 years - this is one of the three years.  We are concerned that 
MWD may not be maximizing all opportunities to fill its storage accounts this year, as it appears it 
has not budgeted sufficient funds to do so in the past or in the proposed budgets. 
 
Conclusion 
Overall, the budgets as proposed by staff evidence a trend toward deferring a disproportionate share 
of expenses to the future – solely on the basis of optimistic sales forecasts – rather than grappling 
with the very real, difficult budget issues confronting MWD now.  Temporary deferral of expenses 
to future years to mitigate rate shock as a result of unanticipated events is one thing, but the 
prolonged and continued deferrals to the future is not prudent nor sustainable.  Similarly, the 
continued dipping into reserves to meet revenue gaps that could be minimized by cutting 
expenditures is equally imprudent.  This practice could result in depletion of the Rate Stabilization 
Fund, breach of revenue bond debt service coverage requirements and/or accelerated or mid-year 
rate hikes as soon as 2012.  These are neither desirable, nor acceptable outcomes when the board 
has other, more responsible options available to it to manage our water supplies – and finances – in 
an era of declining sales.  We recommend that the board reopen the adopted 2011/12 budget to 
better match expenditures to projected sales and revenues.   
 
In closing, we would note that the MWD budget reflects the ongoing challenges of having very 
high fixed costs and minimal fixed revenues.  The time for the board to address and correct this and 
the other fundamental policy issues outlined in this letter is long overdue.     
 
 
Sincerely, 

  
Jim Bowersox  Lynne Heidel  Keith Lewinger  Fern Steiner 
Director  Director  Director  Director 
 
Cc: Jeff Kightlinger, General Manager  
 

  

 



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

August 15, 2011 
 
Jack Foley, Chairman 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
PO Box 54153 
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153 
 
Re: Board Memo 8-7 – Adopt the Long-Term Conservation Plan and revised policy 
 principles on water conservation – OPPOSE 
 
Dear Chairman Foley: 
 
We write to express our opposition to Board Memo 8-7, Adopt the Long-Term Conservation Plan 
(LTCP) and revised policy principles on water conservation.  During the planning process, MWD 
stated that its objective was to “focus on its strengths and opportunities as a large regional 
wholesale water agency.”  The LTCP fails to achieve this core objective.  Instead, it muddles the 
roles and responsibilities of MWD with retail water suppliers.  By doing so, the LTCP is much 
more likely to impede rather than promote expanded water conservation in Southern California. 
 
The Water Authority strongly supports expanding water conservation programs beyond current 
legal requirements.  However, as a regional water supplier, MWD must target water use 
efficiency beyond what retail water suppliers are already mandated to do under the Water 
Conservation Act of 2009.  MWD should not use regional ratepayer dollars to fund any 20x2020 
retail compliance. MWD must also adjust its other water supply development projects to account 
for increased water conservation in order to both provide regional benefit and avoid stranded 
investments.  The LTCP fails entirely to present a plan to meet these requirements.  The LTCP 
makes no distinction between zero-cost conservation measures and investments in very expensive 
local recycled water projects of selected MWD member agencies.  The Water Authority opposes 
any investment of regional ratepayer dollars in local conservation and recycled water projects of 
individual member agencies absent a showing of regional benefit. 
 
The Water Authority has provided detailed comments and analyses on past drafts of the LTCP 
and August 2010 Board Memo 9-1, MWD Water Conservation Program (copies attached), all of 
which are incorporated herein by this reference.  We are disappointed that none of the issues we 
have raised has been responded to during the long editing process MWD has conducted or in 
Board Memo 8-7.  Despite repeated requests, no assessment has been conducted to evaluate what 
conservation programs have worked in the past and those that have not.  Although the proposed 
LTCP recognizes only a small percentage of water savings are from devices, the only 
recommended conservation programs outlined in the LTCP are based on payment of subsidies for 
devices. As a regional agency, MWD has the ability to influence laws, ordinances and regulations 
to encourage wise water use, and yet the LTCP has virtually no discussion on what role MWD 
will play as a regional water supplier.  Indeed, the LTCP does not provide any details or 
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Page 2 
 
 

strategies of how MWD plans to achieve water savings above those that are already required by 
state law.  Due to these deficiencies, the MWD board is essentially being asked to vote in favor of 
a “blank check” in the name of water conservation.  MWD staff has a responsibility to address the 
issues on the merits and the MWD board should have an opportunity to deliberate the issues 
based on staff analysis – and make decisions that are in the best interest of MWD’s regional water 
ratepayers.  
 
It is premature to delegate authority to a Program Advisory Committee consisting of member 
agency managers to develop research and program priorities.  We renew our request for a board 
workshop to review the many policy and legal issues that are not addressed in the LTCP, 
including an evaluation of MWD funding of conservation and local water supply development 
programs after passage of Proposition 26. We would ask our staff to work with MWD staff and 
other member agencies to craft the board workshop agenda.  If the MWD board fails to act now, 
we lose a critical opportunity to show the Southern California and the rest of the state that MWD 
is serious about water conservation.   
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

Fern Steiner, on behalf of the Water Authority’s MWD Delegation 
 
cc: MWD Board of Directors 
 SDCWA Board of Directors  
 
Attachments: 
1.  August 16, 2010 Letter to Chairman Brick re: Board Memo 9-1 
2.  September 10, 2010 Comment Letter on MWD 2010 IRP  
3.  November 29, 2010 Comment Letter on Draft LTCP 
4.  July 20, 2011 Letter, Comments on LTCP Working Draft Version 11 
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MEMBER AGENCIES
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REPRESENTATIVE

County of San Diego

Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
P0 Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153

Re: 2010 Integrated Resources Plan Update

Dear Jeff:

Water Authority staff has completed its review of the draft 2010 Integrated Resources
Plan Update (draft IRP). We plan a broader outreach effort to our region’s cities, stakeholders
and communities once we have complete information and a revised draft IRP document. Given
that the current draft IRP has only been available since July, and since the revised draft won’t be
available until sometime later in September, we reiterate our request that the October timeline for
adoption of the IRP be extended to allow for broader distribution of the revised draft IRP here
and in other parts of the MWD service territory. This outreach should then be followed by
additional public meetings of MWD’s board so that the merits of the revised draft IRP can be
fully deliberated in a transparent setting after MWD responds to all the current comments and
questions.

Changed Circumstances

The water supply and cost environment have fundamentally changed since the IRP was
last updated in 2004. Twenty percent water conservation is now legally required at the retail
level by 2020. Replenishment deliveries by MWD have been interrupted indefinitely. Severe
cutbacks of water supplies from the Bay-Delta are now a way of life for the foreseeable future.
We must plan for impacts of climate change. As a result of these and other changed
circumstances — and taking into account the reasonably anticipated cost of a Delta Fix —

conservation and local projects that once warranted subsidies have become cost effective
compared to MWD’s current and projected water rates. For this reason, many of the more than
250 retail water agencies and cities in the MWD service territory are now in the process of
expanding conservation programs and developing local water supply projects.

Although the draft IRP refers generally to some of these changed circumstances, it does
not recommend any changes in the basic MWD business model to address them. The draft IRP
plan essentially assumes the same base resource mix and adds a massive, undefined “Buffer
Supply” to mitigate undefined and unquantified uncertainties. Instead of asking how it may best
coordinate, encourage and integrate with planned conservation and local water supply
development that is already under way throughout the service territory, MWD proposes to
embark on a massive spending program.

A public agency providing a safe and reliable water supply to the Son Diego region

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Stranded Costs and Stranded Historic Imported and Low Cost Water

MWD’s IRP strategy will drive MWD’s rates up drastically and lead to lower
water sales by MWD as local agencies develop lower-cost supply alternatives. With the
Buffer Supply strategy in the draft JRP, MWD is setting itself up for a perfect storm of
skyrocketing water rates and plummeting water sales. This course of action amounts to a
fiscal death-spiral for MWD and is financially unsustainable.

While it is not possible to determine from the draft IRP precisely what the current
core supplies are or how the proposed Buffer Supply will be developed as MWD projects
and member agency projects (or any iteration thereof), one thing is very clear from the
draft IRP: MWD is embarking on a course 0/action that will result in abandonment of
MWD ‘s historic investments in water supply infrastructure and low-cost core water
supplies infrivor offar more expensive water. A graph illustrating this practical effect of
the IRP is included as Attachment 1 to this letter. That graph shows that MWD’s Buffer
Supply strategy will lead to 500,000 acre-feet of imported water being stranded by MWD
each year, in favor of more expensive local supplies developed by MWD at a cost of
more than $1 billion annually on MWD’s rates (2035). It is imperative that MWD take
the time now to refine this draft IRP to avoid creating stranded water and the associated
stranded costs we will be asking our ratepayers to cover for decades to come.

Detailed Comments on July Draft IRP

Our detailed comments are included in Attachment 2 to this letter in the following
broad subject matter categories:

• Water Rate impacts
• Conservation
• Commitment to the Delta
• Stranded Costs
• Why Abandon Historic Investments and Low Cost Water?
• Respect/or Local Autonomy
• Definition ofRegion
• Outdated Reliability Goal
• Need to Integrate Member Agency and Local Planning Data
• Failure to Identifr Key Issues to Maximize Surface Storage, Groundwater

Storage and Conjunctive Use
• The Problem with Water Insurance, aka “But/er Supply”
• “Adaptive Management” Inadequately Defined
• Inaccurate and Incomplete Data
• Process Concerns
• Recommendations
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We met with our member agency managers to obtain their perspectives,
comments and questions. The August 10 IRP forum in San Diego was well attended by
our agency managers and many questions and comments were presented to you directly
at that time. A list of those questions is included as Attachment 3 to this letter.

We request that MWD staff distribute a revised draft IRP once it has an
opportunity to respond to comments and questions raised here and at the IRP Stakeholder
Forums, and to review and reconcile the data in the report so that it is both internally
consistent and consistent with MWD’s Regional Urban Water Management Plan.

Please let us know what the timeline is for receiving your written responses to this
letter and the questions asked at the IRP Stakeholder Forums. We hope to work with you
to complete an IRP that will provide a solid roadmap for the future for all of Southern
California.

Sincerely,

Maureen A. Stapleton
General Manager

Attachment 1: Stranded Imported Water in 2035
Attachment 2: Comments on MWD’s July Draft 2010 IRP Update
Attachment 3: Questions posted at San Diego IRP Forum

cc: MWD Board of Directors
MWD Member Agency Managers
Water Authority Board of Directors
Water Authority Member Agency Managers
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ATTACHMENT 1— STRANDED IMPORTED WATER IN 2035

Stranded Imported Water 2035
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ATTACHMENT 2— COMMENTS ON MWD’s JULY DRAFT 2010 IRP UPDATE

WATER RATE IMPACTS

With the unprecedented recommendation to develop 25% more water than MWD demands
require, the draft IRP is extremely light on its analysis of potential rate impacts. The only rate
analysis included in the draft was a table in Section 3 prepared for the board’s strategic policy
discussion and not related to the recommendation to implement the Buffer Supply. Presumably,
the supplies being developed under the Core Resources Strategy would generally be lower in
cost than those under Buffer and Foundational Actions. The implementation of the Buffer Supply
will require substantial financial investment by MWD and its member agencies. A critical
analysis of potential rate impacts and the impact rate increases will have on demand must be
completed and deliberated by the board before it takes a policy direction on the IRP and
implementation of a Buffer Supply.

In mid-August, MWD’s staff presented a “2010 IRP Average Rate Analysis” on four
implementation strategies for the IRP. The presentation showed the difference in the rate
increase between the Core Resources Strategy — one that MWD admits meets all projected dry-
year demand — and the plan’s recommended strategy to develop 500,000 acre-feet of additional
Buffer Supplies is only 2 percent, a deceptively and alluringly low number that obscures the
actual difference in cost ratepayers would experience between implementing the Core Resources
Strategy and any one of the three Buffer Supply strategies. The difference amounts to up to $537
per acre-foot in 2035 — a 36% difference in water rates in that year; this is not insignificant.

More troublesome, however, are some of the assumptions that went into the rate analysis. MWD
currently funds about $20 million for its water conservation programs, which it projects would
result in about 10,000 acre-feet of new conservation annually. Both the 20x2020 retail mandate
and 20x2020 regional consistency require investment far beyond the current conservation effort.
Under the 20x2020 regional consistency analysis, staff estimated 580,000 acre-feet of water use
efficiency beyond that anticipated through current conservation programs is needed. Yet, only
$20 million is assumed in the analysis to achieve the conservation goal that is significantly
higher than what the current investment is producing. Similarly, the rate impact for Buffer
implementation assumes MWD continues the $250 acre-foot subsidy for local projects
development at the same time it is proposing investments in local water supply development that
greatly exceed this cost. Another example: in the MWD-Developed Buffer Supply scenario
wherein MWD assumes financial responsibility for 500,000 acre-feet of conservation and local
supply development, MWD’s operations would surely grow, yet the rate analysis shows zero
cost difference in the Departmental O&M from the Core Resources Strategy; this appears to be
an unrealistic assumption. Another example: zero cost has been assigned to account for the
project development costs and risks associated with the Foundational Actions component of the
plan.

MWD’s failure to calculate or acknowledge the true cost of water by basing the rate impact
analysis on unrealistic assumptions does a disservice to Southern California ratepayers and only
pushes the hard decisions to another day. We request that a more realistic set of cost
assumptions be used to conduct the rate analyses associated with the IRP and that this
information be available for full discussion and deliberation by MWD’s board of directors.
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CONSERVATION

The Water Conservation Act of 2009 (the Conservation Act, or 20x2020) established new
methodologies, water use targets and reporting requirements. The Act’s requirements apply to
urban retail water suppliers. Although MWD and its wholesale member agencies have a
supporting role, primary responsibility for compliance with the law falls to each retail agency
within MWD’s service territory. The draft IRP does not address these requirements or explain
how a regional program would integrate with, or support these retail conservation programs.

MWD’s recent board memo on water conservation concluded that accounting for conservation at
the individual member agency level would be too difficult and would threaten the efficacy of
MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan, Water Supply Allocation Plan and other programs. We
respectfully disagree, and point out that local agencies already do so as part of their Urban Water
Management Plans (and other plans). It is imperative that the MWD board consider changed
circumstances and legal requirements to ensure that any future regional conservation program
integrates with local programs, and avoids creating conservation disincentives through the
pricing structure, water supply allocation plan, or otherwise.

While the draft IRP appears to assume a regional compliance approach, the Conservation Act
provides that urban retail water suppliers must achieve and report compliance on an individual
basis unless certain prerequisites for regional compliance and reporting are met. Among other
things, regional compliance requires the written consent of each retail agency. MWD should
factor this legal requirement into its analysis in the revised draft IRP.

Indeed, as a wholesale water provider, MWD’s role in conservation must be carefully evaluated
in light of these new legal requirements. Since it is unlikely that all retail water suppliers within
MWD’s service territory will elect to report as part of MWD’s regional water management
group, MWD must account for that as the regional program is being developed. MWD must
carefully assess how a regional program can fairly integrate with the individual programs its
member agencies, and their respective retail agencies, choose to implement to ensure that each
retail agency and group of ratepayers is carrying its legally required, fair share of the cost.

Changes will also be necessary to MWD’s water shortage allocation plan in order to encourage
conservation. The City of Long Beach has presented a number of ideas and approaches to
address this concern that should be thoroughly evaluated and considered. We also believe that
MWD’s wholesale price structure discourages conservation by disguising the true cost of
alternative water supplies. By continuing to offer regional subsidies to retail agencies to meet
water use efficiency targets that are legally required of them, MWD is actually discouraging
water conservation — unless, that is, MWD pays for it. Any regional program must start where
the legal requirement on the retailers ends, otherwise, MWD is simply robbing Peter to pay Paul
and rewarding free riders. And, by subsidizing compliance with the retail 20x2020 targets, funds
that MWD collects from some of its member agencies will be benefitting (subsidizing)
compliance of other member agencies while providing no commensurate benefit to the “donor”
agencies, because those donor agencies do not receive “credit” toward their own 20x2020
compliance goals for spending money (via the MWD subsidies) in other retailers’ service areas.

7
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These donor agencies must additionally spend their own rate money to meet their own
compliance requirement.

As noted earlier, we believe that measurement and verification are essential to any water use
efficiency program, and is in fact, required for compliance. We would note that the data MWD
uses to support the conservation section of the IRP is, except for the current demographic data
from SCAG and SANDAG, outdated (Attachment A. i, Attachment C-2) (1997). One of the
recommendations in the 1997 report was that MWD expand the coverage of its conservation data
base to include the many MWD member agencies with respect to which conservation data was

not available. (See IRP Attachment A-i at Attachment C-40)

We believe there is an important role for MWD in water conservation but that its programs must
change in order to address the concerns described above. The draft IRP fails to address these
important considerations.

COMMITMENT TO THE DELTA

Many agencies and stakeholders are reading the draft IRP recommendation to “immediately” and
“aggressively” implement 500,000 acre-feet of Buffer Supply as a signal that MWD is
abandoning, or does not believe that it will be successful in fixing the Delta. This comes as a big

surprise to our community, which worked tirelessly on the 2009 water bill package and water
bond. We do not support changing course and believe that we must diligently pursue and protect
our investment in the Delta and State Water Project. The Delta Community is also counting on
our continued support. it is our understanding from the information provided by MWD that the
Core Resources Strategy includes both a Delta Fix and continuation of existing Colorado River
programs contemplated by the Quantification Settlement Agreement. We believe this is the
correct approach and consistent with MWD’s core mission.

This having been stated, the Water Authority is open to having a candid discussion with MWD,
the Delta Community and all interested parties about the nature and extent of the Delta “Fix,” if
MWD has grown skeptical of the prospects for success in the Delta. In the meantime, and unless

and until a conscious decision is made — with the benefit of analysis and input from all affected
parties — we believe the call for a Buffer Supply sends the wrong message vis-à-vis MWD’s
intentions in the Delta — and an expensive message at that.

STRANDED COSTS

Since the drought in the early i990’s, MWD’s water management strategy has been to invest in

storage to take advantage of the hydrologic cycles to best utilize low-cost, available water.

Today, this investment, which stands in excess of 5 million acre-feet of storage capacity, has
served the region well during the current supply challenges. But, rather than continuing this
management strategy to optimize the historic investment in the State’s water supply
infrastructure and MWD’s own low-cost imported water, the draft IRP proposes to shift course
in favor of MWD developing local water supplies at a high cost to its ratepayers.

.3
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The development of the Buffer Supplies would lead to a similar outcome. If these supplies are
not needed — and the draft indicates that demands for the Buffer Supplies will not exist — then the
costs to develop them are truly in excess of need and stranded and, therefore, will be stranded
costs. A graphic illustration of the stranded costs is shown below in Figure A.

Stranded Dollars/AF in 2035

Si 844

Figure A
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Core Resources + Core Resources +
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It is important that MWD integrate its planning with those of its member agencies so that it does
not find itself with stranded investments and future unexpected rate increases due to poor
planning.

WIlY ABANDON HISTORIC INVESTMENTS AND Low COST WATER?

Staffs rate analysis released in mid-August sheds light on the following facts: the immediate
implementation of Buffer Supply, whether limited to regional consistency Water Use Efficiency
of 200,000 acre-feet or the entire 500,000 acre-feet inclusive of local projects would result in

abandonment of like amounts of lower-cost imported water, even after it has obligated its share
of the Delta Fix improvements. Case in point, in 2035, with Buffer Supply inclusive of Water
Use Efficiency only, MWD’s own rate analysis showed it would forgo a like amount of imported
water due to reduction in sales. The situation worsens if MWD implements the entire 500,000
acre-feet of Buffer Supply, under both MWD-Incentivized and MWD-Developed Buffer Supply
scenarios, 500,000 acre-feet of imported water is forgone. Why would MWD spend billions of
dollars to develop new supplies and, at the same time, plan to forego use of those supplies?

RESPECT FOR LOCAL AUTONOMY

The key question addressed in the draft IRP focuses on the “role” of MWD. But, with due
respect, we believe it’s the wrong question. The focus should not be on MWD’s “role,” but on

how the most reliable, cost-effective water supply can be provided to water ratepayers. being
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mindful that not every retail water supplier or even every “region” within the vast MWD service
territory will answer that question the same way. MWD’s “top-down, all-in” planning model in
which it will assume responsibility over local water supply development fails to take into
account the many cities, local agencies and groundwater managers who grapple with local water
supply development issues every day. It is an open question what role these agencies and water
suppliers would like MWD to play, but it is certainly important to ask. Historically, the answer
to that question would be easy: they want funding to help support local water supply
development. We believe that there is a role MWD can play in helping to support local projects
including funding mechanisms for local supply development. But the rules must be firm and
fair, laid out in advance, and equitable to all parties.

DEFINITION OF REGION

Given the dramatic shift in the draft IRP from imported water supplier to local supply developer,
MWD should take a step back and ask itself, its member agencies and, critically — the hundreds
of cities, counties, water suppliers, groundwater managers and other local districts — how they
define their “region” for purposes of local water supply development. MWD has been Southern
California’s principal “regional” imported water supplier. That does not mean that it will be
efficient or even logical for MWD to become Southern California’s “regional” local water
supplier. The State, for example, recognizes nine separate IRWM planning groups that are
wholly or partially within the MWD service territory. What makes sense for “regional” local
water supply development needs to be discussed between and among all interested parties, not
just MWD and its member agencies. and be defined in a manner that is practical, workable and
equitable to all parties. It is likely that not all local and regional agencies desire to be under the
planning umbrella of MWD and its member agencies — whose member agencies often have
goals, priorities and objectives that are different than their own.

OUTDATED RELIABILITY GOAL

By declaring allegiance to the 1952 Laguna Declaration, the draft IRP misses a critical
opportunity to signal that it is no longer “business as usual” in Southern California or at MWD.
Indeed, where and how to establish the reliability goal was not even discussed as part of the IRP
process. In today’s water-scarce, high-rate environment, our customers want a choice about the
level of “regional” reliability they want to pay for.

But the draft IRP goes even further, it advocates a reliability goal of developing core supplies to
meet full-service dry year demands at the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions,
p developing a Buffer Supply of 10% of retail demand,p completing project planning for
an array of additional projects based on undefined “uncertainty” (the Foundational Actions).
This “Laguna Declaration-P/us” approach is excessive, impractical and fiscally imprudent. It
also flies in the face of California’s changed circumstances and Southern California’s
conservation ethic.

Before staff recommends the highly aggressive supply development outlined in the draft IRP, it
should communicate with each of its member agencies to detenriine the extent to which those

5
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agencies intend to rely upon MWD to meet their future supplemental water supply needs. As
aptly noted in the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force Report,

“[It was troubling] to learn, for example, that some of the member agencies most
strongly supporting big-ticket projects. . . also had the most aggressive plans to
reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent supplies. In
effect, such agencies appear to want MWD to develop costly backup capacity-or
insurance-for their local supply strategies, while seeking to shift the costs for
these benefits on to Metropolitan and other agencies and customers.” -- BRTF
Report at page 23.

Just as in the past, it is clear that some of the MWD member agencies most strongly supporting
the draft IRP are doing so precisely because they believe that it will allow them to become less
dependent upon MWD.

NEED TO INTEGRATE MEMBER AGENCY AND LOCAL PLANNING DATA

The draft IRP identifies the need for only 16,000 acre-feet of local projects to achieve the Core
Resources Strategy target in 2015 and only 46,000 acre-feet by 2025 and through the end of the
planning horizon (2035). According to the draft IRP, this will result in 100% supply reliability
under all hydrologic conditions to meet dry-year demand. It is important to note that in reaching
the 100% reliability assessment, the plan has taken into account regulatory and environmental
constraints on supplies from the Bay-Delta in the years before mid- and long-term Delta
improvements are completed.

Based upon review of the limited data included in Appendix A.5 of draft IRP, it appears that as
much as 750,000 acre-feet of local water supply is already being planned by MWD member
agencies. It is unclear whether this list includes all supply projects that are being planned by
cities, groundwater managers, replenishment districts, utilities and other agencies and water
suppliers throughout Southern California. Given that the draft identifies only 46,000 acre-feet of
local projects is needed to achieve Core Resources strategy’s 100% reliability goal, the draft IRP
fails to grapple with the reality that MWD sales will be reduced, not increased in the future. If
properly coordinated, this trend can be a positive outcome for MWD and all of Southern
California. But MWD threatens to disrupt the positive economic impacts of this shift by
proposing to over-invest in new water supplies in an ill-fated and illusory attempt to increase its
own sales. Failure to coordinate with the many cities, water districts, and utilities beyond MWD
member agencies places all Southern California water ratepayers at risk.

The draft IRP also does not provide projected supplies under average- and wet-year hydrologic
conditions and their frequencies of occurrence. The draft shows only how MWD’s storage would
fare under “average” conditions. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 reflect very healthy storage conditions for
MWD, but lack data for member agencies to assess how their surface reservoir or groundwater
basins could be augmented for dry year use.

In summary, although the IRP by definition is intended to be an integrated plan that takes
member agency and retail supply plans into account as part of MWD’s regional planning, the
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IRP draft fails to do so. This presents grave risk to MWD and Southern California water
ratepayers.

Finally, MWD’s historic and principal role has been to deliver water to Southern California
imported from the Colorado River and State Water Project. The subsidy programs were
originally created to “encourage” conservation and development of local water supplies that were
otherwise not cost-effective, and, in order to “send the right message” to Northern California
where it was seeking to maintain its State Water Project entitlement. The rationale was that by
supporting these local water supply investments, the costs of securing additional imported water
supplies and/or infrastructure were “avoided,” and thus the payment of MWD subsidies
benefited the region as a whole. MWD should take the time now as part of the IRP planning
process to consider the appropriate role of subsidies generally, and including whether subsidies
are encouraging or impeding desired outcomes.

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY KEY ISSUES TO MAXIMIZE SURFACE STORAGE, GROUNDWATER

STORAGE AND CONJUNCTIVE USE

The draft IRP says that Metropolitan has “gradually shifted from being exclusively a supplier of
imported water to collaborating with its member agencies on regional water supply planning
issues.” This statement does not capture the momentous change that is being recommended for
adoption in the draft 2010 IRP, which will place MWD in control of planning, outreach, all state
and federal funding and decision-making about local project development. While the draft
promises that MWD will “collaborate” with agencies outside of their own member agencies, it
appears that it has not collaborated with them in proposing this new role for MWD in the first
place. Willingness to allow MWD to become the regional master facilities planner may also
vary by region.

MWD’s principal, historic role has been as a supplemental, imported wholesale water supplier to
its member agencies. While “collaboration” with its member agencies is indeed important,
MWD is announcing in the draft TRP a substantially different and enhanced role for itself in the
future, including “master planning” for significant local water supply resources over which it has
no legal jurisdiction or expertise. The draft IRP does not so much represent a “gradual shift” as a
takeover strategy for local water supply development in which MWD will be in charge of local
water supply development through its regional master planning process. For example, MWD is
declaring that it will be in charge of “master planning” for the following activities:

1. Recycled water development, including creation of a regional finance committee that will
determine how all state and federal funding dollars are best spent (Table 5-5);

2. Preparation of salt management plans and groundwater basin management plans (Table
5-7);

3. Seawater desalination “integration” (Table 5-10) and funding mechanisms (Table 5-13);
and,

4. Stormwater capture, including regional master planning, implementation of pilot projects
and development of subsidy programs (Table 5-19).
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MWD’s newly announced role as “master planner” for all Southern California local water supply
development goes far beyond the function of “collaboration” described above. Given that it has
little expertise in groundwater and developing local projects, staffing and budget increases will
undoubtedly be on the horizon. These efforts will duplicate those of the many local water
suppliers, replenishment districts and groundwater managers who are already engaged at the
local level.

In lieu of these proposed changes, MWD should follow the same, more cautious guidelines it
suggests for graywater (see page 5-36), namely,

1. Do not establish subsidies to pay for graywater;
2. Focus instead on reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation

and regulations to support graywater development;
3. Work with local entities to create model guidelines for permitting processes; and,
4. Assist with public information efforts as requested and appropriate.

Finally, the draft IRP fails to address the most fundamental questions that must be addressed by
MWD at the wholesale level, including: 1) how available imported water supplies will be
managed; and 2) what policies are needed to assure fair access to facilities in order to move
water stored in groundwater basins in and out of, and within the MWD distribution system.

THE PROBLEM WITH WATER INSURANCE, AKA “BUFFER SUPPLY”

The draft IRP recommends implementation of the Buffer Supply as an insurance policy against
uncertainties, but does not provide a quantitative analysis or risk assessment to show how the
500,000 acre-feet of supply development was derived. For this reason, the Buffer Supply is
purely speculative.

The Buffer Supply is also financially unsustainable under the current rate structure, since
agencies would oniy pay for the “insurance” when they file a “claim” for the water. The cost of
maintaining a large “standby” supply will be extraordinarily expensive, force MWD rates to
increase exponentially, and, drive water purchasers away from MWD in search of lower cost
supplies that they can control. Here again, the 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force had it right:

“Reliability, quality and other water supply specifications cannot be made
independently from the willingness of MWD customers to pay for such services.
Member agencies may want, for example, the insurance provided by major
investments to increase MWD standby capacity, but if forced to commit funds for
such capabilities, they may actually prefer far lower levels of protection than a
hypothetically “costless” water supply guarantee.” -- BRTF Report at page 9.

While the draft IRP itself is silent on the cost of the Buffer Supply, MWD’s mid-August rate
analysis showed startling costs of the Buffer Supply, in terms of sky-high water rates, stranded
water supply and stranded costs. The two charts included with these comments were developed
based upon this mid-August rate analysis.
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Furthermore, the draft IRP appears to ignore the fact that MWD already has a substantial
“Buffer” in which it has invested, namely, MWD’s vast storage program. MWD has 5 million
acre-feet of storage, which the draft IRP indicates will be full on average. The draft IRP also
says that if the Core Resources Programs are implemented, the region could have an excess of 1
million acre-feet of water during dry years, when storage and transfers are factored in. If the
500,000 acre-feet Buffer Supply is implemented, without MWD taking any water from its
storage, the region will have more water than required to meet demands including filling all
available storage. The bottom line is that the draft IRP fails to factor in that the very purpose of
the existing storage is to provide the same dry year assurance that is proposed to be filled by the
new Buffer Supply.

“ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT” INADEQUATELY DEFU’4ED

Although the draft IRP says that MWD will employ an “adaptive management” strategy, the
draft also concludes that an aggressive approach to immediately implement the Buffer Supply is
required. In general, it is not possible to discern from the draft IRP what the timing or “triggers”
are for any of the “adaptive” actions. The draft IRP is also inconsistent with statements made by
MWD staff at the August 10 San Diego Stakeholders Forum with regard to timing of adaptive
management actions described in the draft IRP.

At its own August 20 member agency managers’ meeting, MWD staff stated that it plans to only

recommend immediate implementation of the regional consistency Water Use Efficiency Buffer,
and leave the implementation of the Local Resources Buffer to occur only when certain trigger
events take place, such as failure to obtain the environmental documentation for a Delta
conveyance facility by a date-certain (yet to be specified). This is a very different position than
the draft’s aggressive approach to implement local projects as delineated within the draft IRP as
follows:

Page 4-20, “Implementing a Supply Buffer,” states, in part: “. ..a ‘planning’ Buffer was
introduced during the 2004 Update. The 2010 IRP Update proposes to expand the
concept of a planning Buffer and create an actual hedge against demand uncertainty, by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand.
Metropolitan will collaborate with the member agencies to implement this Buffer through
complying with the 20X2020 legislation, and by implementing aggressive adaptive
actions to meet any remaining portion of the 10 percent Buffer.” (Emphasis added.)

On page ES-8, the draft states: “Maximizing regional benefits through economies of scale
and minimizing the cost of redundancy is important to adaptability. The 2010 IRP
Update will hedge against demand, supply and environmental uncertainties by
implementing a supply Buffer equivalent to 10 percent of total retail demand. This
Buffer will be implemented through meeting 20X2020 water use efficiency goals, and by
implementing aggressive adaptive actions to meet the remaining portion of the 10 percent
Buffer through local supplies and transfers. This approach is consistent with maintaining
reliable baseline supplies and advancing local and regional solutions.” (Emphasis added.)
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In its outreach materials used at the IRP Public Forums, MWD has an executive
summary, page ES-lO, that states the Buffer Supply will be “. . .developed through
collaboration with the member agencies on aggressive actions.” And, on Figure ES-4,
Component 2 box reads “aggressive adaptive actions for the remainder.” (Emphasis
added.)

It is impossible to reconcile the oral comments made by MWD staff at the August 10
Stakeholder Forum and the August 20 MWD Member Agency Managers meeting with the
conflicting verbiage in the draft IRP document.

It is also completely unclear what “adaptive management” means or how it will be employed by
the MWD staff once the IRP is adopted by the board. Substantially more detailed planning and
transparency is required before board adoption so that the member agencies can better
understand what is intended by the draft IRP.

INACCURATE AND INCOMPLETE DATA

The Core Resources Strategy is the heart of MWD’s current water supply planning. It is
essential that the draft IRP provide a full description of the components of the Core Resources
Strategy. And yet, it is not possible to discern the details of the Core Resources Strategy due to
the fact that there is inconsistent data presented throughout Sections 4 and 6 of the draft IRP.
These are the key sections of the report that present analyses of the available water supplies and
need to develop additional supplies.

To ensure a sustainable resource plan that clearly outlines a path for long-term reliability, it is
fundamental that the draft IRP start with a more comprehensive evaluation of the Core Resource
Strategy. The Core Resource Strategy serves as the foundation of the plan. The analysis should
include an identification of what actions can be taken to strengthen the core strategy in order to
maximize investments already made in imported supplies. The evaluation should include an
assessment that clearly identifies the risks associated with implementation of the core strategy
and takes adaptive measures to mitigate those risks. This assessment would provide a linkage
between the Core Resource Strategy and the timing and type of adaptive management strategies
recommended. Transparency in the process is critical to providing the member agencies the data
and information needed to plan accordingly in their UWMP and resource plans.

In addition to the internal inconsistencies, the data included in the draft IRP is also inconsistent
with data included in MWD’s recently released draft Regional Urban Water Management Plan
(RUWMP). The Water Authority suggests that MWD staff conduct a workshop with the member
agency managers to work through this detail so that MWD’s Core Resources Strategy can be
presented in a manner that may be better understood and inconsistencies with MWD’s RUWMP
can be reconciled.

To cite just a few examples, seawater desalination is listed as existing production on Table 4-6
but as a yet-to-be-developed Core Resource on Table 4-8. There is no indication how the
groundwater, local surface water and Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) supplies listed in Table 4-7
were projected. And, it is unclear why there is an increase in groundwater supplies during this
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planning horizon, but a decrease in surface water. The data for LAA also differs between the IRP
and RUWMP. These and other inconsistencies and lack of foundational data are not “details” to
be “worked out later” — rather, this is foundational information required in order to meaningfully
assess MWD’s current supplies and the need to develop additional supplies.

Beyond the internal inconsistencies in the draft IRP, there is also insufficient information
provided on the plans of cities, groundwater agencies, replenishment districts, utilities and water
suppliers throughout the Southland to implement conservation and other local water supply
programs that will substantially reduce the amount of water purchases from MWD in the future.
While the draft notes that there are approximately 250 retail agencies that supply water to the
public, the draft IRP analysis has failed to account for the plans and timing of plans that many of
these 250 retail agencies have to both conserve water and develop local resources. Although
Appendix A.5 includes a list of member agency area projects, it does not provide analysis to
show how these projects will reduce the demand for MWD supplies. It also does unclear whether
it includes projects of the many agencies, sub-agencies and utilities who presently buy water
from MWD member agencies. MWD must work with its member agencies to develop an
accurate and agreed upon list of projects as well as project timing, and eliminate inconsistencies
before it finalizes the draft IRP.

Moreover. MWD’s methodology limits its accounting of local supplies to existing, under
construction and “committed” projects (a term not defined in the draft IRP). All other planned
local projects are included as part of MWD’s own “regional” target, with the explanation that,
“... [t]his recognizes the uncertainty in local supplies and avoids over and under allocating local
supply targets to individual agencies” (see Appendix A. 1-22, “Projected Active Conservation: A
New Approach). This approach appears grounded in MWD’s past experience and the notion that
local water suppliers cannot be relied upon to develop local supplies and, therefore, MWD must
step in and take over responsibility for local supply development. This assumption fails to take
into account the substantially changed circumstances and that many local water supply projects
that were once uncompetitive with the price of imported water are now cost-effective — without
any subsidies from MWD — when compared to even the conservatively projected cost of MWD
water. There are also better mechanisms to hold local water suppliers accountable to the region
for completion of projects than the theoretical no-cost or low-cost water supply Buffer
“insurance” recommended in the draft IRP.

The realistic regional demand “gap” cannot reasonably be estimated without taking into account
the existing and planned actions of MWD’s member agencies and other local water suppliers.
The draft TRP notes that Metropolitan has historically provided between 45 and 60 percent of the
municipal, industrial, and agricultural water used within its service area. However, enhanced
conservation and development of local water supplies will result in a dramatic reduction in water
demand on MWD. Implementing any of the Buffer Supply strategies in the draft IRP will lead to
unavoidably higher rates and inversely declining sales.
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PROCESS CONCERNS

While there have been a large number of meetings and IRP-related “processes,” the process
overall has been both “top down” and “disintegrated,” with no meaningful opportunity for non
MWD member agency participants to shape the outcome. This shortcoming is all the more
important given the draft IRP proposes that MWD become responsible for, or compete with
many local projects that are currently within the jurisdiction of cities, local agencies and
groundwater managers. The 1994 Blue Ribbon Task Force made similar observations about the
then-pending IRP process:

“Although both the IRP and rate structure efforts largely involve member
agencies in setting functional objectives, performance standards and the
development of background materials such as the Strategic Resources
Assessment-and to some extent, other outside participants-the precise role of non
MWD participation in IRP and rate structure discussions often seems limited to
commenting on Metropolitan-generated objectives rather than considering de
novo functional objectives and performance standards.” -- Blue Ribbon Task
Force Report (I3RTF Report) at page 8.

“As different resource, reliability and operational goals are considered, IRP
participants are not presented with fully articulated alternative models. The
current practice is to make marginal changes in an assumed base resource mix in
response to new, cost, technological, political or other concerns. This practice
may limit the participants’ understanding about the implications of different
options, and artificially constrain the range of choices they take into account.” --

BRTF Report at page 12.

“Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and numerous specialized committees and
subcommittees, the Board often seems to be presented with limited options and
choices for final approval largely defined and developed by MWD staff, rather
than conduct an independent inquiry of relevant matters.” -- BRTF Report at page
74.

These observations are as accurate regarding the current draft IRP and IRP process as they were
more than 15 years ago. The 2010 draft IRP has been available for public review only recently,
and although voluminous, contains limited information. The revised draft IRP will apparently
not be available until later in September, with board adoption scheduled for October. This
schedule and process does not allow for meaningful distribution or review of the draft IRP by
those who are impacted through the adoption of the IRP. MWD staff has been portraying the
draft IRP as implementation of the will of the people, rather than as a recommendation of MWD
staff But, of the almost 19 million people who live and work in Southern California, less than
350 people attended the four stakeholder workshops combined — and, many of those participants
were MWD and member agency staff and consultants. Moreover, the stakeholders were being
asked to comment on a draft report in which fundamental questions remain to be answered.
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Given that MWD is proposing to change its historic role as imported water supplier — which is
the principal responsibility most local agencies now associate with MWD — it is vitally important
that sufficient time be allowed for distribution to city councils, county board of supervisors,
groundwater managers, replenishment districts, water districts, utilities, and other local entities
which will bear the expense of, or otherwise be impacted by MWD’s new role. MWD and its
member agencies should not simply assume that all agencies and stakeholders will welcome this
new role for MWD or the associated rate increases that will be necessary to implement this
course of action.

RECOMMENDATIONS

MWD uses the IRP as a foundation for its RUWMP. Thus, the draft IRP should reflect the clear
professional recommendation of MWD staff. Is that the case? If so, we recommend you say so
when the revised draft IRP is released. As it stands in the draft IRP, this is unclear.

At a minimum, we recommend that MWD provide a full 60-day review period between the
release of a revised draft IRP, including responses to all comments and questions, and the first
MWD board meeting to consider the revised draft. We also recommend at least two public
meetings of the board to consider and deliberate the revised draft IRP. This time frame would
still allow adoption of the IRP in advance of the RUWMP. Although the update process stated
more than a year ago, the recommendations were made available for the first time in July 2010
when draft report was posted online. We were quite surprised with the recommended strategy,
especially since the draft’s own data indicates the excessiveness of such a recommendation. The
draft recommends an adaptive strategy that included three components: Core Resources Strategy,
Buffer Implementation, and Foundational Actions.

The draft IRP clearly indicated that the implementation of the Core Resources Strategy would
meet projected dry-year demands under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions, with MWD’s 5
million acre-feet of average storage capacity above 60 percentile and probability of dry-year
shortage diminishing to zero past 2015 (with only than less than 1 percent shortage in 2015). Yet.
it recommends moving forward with all three components concurrently, including aggressively
pursuing Buffer Supply implementation (in contrast to 2004 IRP’s planninz buffer) and at the
same time developing large-scale projects so they are “ready to proceed” under Foundational
Actions.

The forthcoming revised draft IRP must integrate member agency plans and projects into the
discussion, and before implementation of projects that exceed demand, member agencies’
commitment to pay for these supplies must be obtained and proper choice and structure be set in

place to ensure MWD does not strand water nor investments under the new supply strategy.
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ATTACHMENT 3— QUESTIONS POSED AT SAN DIEGO IRP FORUM

RELIABILITY GOALS

• Doesn’t the IRP’s reliance on the almost 60 year old Laguna Declaration — drafted at a time
when Southern California was almost completely dependent on imported water — send the
wrong message in today’s limited resource and escalating cost environment’? Is that a smart
message in the water bond campaign?

• Why didn’t MWD reconsider the central question of the where the regional reliability goal
should be set?

• Why should everyone have to pay for the same reliability standard if they want to conserve
more and pay less?

• How has MWD accounted for the dampening effect higher prices will have on water

demand?

SUPPLY AND PLANNING BUFFER

• Has MWD done a survey of each of its member agencies and other local agencies and
utilities to determine what projects they are developing now or plan to develop in the near
future? Don’t you need this kind of information in order to determine what supply “gap”
exists’?

• Will MWD staff agree to collect this information about local projects development and make
it available before asking the board to adopt this IRP?

• What is the rationale for an MWD Buffer Supply equal to 10% of retail demand? What is
that number based on?

• What is MWD’s assumption in the IRP about who will pay for the core and Buffer supplies’?
Is there a breakdown of this by region or project? Isn’t this information necessary to define
even broad parameters of a real plan?

• Is staff recommending the implementation of both core and Buffer supplies because it does
not believe it will be successful in the Delta Fix? If not, why does this draft recommend
moving forward now with implementation of both supplies?

• Can you be more specific about the risks and uncertainties you believe justify the expenditure
of current ratepayer dollars’? What are the “trigger points” that would warrant increased
spending’?

• What is the level of commitment to developing the resources identified in the Buffer’? And is
there a certain date by which those resources will be developed?

• Why are recycled water and seawater desalination identified as part of the Buffer supplies’?
• What is the size and composition of the Buffer’?
• What is the process by which the region will make the decision to deploy elements of the

Buffer’? And are there risks associated with each trigger level?

MWD’S ROLE

• Isn’t our current water supply allocation the result of challenges to our imported supplies?
Since this has been MWD’s historical role, shouldn’t MWD focus its efforts and regional
dollars on securing the Delta Fix and filling the Colorado River Aqueduct’?
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MEMBER AGENCY’S ROLE

• Does the IRP assume and recognize that the 20x2020 requirement is a retail obligation?
Given that, why should MWD subsidize member agencies to meet this local mandate’? Isn’t
this rewarding bad behavior?

• What is the IRP assumption about the project cost that would qualify for a financial
“incentive” from MWD?

• Won’t MWD by definition be investing in the most expensive sources of supply? [Cornment.
I/not, win’ 14’ould the local agency need an ‘incentive”?J

• How does Met intend to ensure fairness among its member agencies in the collection and

redistribution of incentive money for conservation and local projects?

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS

• What is MWD’s assumption on who will implement the 20x2020 mandate?
• What are MWD’s planning assumptions for the on-line dates for the member agency projects

described in the Appendix?
• What are MWD’s assumptions for supply conditions under normal and wet years?
• What assumptions does the report make about how surplus water in any given year will be

used? Will it go first to refill MWD’s storage? Do you assume that discounted
replenishment rates will be available at any time in the future? If so, under what conditions’?

COST ANALYSIS

• What are the cost assumptions for core and Buffer Supply projects’?
• What is the estimated rate impact as a result of implementing the core strategies? Is this

impact based on an assumption the current rate structure remains unchanged?
• What would the implementation of Buffer Supply add to water rates?
• What about the Foundational Actions’? How much would those activities add to water rates?
• Will MWD do a new rate structure analysis and cost of service study for IRP programs and

projects before adopting the IRP?
• How does MWD ensure its core supply investments would not be stranded?
• Is MWD going to require firm contractual commitments from each of its member agencies to

pay for all of this supply development’?
• How do preferential rights relate to the availability of Buffer Supply water? Are they

enforceable if a member agency claims them?
• Do you have any analysis available to show the “balancing” between resource investment

and cost considerations?

TIMING

• IRP sets forth MWD’s policy for future supply development and is an especially important
document given changed water supply environment. Why the rush to get the report adopted
so quickly?

• Are you willing to recommend extending the time for MWD staff to answer our questions

before we are required to comment further on the report’?
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MEMBER AGENCIES

Carlsbad
Municipal Water District

City of Del Mar

City of Escondido

City of Nohnnol City

City of Oceonside

City of Poway

City of Son Dingo

Follbrook
Public Utility District

11dm Water District

Lakeside Water District

Olinonhoin
Munioipal Water District

Otoy Water District

Padre Door
Municipal Water District

Carrrp Pendleton
Marine Corps Base

Rainbow
Municipal Water District

Ramono
Municipal Water District

Rincon del Diablo
Mnoicipcl Water District

San Dieyuta Water District

Soato Fe trrigntlan District

South 8ay Irrigation District

Vallecitas Water District

Volley Center
Municipal Water District

ViIa Irrigation District

Ynima
Municipal Wa’er District

OTHER
REPRESENTATIVE

County at San Dingo

Carolyn Schaffer
Associate Resource Specialist
Metropolitan Water District
700 N. Alameda Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Metropolitan’s Draft Long Term Conservation Plan

Dear Ms. Schaffer:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Metropolitan’s Draft Long Term
Conservation Plan. The Water Authority’s comments are attached.

I look forward to discussing these comments and those of the other Metropolitan member
agencies at the meeting on Wednesday, December 1, 2010.

Sincerely,

tJtz11//r2c
William J. Rose
Water Conservation Program Executive

WJR:tp
Enclosure: Long Term Conservation Plan Comments
cc: Amy Chen, MWD Program Chief
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Summary Comments on MWD’s Long Term Conservation Program (LTCP)’

The LTCP mu.ct recognize that conservation is a core supply

The LTCP should clearly state that the 20% water use efficiency target is a core
water supply and not part of the “uncertainty buffer.” MWD should also reduce its
target of alternative water supplies to be developed by the amount of water included
in the water use efficiency target.

The LTCP should reflect that retail agencies have choices of compliance options to
meet the 20x2020 requirements. After taking into account the cumulative
conservation of the retail agencies within its service territory, MWD should develop
additional “water use efficiency” supplies as part of core water supplies. The cost of
these supplies should be competitive with the avoided cost of alternative water
supplies available to be developed by MWD. As a supplemental, wholesale water
supplier — and particularly in the current high rate environment — MWD must develop
lower cost supplies first.

Metropolitan ‘s wholesale conservation programs should be grounded on a requirement that
each retail agency pay Jr its own state-mandated 20 x 2020 compliance

• The LTCP should account for the 20x2020 compliance target as determined by the
member agency, or by the retail subagencies served by the member agency. The
MWD target cannot be established until the retail agencies have selected their
respective compliance targets and methodologies. MWD should make it clear that
retail agency compliance with statutory requirements is the foundation of the LTCP.

• The LTCP should provide a structure to integrate retail compliance with 20x2020
requirements and allow for trading of conservation credits. MWD should not pay
subsidies to retail agencies to meet compliance requirements. MWD can facilitate
retail compliance by creating a structure to allow for voluntary trading of
conservation credits among member agencies.

• MWD ‘s LTP as drafted encourages free riders and creates disincentives to water
conservation in Southern California. Wholesale pricing that understates the true cost
of water sends a contrary price signal and obstructs market transformation at the retail
level

• MWD must determine whether it has authority to grant subsidies. Before adopting
the LTCP, MWD must evaluate its legal authority to pay subsidies to member
agencies or retail sub-agencies to pay for 20x2020 compliance. This analysis is

This Summary is intended to provide general comments and recommendations on the LTCP rather than respond in
detail to the most recent draft. It is difficult to provide meaningful comments on the draft due to the draft’s failure to
define key terms or distinguish between conservation mechanisms that have widely differing costs and
implementation features.



particularly important because of the recent passage of Proposition 26 by California
voters.

• Retail agencies are in the best position to implement market transformation.
Consumer conservation measures are imposed and implemented at the retail level.
MWI) can support implementation at the local level by working with industry groups
and statewide retail suppliers like Home Depot and Rainbird. But MWD does not
have the authority to regulate conservation at the retail level, and retail agencies need
to have maximum flexibility as conservation programs make short term water use
reductions more challenging.

Measurement and verification are essential components of conservation

• Sound conservation programs require measurement and verification of conservation
savings. Measurement of water conservation solely by reference to average per
capita water use throughout the MWD service territory as proposed by the LTCP is an
insufficient foundation to support the expenditure of regional dollars and does not
recognize the legal obligation all retail agencies have under current state law.

• MWD must implement a system to account forMWD water supplies that are
available to each of its member agencies in order to have a baseline against which to
measure conservation. MWD’s water supply allocation plan should accommodate
voluntary trading among member agencies.

MWD must send correct pricing signals in order to lay the frmndation for conservation

• Price to the end user is a significant factor affecting conservation — as the price of
water goes up many consumers will choose to use less. Significant research on retail
price elasticity has already established this premise. MWD must reform its wholesale
rate structure to send correct pricing signals to its member agencies to develop local
supplies or increase conservation efforts. Wholesale pricing is an important
component of market transformation at the retail level.

• MWD should eliminate subsidies for water conservation. Instead, MWD should
create and manage a “grid” through which retail conservation Can he valued and
traded. This is a more appropriate and productive role for MWD and truly represents
something it has the unique ability to do as a regional agency serving all of Southern
California

MWD must rewrite the L TP to define key terms and distinguish conservation options

• The LTCP must define key terms and distinguish various conservation approaches in
order to assess which programs are better implemented by MWD at the wholesale
level and which programs are better implemented at the retail level. As drafted, the
LTCP does not distinguish regulations, subsidies, devices and full scale water
reclamation projects, even though these various methods of conservation have



dramatically different costs and implementation considerations at the wholesale and
retail level.

• In its current form the LTCP essentially says that MWD will make the conservation
plan up as it goes along and essentially do “more” of what it has been doing in the
past. This approach fails to grapple with problems of the past or provide creative
leadership for the future of California water supply planning and management.











              
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
August 16, 2011 
 
Mr. Jeffrey Kightlinger 
General Manager 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
P. O. Box 54153 
Los Angeles, California 90054‐0153 
 
Re:    Member Agency Willingness to Sign Take‐or‐Pay Contracts 
  Request to Correct the Record of July 12, 2011 MWD Board of Directors Meeting 
 
Dear Mr. Kightlinger: 
 
During discussion of your business plan at the MWD Board of Directors meeting on July 12, 2011, Water 
Authority Director Lewinger asked if you would incorporate into your business plan several suggestions, 
including one specifically suggesting MWD secure take‐or‐pay contracts with its member agencies.  In 
response, you stated that “…with respect to securing Board approval of firm take‐or pay contracts, we 
discussed this for two years in 2000‐2002 and staff comments of the Water Authority at the time were 
against take‐or‐pay contracts.”  Your statement is incorrect.  In fact, the Water Authority has a long track 
record advocating that MWD obtain long‐term take‐or‐pay contracts with its member agencies in order 
to stabilize its revenues and improve its fiscal sustainability.  Indeed – please correct us if we are wrong – 
the Water Authority is the only MWD member agency that has indicated a willingness to make a firm 
funding commitment to pay for MWD spending programs.  
 
Fifteen years ago, in 1996, the Water Authority made a proposal for a take‐or‐pay contract as outlined in 
its “Summary of Proposal to Resolve Colorado River and Rate Refinement Issues, dated April 22, 1996” 
(Attachment 1). 
 
Later, as a part of the rate restructuring process for years 2000‐2002, the Water Authority Board of 
Directors adopted, and then formally submitted a proposal to MWD’s Board of Directors entitled 
“Framework of Key Contract Terms, dated February 17, 2000” (Attachment 2).  The basic premise of the 
framework was that member agencies should specify by contract the water and services MWD would 
provide and a formula by which the agency agrees to pay for the water and services.  Details of a take‐
or‐pay contract between the Water Authority and MWD are included in Attachment F of the proposed 
framework.  The framework sought to address many of the fiscal challenges that existed then, but which 
have grown far worse over the past decade.   We asked the question at that time, on page 6, item 8: 
“Given the magnitude of its expenditures, is there any legally enforceable method other than take‐or‐
pay contracts that can provide MWD with the certainty it needs to assure its fiscal integrity and 
stability?”   
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As these documents – and many other comments by the Water Authority’s staff and MWD delegates 
over the years – reflect, the Water Authority has long advocated that take‐or‐pay contracts with MWD’s 
member agencies are necessary to address deficiencies in its revenue structure.  Specifically, MWD 
continues to incur more and more fixed costs and debt obligations – amounting to more than 70 percent 
of its total costs – at the same time it has no financial commitments from its member agencies to pay for 
these costs.  Instead, MWD continues to rely upon revenues from water sales, which today provide 
approximately 80 percent of MWD’s revenues and yet are highly variable.  The gulf between MWD’s 
fixed expenses, at 70 percent, and fixed revenues, at 16 percent, is a key reason why MWD is in the 
worst financial crisis in its history. 
 
More than 15 years ago, the MWD Water District Blue Ribbon Task Force (Blue Ribbon Task Force) found 
that the “greatest challenge” confronting MWD was the disconnect between its water supply planning 
process and its member agencies’ actual willingness to pay (or not pay) for MWD programs (see 
generally, Task Force Report, The IRP/Rate Structure Process and MWD Decision Making at pages 5‐9 
and The Integrated Resources Planning (IRP) process at pages 10‐15).1  The Blue Ribbon Task Force found 
that: 
 

• “An effective rate structure should generate sufficiently stable revenues to cover fixed costs” 
(page 15); and noted that, 

• “Some of the member agencies most strongly supporting big‐ticket projects…also had the most 
aggressive plans to reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent 
supplies.” (Page 23.)   

 
In order to address MWD’s long term fiscal sustainability, the Blue Ribbon Task Force recommended 
that MWD’s rate structures should ensure coverage of fixed costs without substantial modifications 
based on water use or other variable factors (page 20). 
 
More than 15 years have now passed since the Water Authority and Blue Ribbon Task Force 
independently recommended that MWD adopt fixed payment commitments to address the growing 
instability of MWD’s financial structure.  At that time, the Blue Ribbon Task Force warned that, 
“[c]omprehensive rate structure revisions should not be further delayed, and pressing MWD revenue 
needs should be addressed as soon as possible.” (Page 21.)  Unfortunately, as you noted during your 
August 10, 2010 IRP presentation in San Diego (full quotation is included at Attachment 3), the rest of 
MWD’s member agencies “…prefer it the way it is” and remain unwilling to sign take‐or‐pay contracts or 
other firm funding commitments to pay for MWD spending programs.   
 

                                                 
1 A second Blue Ribbon Committee was established by the MWD Board of Directors in January 2010.  It has issued 
a Report, dated April 12, 2011, which has not yet been addressed by the MWD Board of Directors.  Although the 
principal purpose of the 2011 Blue Ribbon Committee was to consider trends and uncertainties over the next 50 
years that could affect MWD, it noted the importance of ensuring that the MWD rate structure provide a stable 
level of revenues to cover fixed costs – and, that if MWD’s member agencies find they can procure water more 
cheaply and reliably from other sources, they will reduce their purchases from MWD.  See generally, Report of the 
Blue Ribbon Committee dated April 12, 2011, Finances and Pricing, at pages 73‐76.   
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At the same time the MWD board has refused to ask or require MWD’s member agencies to commit to 
pay for MWD spending programs, it continues to adopt business and water resource plans that include 
massive spending for future State Water Project Bay Delta Conservation Plan costs, Integrated 
Resources Plan capital spending and long‐term subsidy expenditures.  While the Blue Ribbon Task Force 
appreciated the risk that was apparent more than 15 years ago (“MWD can no longer afford to build 
major facilities and hope that member agencies will buy enough water to pay for them over several 
years” (page 23)), MWD appears now to be reaching the breaking point due to reduced demands and 
implementation of member agencies’ ongoing plans to buy less water from MWD.  MWD’s downward 
fiscal spiral is being hastened by the approval of more and more subsidies to its member agencies that 
will lead to even lower MWD sales – and revenues.  Furthermore, the resumption of discount water 
sales by MWD in May of this year, which are displacing full service sales, will lead to even lower water 
sales revenues and continued operating budget shortfalls as MWD’s spending is not curtailed to match 
its lower water sales. 
 
While MWD’s “Purchase Orders” are clearly no substitute for enforceable contracts, the expiration of 
the current Purchase Orders in December 2012 provides the board with another opportunity to address 
the deficiencies in the current financial structure and rate model.  The Water Authority recommends 
that a board process be established as soon as possible to grapple with these issues.  The Water 
Authority remains willing to execute a take‐or‐pay contract with MWD, and, to make the other tough 
decisions that are necessary in order to stabilize MWD’s revenues and fiscal sustainability.   
 
MWD’s rising rates and debt burden, coupled with the lack of political will on the part of the MWD 
board to require its member agencies to commit to pay for MWD spending programs, is exactly the kind 
of political risk that was identified in the recent downgrade of our country’s credit rating by Standard & 
Poors.  In May of this year, the rating agencies noted that while MWD is heavily dependent upon 
variable sales of water for its revenues, its member agencies are not obligated to purchase any water 
from MWD, a finding that appeared to be a factor in Fitch Ratings’ downgrade.  We would like to work 
together with MWD staff and the rest of the board to avoid further downgrades of MWD’s credit 
ratings.  
 
Finally, the Water Authority requests that you correct the record regarding the statements made by you 
at the July 12, 2011 Board meeting discussion on the business plan.  This can be accomplished by 
appending this letter, with attachments, to the July Board meeting minutes, as well as incorporating this 
letter by reference and attaching it to the minutes of the August 2011 board meeting – and we request 
that you do so.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Fern Steiner, on behalf of the Water Authority’s MWD Board Directors 
 
cc:  Water Authority Board of Directors 
  MWD Board of Directors 
  MWD Member Agency Managers 
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Attachments: 

1. Summary of Proposal to Resolve Colorado River and Rate Refinement Issues, dated April 22, 
1996 

2. Framework of Key Contract Terms, dated February 17, 2000 
3. Jeff Kightlinger quote from August 10, 2010 IRP presentation in San Diego 

 
 
 







































































































































































Comments on Contracts by Jeffrey Kightlinger,  
General Manager of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,  

Aug. 10, 2010 San Diego Public Workshop on  
MWD’s 2010 Integrated Resources Plan 

 
 
“A quick comment on contracts. That is an interesting point.  Metropolitan and all the 
State Water Contractors agreed to what are commonly referred to as ‘take-or-pay’ 
contracts.  I’ve never understood the word ‘or,’ because the reality is, you pay 
regardless of what you take, to be honest.  So it’s more like ‘pay’ and ‘sometimes take.’  
But, these ‘take-or-pay’ Contractors, we have made a firm commitment to the State of 
California that we are going to pay half of the fixed costs of the State Water Project 
every single year, regardless of whether we get one drop of water from the project.  
There has been debate within Metropolitan that perhaps Member Agencies should do 
that same kind of commitment as well, so there is a certain base-load of funding and 
financing available for our projects.  Because Member Agencies develop local 
resources on their own, and start using less and less of Metropolitan water.  To date, 
that while staff thinks contracts are a terrific idea, to date, most of our board members 
have said ‘we’re not so sure about that.’ And, most of our Member Agencies have said 
‘No. Thanks, but no thanks, because we prefer this the way it is.’  We do try to, though, 
keep a certain amount of our revenue stream in fixed costs, and a certain amount of our 
revenue stream in the water supply.  But, right now it’s about 80% or more comes from 
the sale of water.  We have about 15% in property taxes, and we’ve slowly but surely 
added to a fixed fee that everybody pays every single year.1  But that’s an ongoing 
debate within Metropolitan.  Should people make those firm commitments going into the 
future?  So far, the Member Agencies have opted not to. They prefer it the way it is.  I 
think we’re going to continue to have that discussion at Metropolitan, particularly as 
costs increase. 
  
“Oh, and we’ll definitely take that into consideration, I definitely want to make sure that’s 
put into the Integrated Resources Plan.2  Because I do believe, if we are successful – 
and this is something I keep telling people - if we are successful on the State Water 
Project – and success means a very expensive eco-system rehab project the size of 
what we’ve done in the Florida Everglades, and success means building a new tunnel 
or canal that we’re looking in the eight- to 12-billion-dollar range with the State of 
California - and Metropolitan coming on board to pay 25% of that cost – that’s a 
significant new cost that Metropolitan, the next generation of Metropolitan ratepayers 
will be paying.  And we need to take a look at different financing mechanisms that 
everyone is comfortable with region-wide.” 
  
 

                                                            
1 Property taxes amount to approximately 5 percent of MWD’s revenues.  Including property taxes, only 
16 percent of MWD’s revenues are fixed. 
2 Requirement for firm contractual commitments by Member Agencies to pay MWD’s State Water Project 
costs was not included in MWD’s adopted 2010 Integrated Resources Plan. 
 



 

 
 

• Board of Directors 
Water Planning and Stewardship Committee 

5/10/2011 Board Meeting 

5-1 
Subject 

Approve calendar year 2011 approach for purchases of water for local storage 

Description 

Summary 

In order to optimize the reliability of water supply in to the service area, Metropolitan provides water supplies to 
member and local agencies for the replenishment and management of groundwater and other local storage under 
the Replenishment Service Program, groundwater conjunctive use programs, and cyclic storage accounts.  
Providing replenishment supplies has the potential to achieve greater conjunctive use of imported and local 
supplies, to encourage construction of additional local production facilities, and to provide dry-year supplies to 
meet water needs of the member agencies.  In the past, Metropolitan has offered water for local storage at a 
discounted water rate under the Replenishment Service Program.  However, as California entered into drought, 
the General Manager discontinued discounted sales in 2007.  During the past year, while the region was under 
mandatory water allocations under the Water Supply Allocation Plan, Metropolitan approved a Water 
Management Program that did not offer a discounted replenishment water rate but facilitated storage purchases by 
shielding water management actions from higher penalty rates. 

There are concerns about the performance and equity of the existing Replenishment Service Program and its 
associated discounted water rate and its performance during a period of constrained State Water Project deliveries.  
Metropolitan is currently engaged in a process with the member agencies to develop potential refinements to the 
Replenishment Service Program.  The intention of this process, which should be completed by the end of this 
year, is to develop options for Board consideration that would address concerns with the existing program and 
better achieve the goal of increasing regional water supplies.  Attachment 1 shows Section 4514 of the 
Administrative Code (Code) pertaining to the goals and aspects of the Replenishment Service Program.  

At this time, Metropolitan faces the unexpected challenge of managing and storing large amounts of supply in 
2011.  Due to a combination of low demands and favorable water supply conditions, Metropolitan will likely have 
at least 790 TAF of supplies to store this year under supplies currently allocated to Metropolitan which total 
2.5 MAF.  Under this scenario, net additions to storage could increase dry-year storage reserves to more than 
2.3 MAF by the end of 2011, the highest end-of-year total reserves in Metropolitan’s history.  Additionally, there 
are a number of factors that could result in even higher levels of water supplies being available.  Any additional 
water supplies beyond the current 2.5 MAF would be challenging to manage using available storage.  An interim 
program to facilitate local storage would help to manage additional supplies should they become available. 

This letter offers four options to help in managing these potentially excess water supplies for CY 2011. 

• Option 1 - Manage additional water supplies using Metropolitan’s dry-year storage portfolio. 
• Option 2 - Amend the existing Water Management Program to allow agencies to purchase and store 

additional supplies with an exemption from Tier 2 supply rates and Capacity Charges through the end of 
CY 2011. 
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• Option 3 - Offer water under the existing Replenishment Service Program and the associated discounted 
water rate, in an amount limited to additional increases beyond current water supplies. 

• Option 4 - Offer water under the existing Replenishment Service Program and the associated discounted 
water rate on an ongoing basis with no pre-set limits as to the amount of water offered. 

The options are intended to put an interim approach in place to address the immediate water management needs 
for CY 2011 only.  These options do not replace the need for the ongoing long-term Replenishment Service 
Program development process. 

Issues with the Current Replenishment Service Program 

The Code authorizes the General Manager to offer replenishment water deliveries under the Replenishment 
Service Program.  This program is currently in place but deliveries under the program have not been made 
available to the member agencies since 2007 due to water supply concerns.  The goal of the Replenishment 
Service Program is to provide a regional water management benefit.  However, the Replenishment Service 
Program, in its current state, has generated concerns about its effectiveness.  During the Groundwater Workgroup 
process, which was a facilitated process with member agencies and groundwater managers that met between 
July 2008 and February 2009, discussions on replenishment indicated that there are a number of concerns with the 
current program.  These issues included questionable and unquantifiable performance and expectations, the 
potential of shifting water sales within a year as opposed to generating true longer-term storage, the potential 
offset of full service sales, unequal distribution of costs and benefits among participating and non-participating 
agencies, questions on whether water was being stored for future use as opposed to being purchased to refill 
overdraft, difficulties in measuring and verifying in-lieu deliveries to storage, and cash-flow and budgeting issues 
associated with the frequency under which replenishment supplies are available. 

In March 2011, Metropolitan and its member agencies kicked off a Replenishment Workgroup Process to address 
issues with the current Replenishment Service Program and develop a new approach for facilitating the 
replenishment of local storage in the future.  The Replenishment Workgroup Process is working towards having 
recommendations for a refined program in place by 2012.   

Water Supply and Demand Conditions 

Based on currently allocated water supplies and continuing low levels of demands, Metropolitan projects utilizing 
about 790 TAF of capacity to store water in its storage programs during CY 2011.  A detailed discussion of the 
current supply conditions is included in the April 2011 Water Surplus and Drought Management report, which is 
included as Attachment 2.  Additionally, there are a number of factors that could provide additional water 
supplies beyond this amount.  These factors include additional SWP Table A increases beyond the current 
70 percent allocation, additional SWP Article 21 supplies, potential unused agricultural supplies on the CRA 
system, and even lower demands.  These increases could be substantial, for example:  A five-percent increase in 
the SWP Table A allocation alone, would result in approximately 100 TAF of additional supplies.  Unused 
agricultural supplies on the CRA system, while not predictable, can also be substantial in quantity. 

Metropolitan has available storage put capacity of 1.05 MAF to manage supplies if needed.  This storage put 
capacity is being used to store the approximately 790 TAF of supplies currently available.  However, some of the 
storage programs and locations with additional capacity beyond this amount are less desirable choices for storage 
management.  This is because there are increased risks of future losses from those programs, potential cost 
implications, and concerns about future dry-year performance.  When the amount of water available for storage 
exceeds the current estimated amount of 790 TAF, Metropolitan will be less able to effectively manage additional 
supplies. 

Options for Managing Additional Water Supplies in Calendar Year 2011 

(1) Manage Supplies with Metropolitan’s Dry-Year Storage Portfolio 

Under this option, Metropolitan would manage water supplies with available storage programs.  Discount rate 
Replenishment Service Program deliveries would not be made available and the 2010/2011 Water Management 
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Program would not be modified and would expire June 30, 2011.  Should additional supply increases occur, some 
amount of water may not be able to be stored for future delivery and sales. 

(2) Amend 2010/2011 Water Management Program 

In August 2010, the Board approved the 2010/11 Water Management Program to facilitate local storage actions 
by providing some protection from WSAP penalties.  In December 2010, the Board approved modifications that 
enabled member agencies to further utilize available supplies in Southern California while being consistent with 
the message of efficient water use.  Given the backdrop of dramatically improved supply conditions and forecasts 
for substantial gains in Metropolitan’s regional reserves in 2011, additional discussions with the member agency 
managers since March 2011 have highlighted new considerations and additional modifications to the water 
management program.   

Under this option, the following refinements to the Water Management Program would be made: 

• Modify the term of the program to end on December 31, 2011, instead of June 30, 2011.  This is to allow 
additional time for deliveries under the program. 

• Charge Tier 1 full service rates for water delivered under this program between May 1, 2011 and 
December 31, 2011, and do not include this water in the computation of the Tier 1 annual limit for 
CY 2011 for each participating agency. 

• Require that Metropolitan and the participating member agency agree to an acre-foot purchase amount 
and prepare an operating plan to estimate the monthly schedule of deliveries in advance.  Deliveries will 
be made as system capacity and operational objectives allow, which then allows for the waiving of 
Capacity Charges for deliveries under the program. 

A detailed description of the proposed changes to the Term Sheet of the Water Management Program is shown in 
Attachment 3. 

Making water supplies available under the modified terms of the Water Management Program also provides 
agencies with the opportunity to purchase water supplies at a price that avoids Tier 2 and capacity charges but is 
not as attractive as the price offered under the discounted Replenishment Rate.  Given the same budgetary or other 
financial constraints that the member agencies have, these changes are not likely to significantly increase the 
demand for replenishment water.  However, the fact that the water is being sold at the Full-Service Tier 1 Rate 
helps to mitigate the concern that discounted replenishment water is simply replacing a Full-Service water 
purchase. 

(3)  Replenishment Service Program at a Discount Limited by Supply Increases 

According to the Code, deliveries of discounted rate water for replenishment purposes may be made at the 
General Manager’s discretion whenever both water and system capacity are available.  Purchases under the 
Replenishment Service Program could be offered with limits under the following terms:  

• Replenishment supplies must be purchased according to the terms and with the certifications outlined in 
the Code. 

• Discount replenishment sales would be limited to increases beyond currently allocated water supplies. 
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Currently allocated supplies were detailed in the April 2011 Water Surplus and Drought Management Report, 
which is also provided as Attachment 2 to this report.  The following table shows a summary of the currently 
allocated supplies for 2011.  Increases beyond these supplies would be the basis for available deliveries under the 
Replenishment Service Program under this option. 

Currently Allocated Supplies Available to Service Area for 2011
Colorado River Aqueduct  768,000
State Water Project (70% Table A Allocation) 1,739,000

Total  2,507,000

This discounted program would maximize the amount of water that can be taken, given any budgetary or other 
financial constraints that the agencies might have.  The certification process outlined in the Code would provide 
verification that the water is being put into storage.  Some of the issues that have been identified with the 
Replenishment Service Program will still exist but will be minimized as a result of the program being offered for 
a limited quantity of water supply. 

(4)  Replenishment Service Program Offered on an Ongoing Basis 

Under this option, discount rate replenishment supplies would be offered similar to Option 3 above, but with no 
limit as to the amount or end-date.  It should be noted that some of the issues that surround the current 
Replenishment Service Program, particularly those regarding performance and the imbalance between costs and 
benefits, will remain.  These issues would need to be addressed in the development of a long-term Replenishment 
Service Program. 

Cost and Revenue Discussion 

The analysis of costs and benefits across options is not straightforward because it is impossible to know how 
much water will be purchased or moved under any of the programs.  However, a calculation can be made 
assuming that 200,000 acre-feet of supply is made available and/or purchased under each of the options.  In 
Option 1 where Metropolitan stores the additional supply in the dry-year storage portfolio, transportation and 
storage fees will be incurred but revenues will not be collected until the water is sold in the future.  In the other 
options where water is sold to the member agencies, the primary difference between the approaches is the rate 
being charged for the water delivery.  Under the approach to amend the Water Management Program, the rate 
charged would be the 2011 Tier 1 rate of $527/AF for untreated deliveries.  Under the Replenishment Service 
Program, the discounted rate in 2011 is $409/AF for untreated deliveries.  Each of the options requires that 
additional State Water Project water be moved and thus Metropolitan would incur the variable cost for State 
Water Project transportation, which is approximately $120 per acre-foot in 2011.  It should also be noted that 
additional State Water Project deliveries will also increase Metropolitan’s share of Off-Aqueduct power costs for 
the year.  The following calculations show the Net Revenue that would result from 200,000 acre-feet of deliveries 
under each of the options where water is sold in this year. 

Option 2 Water Management Program 

SWP Cost:  $120/AF x 200,000 = $24,000,000 
Revenue:  $527/AF x 200,000 = $105,400,000 
Net Revenue:  $105,400,000 - $24,000,000 = $81,400,000 
Net Revenue per Acre-Foot:  $527 - $120 = $407 
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Options 3 and 4 Replenishment Service Program 

SWP Cost:  $120/AF x 200,000 = $24,000,000 
Revenue:  $409/AF x 200,000 = $81,800,000 
Net Revenue:  $81,800,000 - $24,000,000 = $57,800,000 
Net Revenue per Acre-Foot:  $409 - $120 = $289 

This analysis shows that options 2, 3, and 4 provide an avenue for moving additional water into the service area 
with a positive Net Revenue.  The total revenue impact will be dependent on the actual quantity of acre-feet sold, 
but each acre-foot would provide revenues exceeding variable costs.  These positive Net Revenues would go 
toward paying down a portion of Metropolitan’s fixed costs.  It is probably reasonable to assume that less water 
will be moved under the Water Management Program option since the cost to the agencies is higher.  It should 
also be noted that water may be delivered in either of these options through In-Lieu means, which are generally 
treated water deliveries.  As such, the rates charged would include the Treatment Surcharge, which includes 
higher revenues that the incremental variable treatment cost and would increase the positive Net Revenues shown 
above. 

Recommendation 

Staff recommends that the Board provide direction to the General Manager to offer water deliveries under the 
Replenishment Service Program in an amount limited to increases beyond current water supplies for this year 
(Option 3).  This option provides an approach for managing additional amounts of water supply for CY 2011 at a 
water rate that should facilitate and maximize member agency local storage actions.  Furthermore, the existing 
Replenishment Rate would collect revenues above the estimated cost of moving State Water Project supplies.

Policy 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 4512: Sales Subject to System and Water Availability 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 4514: Replenishment Service 

By Minute Item 48375, dated August 17, 2010, the Board authorized the General Manager to execute Water 
Management Agreements. 

By Minute Item 48507, dated December 14, 2010, the Board amended the terms of the Water Management 
Program. 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

CEQA determination for Option #1:  

None required 

CEQA determination for Options #2, #3 and #4: 

The overall project was previously determined by the Board to be exempt under the provisions of CEQA 
(Sections 15301, 15378(b)(2), 15378(b)(4), and 15061(b)(3) of the State CEQA Guidelines) on August 17, 2010 
and December 14, 2010.  A Notice of Exemption (NOE) was filed on the project at that time and the statute of 
limitations has ended.  With the current board action, there is no substantial change proposed to the project since 
the previous NOEs were filed.  Hence, the previous environmental documentation in conjunction with the project 
fully complies with CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines.  Accordingly, no further CEQA documentation is 
necessary for the Board to act with regards to the proposed action. 

The CEQA determination is: Determine that the proposed action has been previously addressed in the 
August 17, 2010 and December 14, 2010 NOE (Sections 15301, 15378(b)(2), 15378(b)(4), and 15061(b)(3) of the 
State CEQA Guidelines) and that no further environmental analysis or documentation is required. 
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Board Options 

Option #1 
Do not approve any additional approach for delivering water to the member agencies for local storage 
replenishment. 
Fiscal Impact: Additional water supplies that become available this year would be stored in the Metropolitan 
dry-year storage portfolio and incur transportation costs and storage fees with revenue or sales to occur in the 
future; if all supplies are able to be stored. 
Business Analysis: This action provides maximum storage in Metropolitan facilities for future dry-year use 
but also has the highest risk of lost supplies in 2011. 

Option #2 
Adopt the CEQA determination and 

a. Modify the 2010/11 Water Management Program Terms to extend the program through 
December 31, 2011. 

b. Change the purchase price of Water Management Program delivered from May 1, 2011 through 
December 31, 2011 to the full service Tier 1 rate, and do not count these deliveries against the Tier 1 
annual limit of the member agency. 

c. Beginning May 1, 2011, limit deliveries certified under the Water Management Program to those 
related to improving local storage conditions by direct or in-lieu means of delivery.  As such, 
procedures used for the Replenishment Service Program will be used to administer and assess 
program participation and performance. 

Fiscal Impact: Likely increase in sales estimated to be up to 50,000 acre-feet due to program water being 
billed at the full service Tier 1 rates and charges (except the Capacity Charge).  Water moved under this 
option would provide positive net revenue of $407 per acre-foot sold.  To the extent that treated water is sold 
under this program, the Treatment Surcharge would apply and thus collect revenues to cover variable 
treatment cost. 
Business Analysis: This action provides an avenue for local agencies to improve their local storage 
conditions at Tier 1 rates. 

Option #3 
Adopt the CEQA determination and provide direction to the General Manager to exercise his discretion to 
offer discounted replenishment in an amount limited to increases in supply above currently allocated supplies. 
Fiscal Impact: Greater increase in sales, estimated above 100,000 acre-feet due to program water being billed 
at the Water Replenishment Program discounted rate.  Water moved under this option would provide positive 
net revenue of $289 per acre-foot sold.  To the extent that treated water is sold under this program, the 
Treatment Surcharge would apply and thus collect revenues to cover variable treatment cost. 
Business Analysis: This action provides an avenue for local agencies to improve their local storage 
conditions at Water Replenishment Program rates.  Total deliveries would be limited to increases in the 
current water supplies for CY 2011. 

Option #4 
Adopt the CEQA determination and provide direction to the General Manager to exercise his discretion to 
offer discounted replenishment on an ongoing basis. 
Fiscal Impact: Likely increase in sales due to program water being billed at the Water Replenishment 
Program discounted rate.  Water moved under this option would provide positive net revenue of $289 per 
acre-foot sold.  To the extent that treated water is sold under this program, the Treatment Surcharge would 
apply and thus collect revenues to cover variable treatment cost. 
Business Analysis: This action provides an avenue for local agencies to improve their local storage 
conditions at Water Replenishment Program rates. 
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Administrative Code Section 4514 
Section 4514. Replenishment Service. 

 (a) General - The goals of the Replenishment Service program are to: 

  1.  Achieve greater conjunctive use of imported and local supplies. 

  2.  Encourage construction of additional local production facilities. 

3.  Reduce member agencies’ dependence on deliveries from Metropolitan during periods 
of shortage. 

 Member agencies are encouraged to take replenishment water through a discounted rate 
offered by Metropolitan.  This economic incentive encourages local agencies to invest in new 
water production, storage, treatment and transmission facilities, or to fully utilize existing 
facilities.  These facilities are needed to augment local agencies’ capability to produce local 
water, as well as store imported water purchased from Metropolitan during periods of 
abundance. 

 To receive the lower rates, agencies must certify to Metropolitan the amounts of imported 
water that they have stored in local reservoirs and groundwater basins by direct and in-lieu 
means.  Certification forms are provided to agencies to assist in their calculations and 
standardize the certifications.  Agencies shall comply with the administrative procedures as set 
forth in the most current Replenishment Service Handbook, as amended from time to time by the 
General Manager, to receive the Replenishment Service rate on water purchased from 
Metropolitan. 

 (b) Storage Types - Replenishment Service water shall be stored for long-term storage.  
Long-term storage is that water delivered by Metropolitan to a member public agency or sub-
agency for storage, by direct or in-lieu methods, beyond a 12-month period.  Under this concept, 
total annual purchases from Metropolitan increase by the amount of Replenishment Service 
water purchased.  Water that an agency leaves in storage to replace groundwater overdraft in any 
previous drought year when Replenishment Service was declared unavailable is considered long-
term storage. 

 (c) Normal Period of Availability – Replenishment Service water service shall be 
available between July 1 through June 30 whenever and so long as the General Manager 
determines that water and system capacity are available.  If required for Metropolitan’s system 
regulation, groundwater replenishment by spreading or injecting or water deliveries/sales 
pursuant to any storage or operating agreement, may be offered to specific member public 
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agencies during any time of the year at the Replenishment Service rate at the General Manager’s 
discretion.  If an agency should take Replenishment Service water when it is deemed not 
available by the General Manager then it shall pay the rates for that water set forth in 
Section 4401(a)(1).  With respect to service for direct reservoir replenishment and for 
groundwater replenishment by spreading or injecting, service availability may be activated or 
terminated immediately upon notice by the General Manager to affected member public 
agencies. With respect to service for in-lieu groundwater replenishment or in-lieu reservoir 
replenishment, service availability may be activated upon notice to the member public agencies 
and terminated upon 48 hours notice to the member public agencies. 

 (d) Certification - Member public agencies may receive Replenishment Service only 
upon filing of the required certifications specified in Section 4507.  All certifications as to the 
storage of water Replenishment Service must be on forms provided by the District or in 
electronic format acceptable to the District and provided to the District via the District’s 
electronic certification and billing system by an authorized user.  Receipt of a certification shall 
be considered identical to receipt of a written and signed certification binding on the member 
public agency for all purposes.  The General Manager may make or cause to be made such 
investigations as the General Manager may require in order to determine the quantities of water 
to which the Replenishment Service rates shall apply.  Such investigations may result in 
revisions either upward or downward in the amount of water actually received in Replenishment 
Service.  No such investigation shall be made unless the member public agency has requested 
Replenishment Service and submitted the requisite certifications.  The General Manager may 
reject any certification if the certifying agency is unable to furnish sufficient documentation as to 
the facts of the certification. 
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• Water Surplus and Drought Management Plan

Summary 

This is a monthly report on developing demand and supply conditions for calendar year (CY) 2011. 

On March 15, 2011, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) increased the State Water Project 
(SWP) Table A allocation by another 10 percent, raising the current allocation to 70 percent.  This increase is the 
second this calendar year following a relatively wet February and March.  The 10 percent increase of SWP 
Table A boosted Metropolitan’s SWP Table A supplies by 191 TAF.  In addition, DWR also made Article 21 
interruptible water available to the SWP contractors for the first time since 2007, and Metropolitan has taken 
delivery of about 150 TAF through the end of March 2011.  Article 21 supplies are surplus flows that are 
periodically available in addition to the allocated Table A amounts and increases the total SWP water supplies for 
the year.  DWR also made available the Turn-Back Water Pool for purchase.  The Turn-Back Water Pool allows 
SWP contractors to sell and buy allocated SWP Table A water outside of their service area.  Metropolitan is 
purchasing 8 TAF of the Pool A water.  Furthermore, to prevent spilling carryover-water from CY 2010, 
Metropolitan took delivery of 104 TAF of SWP Non-Project Carryover water and 56 TAF of Article 14b 
Carryover water.  Non-Project Carryover water is stored on behalf of Westlands Water District in CY 2010.  
Article 14b Carryover water is water that Metropolitan was not able to move in CY 2010 due to DWR system 
outages.  In total, Metropolitan currently has a total of 2.51 MAF of supplies available to the service area from the 
SWP and the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA). 

In-region demands, obligations, and system losses are estimated to range between 1.72 MAF and 2.23 MAF.  On 
the lower end of the range, the estimated demands are equivalent to CY 2010 actual demand.  On the higher end, 
the estimated demands are based on actual January through March 2011 deliveries, full use of WSAP Level 2 
member agency allocations for April through June and WSAP Baseline (no WSAP allocation) demands for July 
through December plus obligations to return or deliver water supply to other agencies and total system losses.  For 
the third consecutive month, actual demands are tracking lower than WSAP levels.  

Based on current water supplies and demands (WSAP allocations and 2010 actual demands), there is a range of 
outcomes for CY 2011.  With demands at a higher end of 2.23 MAF Metropolitan will have a surplus of 280 TAF 
available for storage.  With demands at a lower end of 1.72 MAF, Metropolitan could expect to store up to 
790 TAF.  Metropolitan has available storage put capacity of 1.05 MAF to manage surplus supply if needed.  
Although this total storage put capacity is available, some storage locations may be less desirable due to increased 
risk of future losses and potential cost implications.  As the amount of available water to store approaches the 
maximum put capacity, storage management decisions may be made that reduces the effective storage put 
capacity for the year.  

Although the year has reached a point where supplies have traditionally been stable, supply and demand 
conditions may continue to be variable through the year.  Staff will provide updates to keep the Board apprised of 
any significantly changed conditions. 

Supply & Demand Balance 
Demand at Full 
WSAP Use 

With 2010 
Demand 

Colorado River Aqueduct Available To Service Area  768,000  768,000
State Water Project Available to Service Area  1,739,000  1,739,000
Supplies Available to Service Area  2,507,000  2,507,000
In‐Region Demands, Obligations, and Total System Losses  2,227,000  1,717,000
Water Balance  280,000  790,000
Storage Put Capacity  1,051,000  1,051,000

Attachments 

Attachment A: WSDM Supplies for CY 2011 

Report
Water Resource Management 
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Board Report (<Water Surplus and Drought Management Plan>)  
 

Date of Report: 4/12/2011 6 

Detailed Report 

This report apprises the Board of anticipated supply and demand conditions, and identifies potential actions that 
may be required to ensure reliability.  The imported supplies shown in this report are organized to highlight the 
supplies and demands, obligations, and losses on the CRA and SWP.  This allows for a full view of the available 
sources of supply anticipated for use within the service area.  The balance between these supplies and the 
demands, obligations, and losses within the service area shows in the case of a shortage, the additional supplies or 
storage that would be needed.  In the case of a surplus, the balance shows the amount of water that can potentially 
be stored.  The section on storage highlights the available capacities of Metropolitan’s storage portfolio. 

Colorado River Aqueduct System 

The table below shows the current estimate of anticipated CRA supplies for CY 2011 is 0.94 MAF.  This figure is 
60 TAF less than the estimate provided in last month’s report.  The 60 TAF of the Southern Nevada Water 
Authority Agreement (SNWA) water is not needed and has been removed from the list of anticipated CRA 
supplies since there are sufficient SWP supplies this year.  CRA supplies consists of Metropolitan’s Basic 
Apportionment (550 TAF) and all other Colorado River supplies developed to date, including water transfers that 
are diverted at Metropolitan’s intake at Lake Havasu.      

Anticipated Supplies 
   Basic Apportionment  550,000
   Canal Lining Water to MWD  16,000
   Lower Colorado Water Supply Project  4,000
   IID/MWD Conservation Program  85,000
   PVID Land Fallowing  120,000
   Water Exchanged with SDCWA (IID Transfer and Canal Lining)  161,000
   Yuma Desalter  7,000
Total  943,000

Demands and obligations on the CRA system increased from 155 TAF to 175 TAF since last month’s report.  The 
20 TAF increase of obligation reflects the increase of SWP Table A allocation for SWP contractors Desert Water 
Agency and Coachella Valley Water District (DWCV), which in turn increased Metropolitan’s obligation to 
deliver water through the SWP exchange and delivery agreement with these two agencies.  Other obligations 
comprised of delivery obligations to the Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) as part of the Quantification 
Settlement Agreement, the 2008 exchange agreement with DWA and the Miscellaneous and Indian present 
perfected rights use.  The table below lists the obligations and their corresponding quantities. 

Demands and Obligations 
   CVWD QSA Obligation  35,000
   DWCV Table A (70 percent allocation)  136,000
   DWA Exchange Agreement  1,000
   Misc and Indian PPR Use  2,000
Total  175,000

The table below shows the total supplies and demands on the CRA System.  This table reflects the obligations as 
mentioned above.  The resulting figure of 768 TAF is the amount of water available to Metropolitan’s service area 
without using storage. 

Colorado River Aqueduct Available to Service Area 
Anticipated Supplies  943,000
Demands and Obligations  175,000
Net Storage to Service Area  0
Total  768,000
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State Water Project System 

On March 15, 2011, DWR increased the SWP Table A allocation by 10 percent, raising the current allocation to 
70 percent.  This increase is the second this calendar year and follows a relatively wet February and March.  The 
10 percent increase of SWP Table A boosted Metropolitan’s SWP Table A supplies by 191 TAF.  In addition, 
DWR also made Article 21 interruptible water available to the SWP contractors for the first time since 2007 and 
Metropolitan has taken delivery of about 150 TAF of the additional supply through the end of March 2011.  
Article 21 water is surplus flows that are periodically available in addition to the allocated Table A amounts and 
increases the total SWP water supplies for the year.  DWR also made available Turn-Back Water Pool for 
purchase.  The Turn-Back Water Pool allows SWP contractors to sell and buy allocated SWP Table A water 
outside of their service area.  Metropolitan is purchasing 8 TAF of the Turn-Back Pool A water.  Furthermore, to 
prevent spilling carryover-water from CY 2010, Metropolitan took delivery of 104 TAF of SWP Non-Project 
Carryover water and 56 TAF of Article 14b Carryover water.  Non-Project Carryover water is stored on behalf of 
Westlands Water District in CY 2010.  Article 14b Carryover water is water that Metropolitan was not able to 
move in CY 2010 due to DWR system outages. 

The table below shows Metropolitan’s anticipated supplies from the SWP system.  Note that Yuba Component 3 
Water has been removed from the table.  Under this agreement, when SWP Table A allocation is above 60 percent 
Yuba County Water Agency is not obligated to provide Component 3 Water.  The net increase from last month’s 
report is 519 TAF.  It should also be noted that the recent hydrologic conditions have improved the chances for 
further increases in the SWP Table A allocation. 

Anticipated Supplies 
   Metropolitan   
   Table A (70 percent allocation)  1,338,000
   Port Hueneme Agreement  1,000
   SBVMWD Transfer  20,000
   Article 21  150,000
   MWD Turn‐Back Water Pool A  8,000
   SWP Non‐Project Carryover  104,000
   Article 14b Carryover  56,000
   DWCV   
   Table A  136,000
Total  1,813,000

Demands and obligations on the SWP totaling 74 TAF are shown below.  At the current time, this is comprised of 
a return obligation to the Westlands Water District as part of the transfer and exchange program Metropolitan 
entered with them in CY 2010.  The program was for a total of 111 TAF, with two-thirds of the program amount 
(74 TAF) due to be returned in CY 2011. 

Demands and Obligations 
   Westlands WD Exchange  74,000
Total  74,000

The table below shows the total supplies and demands from the SWP System.  The resulting figure of 1.74 MAF 
is the amount of water available to Metropolitan’s service area. 

State Water Project Available to Service Area 
Anticipated Supplies  1,813,000
Demands, Obligations & Losses  74,000
Total  1,739,000
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Storage Balances and Availability 

Metropolitan has developed significant storage programs within its service area as well as on the CRA and SWP 
systems.  Water stored in these programs can be used to augment water supplies when needed.  At times when 
supplies exceed demands, water can be stored for future use.  Metropolitan’s dry-year storage totaled 1.69 MAF 
at the beginning of 2011, not including emergency storage of 626 TAF.  Under current conditions Metropolitan 
does not anticipate needing to withdraw water from storage.  The estimated put capacity to storage is 1.05 MAF.  
With the increase in SWP Table A allocation to 70 percent, Metropolitan is able to store up to 180 TAF in the 
SWP Carryover, a 40 TAF increase from when the SWP Table A allocation was at 60 percent.  There was also a 
decrease in expected put capacity for several programs, including the removal of the Las Posas Program and a 
revision to the capacities for the Central Valley storage programs with Arvin-Edison and Semitropic.  For a 
detailed breakdown of storage see Attachment A. 

Dry‐Year Storage Capacities 
Storage Level  1,690,000
Take Capacity  1,529,000
Put Capacity  1,051,000

In-Region Demands, Obligations, and Total System Losses 

In the Metropolitan service area, total water demand is comprised of member agency demands, obligations to 
deliver supplies (i.e. SDCWA/IID Transfer and Canal Lining), and total system losses including those from the 
CRA. 

Since the first implementation of the WSAP in 2009, staff has been providing water demand estimates assuming 
member agencies make full use of their current WSAP allocations for the first half of the calendar year, combined 
with an unallocated “WSAP Baseline” demand for the second half of the calendar year.  This method allows for 
transparent adjustments on a monthly basis as actual monthly water use figures replace previously estimated 
figures.  The method provides for a clearly defined figure that is useful when the Board is considering potential 
WSAP implementation for the following year.  Based on this method, the estimated in-region demands, 
obligations, and total system losses as of the end of March are 2.23 MAF.  This includes estimated demands for 
January through March based on actual delivery to date, WSAP Level 2 demands for April through June and 
WSAP Baseline demands for July through December.  This figure is about 106 TAF lower than previously 
reported as the actual deliveries for January through March were low.  Demands in CY 2010 were significantly 
below the allocated WSAP Level 2, and this lower level of demand may continue through CY 2011.  After final 
accounting, the actual in-region demands, obligations and total system losses for CY 2010 were estimated at 
approximately 1.72 MAF. 

The table below shows a range of demands from calculated WSAP allocations to last year’s actual demands. 

In‐Region Demands, Obligations, and Total System Losses 
Demand at Full 
WSAP Use 

With 2010 
Demand 

   Member Agency Demand  2,009,000  1,508,000
Water Exchanged with SDCWA (IID Transfer and Canal Lining)  161,000  152,000
System Losses  57,000  57,000

Total  2,227,000  1,717,000

Water Balance 

Based on the current anticipated supplies from the CRA and SWP, there is a sufficient amount of water to meet 
and exceed both demand scenarios described above.  If demand is at full WSAP use of 2.23 MAF, Metropolitan 
will have a surplus of 280 TAF for storage.  If 2011 demands are similar to the CY 2010 demands of 1.72 MAF, 
there will be 790 TAF of surplus water for storage.   
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The table below shows that there is sufficient storage put capacity to manage the potential range of supplies 
available for storage.  Although this total storage put capacity is available, some storage locations may be less  

 

desirable due to increased risk of future losses and potential cost implications.  As the amount of available water 
to store approaches the maximum put capacity, storage management decisions may be made that reduces the 
effective storage put capacity for the year. 

Based on the supply and demand assumptions outlined in this report, the estimated end-of-year storage balance 
will range between 1.97 MAF and 2.48 MAF, and may increase to higher levels if additional supplies from the 
CRA and SWP become available and demands continue to be low. 

Supply & Demand Balance 
Demand at 

Full WSAP Use 
With 2010 
Demand 

Colorado River Aqueduct Supplies     
Anticipated Supplies  943,000  943,000
Demands and Obligations  175,000  175,000

Colorado River Aqueduct Available To Service Area  768,000  768,000
State Water Project Supplies     

Anticipated Supplies  1,813,000  1,813,000
Demands and Obligations  74,000  74,000

State Water Project Available to Service Area  1,739,000  1,739,000
Supplies Available to Service Area  2,507,000  2,507,000
In‐Region Demands, Obligations, and Total System Losses  2,227,000  1,717,000
Water Balance  280,000  790,000
Storage Put Capacity  1,051,000  1,051,000
Estimated End‐of‐Year Storage  1,970,000  2,480,000
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Attachment A 
Board Report (Water Surplus and Drought Management Plan on water supply and demand) 

Projected WSDM Storage Use and Balances for CY2011 by Delivery System 

2011 WSDM Storage  1/1/2011 
Storage Levels 

CY 2011 Take 
Capacity 

CY 2011 Put 
Capacity 

Colorado River Aqueduct Delivery System     244,000  244,000  207,000
Lake Mead ICS Account     227,000  227,000  200,000
Yuma Desalting Plant  17,000  17,000  7,000
State Water Project System     681,000  561,000  457,000
MWD SWP Carryover     0  0  180,000
DWCV SWP Carryover     0  0  87,000
SWP Non‐Project Carryover     104,000  104,000  0
Article 14b Carryover     56,000  56,000  0
Castaic Lake (DWR Flex Storage)     154,000  154,000  0
Lake Perris (DWR Flex Storage)     65,000  65,000  0
Arvin Edison Storage Program      109,000  75,000  60,000
Semitropic Storage Program      111,000  57,000  74,000
Kern Delta Storage Program      82,000  50,000  56,000
Mojave Storage Program     0  0  0
In‐Region Supplies and WSDM Actions     879,000  588,000  273,000
Diamond Valley Lake     638,000  459,000  172,000
Lake Mathews     139,000  61,000  43,000
Lake Skinner     40,000  6,000  4,000
IEUA/TVMWD (Chino Basin)     2,000  2,000  25,000
Long Beach (Cent. Basin)     6,000  6,000  3,000
Long Beach (Lakewood)     1,000  1,000  1,000
Foothill (Raymond and Monkhill)     1,000  1,000  2,000
Calleguas (Las Posas)     35,000  35,000  0
MWDOC (Orange County Basin)     15,000  15,000  17,000
Three Valleys (Live Oak)      1,000  1,000  1,000
Three Valleys (Upper Claremont)     1,000  1,000  1,000
Compton     0  0  1,000
Western     0  0  3,000
Cyclic ‐ USG     0  0  0
Cyclic ‐ PM (Three Valleys)     0  0  0
Cyclic ‐ IEUA (Chino Basin)     0  0  0
Supplemental Storage Program (Los Angeles)     0  0  0
Other Programs     512,000  136,000  114,000
Other Emergency Storage     334,000  0  0
Advance Delivery Account (DWCV)     178,000  136,000  114,000
Total     2,316,000  1,529,000  1,051,000
Emergency  626,000  0  0
Total WSDM Storage     1,690,000  1,529,000  1,051,000
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Term Sheet 
 

Proposed Water Management Program during 2010/11 Allocation for 2011 
 
 

1. Term of Program - Water will be available for purchase and delivery under the Water Management 
Program (Program) during the period from May 1, 2011 through June 30, December 31, 2011.  All water 
delivered prior to May 1, 2011, under the December 2010 Water Management Program 
(December Program) will be subject to the terms and conditions of the Program in effect as approved by 
the Board on December 14, 2010. 

2. Purchase Price - The water will be billed at the time of delivery at the full service bundled Tier 1 rate 
and charges (i.e., readiness-to-serve charge) in effect during the month the water is delivered.  Deliveries 
under this Program will not be applied to the participating agency’s Tier 1 limit for CY 2011.  Program 
deliveries will also not be included in the computation of the capacity charge will not apply to these 
deliveries, since deliveries under the Program are interruptible.   

3. Deliveries - Metropolitan and the participating member agency will agree to an acre-foot purchase 
amount and will prepare an operating plan in advance to estimate the monthly schedule for deliveries.  
The operating plan will be updated as needed by Metropolitan and the participating member agency to 
accommodate changing conditions.     

4. Administration – Procedures used for the Replenishment Program will be used to administer and assess 
Program participation, unless stated otherwise in the Program terms.  For the purpose of verifying in-lieu 
Program deliveries, a fiscal year (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012) assessment period will be used, 
even though this Program ends December 31, 2011.  For in-lieu deliveries taking place under this 
Program during May and June 2011, an alternative assessment methodology will be developed jointly by 
Metropolitan and the participating member agency. 

5. Effect on Water Supply Allocation - The water will not count toward the participating member agency’s 
allocation when it is delivered.   

6. Certification – Member agencies must certify deliveries under the Water Management Program.  
Certifications must be complete within six months of the month in the which water is delivered. 



THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Office of the Board of Directors

February 14. 2012

Director Lynn Heidel
Director Keith Lewinger
Director Fern Steiner
Director Doug Wilson
San Diego County Water Authority
4766 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Directors:

Member AgençComments on Appendix A to Remarketing Statement

Thank you for your comments to the draft Remarketing Statement for Metropolitan’s Water
Revenue Refunding Bonds, 2011 Series A-I and A-3. This letter responds to written comments
received from the SDCWA directors early on February 13, 2012. As noted in the discussion of
the Remarketing Statement at the Finance and Insurance Committee, also on February 13, the
SDCWA letter demonstrates the interactive process between the Board and staff for preparation
of the Remarketing Statement and Metropolitan’s Official Statements. This response is provided
in conjunction with your consideration of the Remarketing Statement at today’s Board meeting.

SDCWA’s comment letter repeated many of SDCWA’s previous comments. Metropolitan
provided written responses to previous SDCWA comments on September 23, 2010,
December 13, 2010, May 24, 2011, and September 8, 2011. Each of these responses is available
upon request.

As stated in previous responses. Appendix A to the Remarketing Statement describes
Metropolitan’s historical financial performance and operations and includes five-year financial
projections based on stated assumptions. The projections in the Remarketing Statement are
based on assumptions in the proposed biennial budget for 2012/13 and 2013/14 presented to the
Board in January 2012. These assumptions are reasonable and the best estimate of what we
believe water sales will be, based on history, recent experience and other factors. Nevertheless.
we have modified Appendix A’s discussion of the financial projections to disclose SDC WA’s
disagreement with these assumptions.

The Risk Factors section in the body of the Remarketing Statement discloses risks due to water
sales volatility and variable supplies. Appendix A discusses Proposition 26, describes the
historic volatility of Metropolitan’s water sales and recent sales trends, points out that
Metropolitan relies on receipts from water sales for 75 to 80 percent of total revenues. and states
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that actual water sales are likely to vary from projections. It would be speculative and
inappropriate to base projections on proposed policies that are being formulated in the Long-
Range Finance Plan Work Group and thereafter will be subject to debate and consideration by
the Board (such as purchase order renewals or replacements, which Appendix A discloses are
currently under discussion, reserve policies or the potential to increase fixed charges).

We appreciate your comments on Appendix A. Board review of Appendix A is an essential
component of Metropolitan’s process to assure that Remarketing Statements and Official
Statements for our financings are up to date and accurately reflect disclosure of material facts
relevant to Metropolitan’s financial position. Staff has considered prior comments, in
consultation with bond counsel and the financing team, and in each instance made every effort to
confirm facts based on the totality of information then available and refined each Remarketing
Statement and Official Statement, then being considered, in response to comments from
members of the Board. As noted above, we regard SDC WA’s comments as a restatement of
prior comments. If you have additional comments, we will appreciate detail in those comments.

A, additional comments that are provided to staff by 4:00 p.m. tody vil1 he considered and
reviewed with the financing ream. Appendix A to the Rernarketing Statement aio wl he
included as Appendix A to the Official Statement for the refunding bond issue described at the
Finance and Insurance Committee yesterday. and the financing schedules discussed yesterday
call for printing of the Preliminary Official Statement for the refunding bonds on Wednesday.
February 15. 2012.

Sincerely.

John V. Foley
Chairman of the Board

cc: J. Kightlinger
M. Scully
G. Breaux
K. Norris
S. Bennion
C. Dunn

700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 Mailing Address. Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 ‘Telephone (213) 217-6000



 

 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

February 3, 2012 
 
Aaron Grunfeld 
Business and Finance Committee Chairman 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
P.O. Box 54153 
Los Angeles, CA 90054‐0153 

Re: Proposed Biennial Budget and Associated Rates and Charges for 2012/13 and 2013/14 
 
Dear Mr. Grunfeld: 
 
First, we want to thank you for your commitment to hold budget workshops so the board may review, 
ask questions and understand the proposed budget.  
 
We have reviewed staff’s proposed biennial budget and associated rates and charges for 2012/13 and 
2013/14, as well as the slides presented at the January workshop. Based on this preliminary review, we 
are providing you with the comments, requests and questions which are attached. In order to facilitate 
the board’s deliberation of these issues, we request that staff respond to our comments and questions in 
writing prior to the next budget workshop.   
 
We look forward to continuing this important dialogue at the next budget workshop.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
  

Lynne Heidel  Keith Lewinger  Fern Steiner  Doug Wilson 
Director        Director             Director          Director 
 
Attachment 
 
cc:    Jack Foley, MWD Board Chairman 
  Jeff Kightlinger, MWD General Manager 
  Gary Breaux, MWD Chief Financial Officer 
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All references are to Budget Memo 8‐1 for the January 10, 2012 Board meeting or to the power point 
presentation at the January 24, 2012 budget and rate workshop. 

1. The Board must take steps to “right‐size” MWD in order to ensure that revenues – based on more 
reasonable demand projections – are sufficient to pay MWD’s costs.   

• MWD’s water deliveries declined almost 500,000 acre feet over the last four years from 2.26 
million acre feet (MAF) in 2008 to 1.68 MAF in 2012.  Moreover, the 2012 delivery figures 
included 164,000 acre feet of San Diego County Water Authority’s (Water Authority) QSA 
transfer water and 225,000 of “one‐time” discounted water sales that would not have occurred 
at full price.  MWD’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan (RUWMP) shows its average 
year sales in 2030 will be 22% lower than projected in MWD’s prior RUWMP just five years ago.  
MWD’s sales projections are flat or trending downward and yet, the Board has taken no 
meaningful actions, in terms of programs or staffing, to reduce the expense side of the budget 
to reflect this dramatic reduction in MWD sales.   

• What is basis of budget demand projections assuming full service sales of 1.5 MAF next year and 
in future years?  The Board memo states that the sales estimate is “conservative,” yet, this 
assumption is 200,000 acre feet more than this and last year’s full service sales of 1.3 MAF.   

• MWD has not covered its operating costs in six out of the last eight years (2004‐2011).  The first 
order of business must be to reduce spending, consistent with budget cuts already implemented 
by most of the cities and retail agencies in Southern California.   

• Given that retail demand is down 20% or more across the MWD service area, we recommend a 
moratorium on all subsidy programs designed to further reduce MWD sales (and revenues).  The 
moratorium should remain in place until MWD updates its IRP projections and conducts a 
comprehensive study to evaluate the need for MWD to pay for such programs. This 
recommendation should not be interpreted to suggest that the Water Authority does not fully 
support the development of local supply projects including increased water use efficiency, but 
rather, that funding should be at the local level.   

• The budget notes that replenishment water will be sold at full service rates, however, it does 
not appear to account for the cost of “incentives” or “rebates” that are also part of the staff 
recommendation for a revised replenishment program.  Please identify the amount and cost of 
service category to which these incentives or rebates are assigned.  What rate is proposed to 
generate the revenue to pay the cost of these incentives or rebates?  

2. MWD should reasonably spread cost burdens among current and future rate payers; it should not 
raid revenues intended for capital projects to pay operating expenses, and should not overburden 
future rate payers by deferring OPEB funding.   

• The budget includes a reduction of PAYGo revenue collections in 2012/13 that is inconsistent 
with the Board’s adopted policy.  If the Board approves this recommendation, MWD will have 
failed to follow its own PAYGo funding policy in eight out of the last ten years (2005‐2014). 
Funding capital projects at such low PAYGo levels unfairly shifts obligations from current 
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ratepayers to future ratepayers.  Moreover, several years of midyear reallocation of PAYGo  
funds intended for capital to meet operating expenses has distorted cost of service. The Board 
should not continue to apply revenues that are collected for capital projects to pay operating 
costs.   

• The proposed budget continues to shift a disproportionate share of unfunded OPEB liability to 
future ratepayers.  The funding schedule presented at the January workshop to begin ramping 
up payments to match MWD’s Annual Required Contribution (ARC) does not go far enough.  
MWD should cut costs now in order to increase funding to match its ARC. 

• A greater share of MWD’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) now consists of R&R projects.  
Indeed, the January workshop presentation showed R&R expenditures represent about two‐
thirds of CIP costs over the two years reviewed.  Aside from the misuse of PAYGo to pay 
operating expenses, we would also suggest that the Board consider changing its PAYGo funding 
strategy so it is proportionate to the total CIP over time.  This would ensure that current 
ratepayers are not being asked to pay a disproportionate share of R&R.   

3. MWD must properly account for the cost of storing water.   

  Based on data assembled from the proposed budget, the supply and delivery balance is as 
followed:   

Supply/Demand  2012/13 2013/14 
State Water Project 
  (Exchange)* 
  Net to MWD 

1,260 TAF
(120 TAF) 
1,140 TAF

1,140 TAF 
(108 TAF) 
1,032 TAF 

Colorado River**  727 TAF 890 TAF 
Total supply to MWD service area 1,867, TAF 1,922 TAF 
Total MWD demand**  1,700 TAF 1,700 TAF 
Excess supply  167 TAF 222 TAF 

 
*The budget document does not describe the exchange; if this is not MWD’s exchange obligation with 
Coachella and Desert Water, please provide details.   
 
**The budget document includes Water Authority’s QSA water at 172.7 TAF and 177.7 TAF for 2012/13 
and 2013/14, respectively, as both supply and demand.  MWD does not report the local water supplies 
and associated demand of its other member agencies, and has no basis for treating Water Authority’s QSA 
water differently.  In accordance with the terms of the Exchange Agreement, the revenues generated 
from payments made under the Exchange Agreement should be treated as transportation or wheeling 
revenues.   
 

• Staff reported at the workshop that it plans to store 300,000 acre feet of water this year, which is 
more water than is estimated to be available for storage in the supply and delivery balance.  What is 
the source of the water staff is planning to store, and, how are the costs of that water captured in 
the cost of service?  How much funding is included in the budget to pay for storage costs?  Finally, is 
the energy cost of moving the water into storage being captured in the System Power Rate or 
through Supply Programs?  
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4. The cost of service does not recover the costs of system “standby” capacity and supply that 
enables year‐to‐year peaking off MWD. 

• Many agencies peak off the MWD system from year‐to‐year, depending on hydrology and the 
availability of local water supplies.  MWD has developed and continues to develop water 
supplies and incur storage and facility costs in order to meet these demands, but is not fully 
allocating the costs associated with these investments from the agencies that benefit from 
them.  MWD must change its rate structure in order to account for and allocate these costs so 
that they are borne by the agencies that benefit by being able to peak and then roll off the 
MWD system.   

5. The Delta Supply Surcharge should be continued because the purpose for which it was established 
by the Board has not changed.   

• Please provide the basis of the staff recommendation to delete the Delta Surcharge.  Given the 
rationale stated in Board Memo Revised 8‐3 dated April 14, 2009, the Delta Surcharge should 
remain in place.  In fact, the budget states at page three that increased funding is being included 
to aggressively pursue exactly the type of projects the Delta Surcharge was intended to cover.   

• Was the Delta Supply Surcharge combined with the Tier 1 supply rate?  If not, how were these 
costs reassigned?   

6. Staff needs to provide more information why individual rate components are increasing or 
decreasing; and, take steps to better smooth rate increases at the retail level. 

• The proposed individual rates and charges include changes that vary significantly from the 
“average” 7.5% increase staff reports.  Since no agency pays “average” rates, information needs 
to be provided on why individual rates and charges are increasing or decreasing.  Please provide 
the data supporting the System Access Rate increases.  Also, please provide the data supporting 
the supply rate decrease.  

• Staff should also explain why some elements show decreases one year and increases the next 
year – or vice versa, and, present alternatives to avoid swings in the rates and charges.  

7.  Staff must track all rate component costs and expenditures, not just the Water Stewardship Fund. 
 

• MWD tracks over‐ and under‐ expenditures for revenues collected under Water Stewardship 
rate, but not others.  What is the basis for this disparate treatment?  For example, although 
MWD has a Treatment Surcharge Rate Stabilization Fund, when fund revenues are insufficient to 
pay those costs, MWD uses General Fund revenues to cover the difference.  The net effect is 
that raw water customers are subsidizing treated water customers.  We request that MWD 
provide a cost of service analysis for all rate components and identify or develop internal 
tracking mechanisms to prevent cross‐subsidies.  
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8. All operations and staffing should be “right‐sized” to reflect reduced demands. 

• What were staffing levels and budget in 2008?  What are they today? 

• What criteria has staff used to “optimize” staffing levels? 

• Are the staffing levels recommended in the budget higher than current actual levels? If so, why? 

• Please provide a list of the O&M association dues that total $5 million annually. 

9. A contingency plan should be included in the proposed budget. 

• The biennial budget should include a contingency plan that would automatically be triggered 
mid‐year to reduce current costs in the event projected revenues are lower than budgeted.   

• Similarly, the budget should provide a plan that describes in detail how MWD will apply excess 
funding in the event projected revenues exceed expenditures.  This is especially important in 
light of the recent draw‐down of reserves, raids on the PAYGo fund and cross‐subsidies that 
have been created by the failure to track individual rate components – or to budget so that 
projected revenues are reasonably expected to be sufficient to pay MWD’s expenses. 

10. Even if it is unwilling to update or modify its cost of service analysis generally – which it should – 
MWD must at a minimum provide a new cost of service analysis to ensure compliance with 
Proposition 26.   

• Even If the Board does not require staff to update or modify its cost of service analysis, or, 
support a moratorium on local projects spending to mitigate the impacts of reduced demands 
and MWD revenues, staff must identify the benefits it claims are associated with these 
payments and demonstrate that those benefits are received by those paying the charges and 
that the amount of the charge is reasonably related to the benefits.  The benefits that have been 
stated but which have not been supported by any data or analysis include (1) capacity will be 
made available that is otherwise not available for the transportation of MWD water; (2) 
investments MWD would otherwise need to make in other facilities and/or water supply will be 
avoided as a result of these payments; and (3) MWD needs and will benefit from the local water 
supply it is paying for.  Please provide the analysis required by Proposition 26. 
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Office of the General Manager

February 10, 2012

Director Lynn Heidel
Director Keith Lewinger
Director Fern Steiner
Director Doug Wilson
San Diego County Water Authority
4766 Overland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Directors:

Proposed Biennial Budget and Associated Rates and Charges for FY 2012/13 and FY 2013/14

Finance and Insurance Committee Chair Grunfeld has asked me to respond to your letter dated
February 3, 2012 regarding Metropolitan’s Proposed Biennial Budget (Budget) and Associated
Rates and Charges for 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 (Rates). Metropolitan thanks the San Diego
County Water Authority for its input, comments, and questions on the Budget and Rates.

Your letter has been distributed to the Board for their review and consideration of your policy
recommendations in the deliberations leading up to board action on these matters. The
information you requested will be addressed in the reports and presentations for the upcoming
Finance and Insurance Committee meetings and board workshops, to the extent not already
provided in the January board letter, Cost of Service Studies, and other documents, or discussed
at the January 24, 2012 Budget and Rates Workshop. We anticipate that the questions in your
letter will be discussed and considered in these meetings, culminating in board action on the
Budget and Rates.

Again, thank you for your input on this important topic.

Sincerely,

Gary Breaux
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer

cc: J. Kightlinger
MWD Directors

700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 . Mailing Address: Box 54153, Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 Telephone (213) 217-6000
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 Proposed water rate alternatives

Summary 

Background 

At the January 9, 2012 budget and rates workshop, the Board raised several questions that will be addressed at the 

committee meeting and budget and rates workshop on February 13, 2012.  In particular, the Board requested a 

discussion of two alternative rate proposals to the 7.5% and 5% rate increase proposal (Exhibit 1) that was 

recommended in the proposed budget for FY 2012/13 and FY 2013/14. The two alternatives requested were: 

Alternative 1:  Increase rates by 10% and 5% effective January 1, 2013 and 2014, respectively (Exhibit 2). 

Alternative 2:  Increase rates by 5% and 5% effective January 1, 2013 and 2014, respectively (Exhibit 3). 

Each of these alternatives and related impacts are described below, and a full presentation will be provided at the 

February 13 committee meeting and board workshop.  

Alternative 1:  10%/5% water rate increase 

This alternative would increase rates by 10% on January 1, 2013 and by 5% on January 1, 2014, compared to the 

proposed increase of 7.5% and 5%.  The higher rate increase of 10% would increase projected revenues by as 

much as $34 million in FY 2013/14.   This scenario increases Metropolitan’s financial flexibility and improves 

coverage ratios in FY 2012/13 from 1.6 to 1.7.  The increase in revenues could be used to increase reserve 

balances, improving Metropolitan’s financial condition and ability to buffer ratepayers from future rate increases, 

if revenues are lower or expenditures are higher than budgeted.  These increased revenues could also be used to 

increase funding for Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) or funding of PAYGO which would result in less 

debt being issued to finance capital projects.   

Alternative 2:  5%/5% water rate increases 

To lower the January 1, 2013 rate increase to 5% from the 7.5% as recommended in the proposed budget requires 

a reduction in expenses of $15 million in FY 2012/13 and $20 million in FY 2013/14.  The following actions 

could be taken to make these necessary reductions: 

Reduce Central Valley storage funding - Reduce funding for Central Valley storage by $8.8 million and 

$7.5 million in FY 2012/13 and FY 2013/14, respectively.  This represents the reduced storage fees that could 

occur if the State Water Project allocation is 5% lower in each fiscal year.  While Metropolitan’s regional storage 

levels have improved in recent years, staff does not recommended this reduced funding level for storage as it 

reduces the flexibility to capture additional supplies as they become available in the next two fiscal years.  In 

total, the current staff proposal represents the lowest Supply Program budget since FY 2003/04. 

Reduce conservation funding - Reduce funding levels for conservation incentives by $5 million in each of the 

next two fiscal years.  Under this scenario, conservation funding would return to $20 million per year, beginning 

in FY 2014/15 which may have some upward pressure on projected rate increases for FY 2014/15 and beyond.  

While the short-term reduction in the conservation budget reflects the recent trend in Metropolitan’s conservation 

expenditures, it is not consistent with the long-term focus on improving water use efficiency throughout the 

region.  As the economy rebounds in the coming years it will be important to maintain regional conservation 

programs that provide support for residents and businesses to pursue more efficient water use practices. 

 

  

Report 

CFO Group 
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In addition to the impacts noted above, the 5%/5% alternative results in reserves remaining at the minimum target 

level through 2017, and increases the likelihood that rate increases in later fiscal years will be greater than the 

projected increases of 3% . 

Recommendation 

Staff continues to recommend proposed rate increases of 7.5% and 5% for January 2013 and January 2014, 

striking a good balance between the two alternatives shown above.  In particular, the proposed rate increases 

maintain reserves slightly above the minimum level for the biennial budget period and reserves would continue to 

grow over the five-year planning horizon.  The staff proposal also supports the Board’s strategic objectives, 

including capturing surplus supplies in regional storage and continuing a long-term focus on water use efficiency 

throughout the region. 

By contrast, Alternative 1 would result in much higher reserves that may be difficult to justify given the tight 

economic times, and Alternative 2 would only meet the minimum reserves and may result in higher rate increases 

in the later years of the five-year plan.

Attachments 

Exhibit 1 – Proposed rate increase 

Exhibit 2 – Alternative 1 

Exhibit 3 – Alternative 2 
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Fiscal Year Ending

Reserves* Maximum Reserve Minimum Reserve

Avg Rate

Increase 6%    14%   20%   7.5%  7.5%  7.5%  5%    3%     3%     3% 

PAYGO, $M 43      30      37       45       45 55     125   125    125     125
Rev. Bond Cvg 1.8     1.8      1.6     1.5     1.5 1.6     1.9    2.0      2.0     2.0
Fixed Chg Cvg 1.3     1.3      1.1     1.0     1.1     1.2     1.4    1.4      1.4     1.3 

2.3      2.2    1.8      1.7     1.7  1.7     1.7   1.75    1.75   1.75Sales, MAF

* Includes Water Stewardship Fund  and  SDCWA litigation account
FY2013 and beyond are based on modified accrual 
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Fiscal Year Ending

Reserves* Maximum Reserve Minimum Reserve

Avg Rate

Increase 6%    14%   20%   7.5%  7.5%  10%    5%    3%     3%     3% 

PAYGO, $M 43      30      37       45       45 55     125   125    125     125
Rev. Bond Cvg 1.8     1.8      1.6     1.5     1.5 1.7     2.0    2.1      2.1     2.1
Fixed Chg Cvg 1.3     1.3      1.1     1.0     1.1     1.2     1.4    1.5      1.5     1.4 

2.3      2.2    1.8      1.7     1.7  1.7     1.7   1.75    1.75   1.75Sales, MAF

* Includes Water Stewardship Fund  and  SDCWA litigation account
FY2013 and beyond are based on modified accrual 
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Fiscal Year Ending

Reserves Maximum Reserve Minimum Reserve

Avg Rate

Increase 6%    14%   20%   7.5%  7.5%   5%    5%   3%     3%     3% 

PAYGO, $M 43      30      37       45       45 55     125   125    125     125
Rev. Bond Cvg 1.8     1.8      1.6     1.5     1.5 1.6     1.9    2.0      2.0     2.0
Fixed Chg Cvg 1.3     1.3      1.1     1.0     1.1     1.2     1.3    1.3      1.3     1.3 

2.3      2.2    1.8      1.7     1.7  1.7     1.7   1.75    1.75   1.75Sales, MAF

* Includes Water Stewardship Fund  and  SDCWA litigation account
FY2013 and beyond are based on modified accrual 



 
 
February 23, 2012 
 
Attention: Imported Water Committee 
 
Colorado River Board Representative’s Report (Information) 
 
Purpose 
The Colorado River Board (CRB) Representative’s Report summarizes monthly activities of the 
Colorado River Board. 
 
Background 
This report covers activities from the February 15, 2012 CRB meeting.   
 
Discussion 
The CRB took actions and heard informational reports from CRB staff on activities discussed 
below:   
 

Inflows to Lake Powell are below average for this time of year, with the projected inflow for 
water year 2012 at 78 percent of average.  As of February 21, the basin snowpack is 73 percent 
of average.  Lake Powell holds 15.5 maf, or 64 percent of its capacity.  Lake Mead holds 14.9 
maf, or 57 percent of its capacity.  Reclamation’s 2012 annual operating plan was recently 
submitted to the Secretary of Interior for approval.  The plan calls for a release of more than 12 
maf from Lake Powell to Lake Mead during the calendar year, which is substantially more than 
the usual 8.23 maf release.  Water deliveries to California will be limited to the state’s 4.4 maf 
apportionment. 

Water supply and reservoir operations 

 

Staff reported on efforts to complete the proposed Minute 319, which would allow a number of 
new binational Colorado River water management abilities, including surplus and shortage 
criteria for Mexico, and the ability of Mexico to conserve water and store it in a U.S. reservoir. 
Representatives from the seven basin states have been working with Reclamation and the 
International Boundary and Water Commission to draft the minute, as well as “assurances” 
letters between the states and federal agencies that are intended to clarify roles and 
responsibilities.  The State Department is reviewing states’ comments on the most recent draft of 
the minute, before it is presented to Mexico. 

Binational issues 

 

The Board is continuing to work with other states on reviewing and commenting on proposed 
operating plans for Glen Canyon Dam.  In a joint letter to Reclamation sent in January, the states 
commented on issues such as potential constraints on dam operations and the need to comply 
with the 2007 operating guidelines; potential impacts to ongoing species conservation plans; and 
distinguishing between experimental and management actions.    Related to this, the states are 
preparing a joint letter commenting on an environmental assessment of proposed high-flow 
experimental releases from Glen Canyon Dam.  The proposal would generate high-flow releases 

Environmental issues 
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and measure system responses over a 10-year period as a means of generating sediment flows to 
restore shore-line wildlife habitat.    
 

Reclamation recently initiated the fourth and final phase of its water demand and supply study.  
This phase focuses on the development and evaluation of opportunities to manage supply and 
demand imbalances that are projected to occur through 2060.  The overall goal of the two-year 
study is to project long-term water demands and supplies using a range of possible scenarios, 
such as varying economic or environmental conditions, and then identify ways to manage any 
imbalances between expected supplies and demands.  The study will not recommend any specific 
project or activity.  Reclamation also earlier this month released two technical reports that 
support the study. The first technical report is a water supply assessment, which projects supply 
availability under a diverse range of scenarios, including climate change and varying economic 
conditions.  The second report provides water supply reliability metrics, which are tools to 
measure water supply reliability under varying conditions.  The overall study is expected to be 
complete by July 2012. 

Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study 

 
Prepared by:   Dave Fogerson, Senior Engineer 
Reviewed by:  Halla Razak, Colorado River Program Director 
Approved by:   W.D. “Bill” Knutson, CRB Representative  
 
Attachment:  Summary Water Report, Colorado River Basin 
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                 FIGURE 1
   FEBRUARY 1, 2011 FORECAST OF 2011 YEAR-END COLORADO RIVER WATER USE

                BY THE CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AGENCIES

                Forecast of Colorado River Water Use
                by the California Agricultural Agencies

            (Millions of Acre-feet)
Use as of Forecast Forecast

First of of Year of Unused
Month Month End Use Water (1)
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First of Month

3.85 MAFYear-End Forecast

Use This Year

3.85 Use Curve

(1)

Month Month End Use Water (1)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jan 0.000 -------- --------
Feb 0.167 3.533 0.009

Mar 0.335 3.514 0.028

Apr 0.674 3.531 0.011

May 1.107 3.539 0.004

Jun 1.473 3.541 0.001

Jul 1.861 3.546 -0.004

Aug 2.285 3.566 -0.023

Sep 2.686 3.615 -0.073

Oct 3.011 3.631 -0.089

Nov 3.304 3.659 -0.117

Dec 3.493 3.645 -0.103
Jan 3.633 3.633 -0.091

(1) The forecast of unused water is based on the availability of  3.542 MAF under the first three priorities
  of the water delivery contracts. This accounts for the 85,000 af of conserved water available to MWD
  under the 1988 IID-MWD Conservation agreement and the 1988 IID-MWD-CVWD-PVID Agreement as
  amended; 80,000 AF of conserved water available to SDCWA under the IID-SDCWA Transfer Agreement
  as amended being diverted by MWD; as estimated 26,000 AF of conserved water available to SDCWA
  and MWD as a result of the Coachella Canal Lining Project, 67,700 AF of water available to SDCWA
  and MWD as a result of the All American Canal Lining Project; 14,500 AF of water IID and CVWD are
  forbearing to permit the Secretary of the Interior to satisfy a portion of Indian and miscellaneous present
  perfected rights use and 25,000 AF of water IID is conserving to create Extraordinary Conservation 
  Intentionally Created Surplus.  0 AF has been subtracted for IID's Salton Sea Salinity Management in
  2011.  As USBR is charging uses by Yuma Island pumpers to priority 2, the amount of unused water has
  been reduced by those uses - 6,530 AF.  The CRB does not concur with USBR's viewpoint on this matter.
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Date:  February 21, 2012 
 
To:   San Diego County Water Authority Board Members 
 
From  Ken Carpi and Jonathan Clay 

Legislative Representatives 
 
Subject: Legislative Update 
 
 

Sacramento 
 
Election Year – The 2012 legislative year should be an interesting one given the dynamics of 
this year's elections and both the new legislative districts and top-two primary system.  Couple 
this brave-new world for the legislators with the dynamics of a national election this fall and 
things become a bit more unpredictable in the legislative process.  The largest issue looming is 
whether the Governor will be successful in persuading the sponsors of the other two tax 
proposals (Molly Munger and California Federation of Teachers) to drop their proposals and 
coalesce behind his tax/constitutional protection initiative for this November.  The Governor has 
been busy trying to clear the November election of competing ballot measures and has had 
Legislative Leadership assisting in that process.  An interesting side note - there were 102 
initiatives filed with the Attorney General Office in 2011 - one of the largest batches ever 
according to the Oakland Tribune.  Granted, not all of these initiatives will collect enough 
signatures (800,000 plus signatures for an amendment to the constitution or 500,000 plus for a 
statutory change).  Regardless, this November's election will be crowded and its impact on the 
legislative process probably means that this will not be a productive legislative year (the issue of 
the water bond will be discussed later in the report since it is up for consideration this 
November). 
 
2012 Legislative session – The 2012 Legislative year has begun in earnest with the 
consideration of two-year bills by January 31st.  Bill introduction deadline is this Friday, 
February 24th, which means that the bulk of the legislative proposals will show up in print come 
Monday and Tuesday of next week.  Policy hearings will start in late March/early April and the 
Budget Subcommittees will begin the hearing process in about two weeks. 
 
Budget – As reported in last month's report, things have gotten better in terms of the overall 
deficit numbers, but the impacts from cutting between $4.5 billion to $9 billion will be 
significant and will be felt in all sectors of the California economy.  One area that we have spent 
time working on since the Governor released his January budget proposal has been the issue of 
eliminating the Colorado River Board.  This has been a vexing issue (we fought the proposal in 
last year's budget as well) since there is no cost to the State for running this board, as the costs 
are completely borne by the participating water agencies.   
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Water Bond – The original water bond that was adopted by the legislature in 2009 (and 
originally scheduled for the 2010 ballot) is scheduled for consideration by the voters this 
November.  Polling has shown though that an $11 billion bond proposal doesn't have 
overwhelming support by the voters (roughly 53% approval when considered based on just the 
title and summary of the proposal).  Given this information, efforts have begun in the Capitol to 
revisit the water bond to see if the following could be accomplished: 
 

a)  Reduce the over-all dollar amount, 
b)  Remove the "pork" from the bond, 
c)  Place a new measure on the 2012 ballot, or at a minimum, push back until 2014. 
 

These efforts are being spearheaded by Senator Steinberg over the course of the next 60-90 days.  
ACWA is coordinating efforts on the water community side of the equation and we have begun 
to engage with various parties regarding our interests in a revised water bond.  It’s clear that 
project allocations, such as the $100 million for drought related programs in San Diego, are 
being targeted for reduction/elimination. 
 
 
 

Washington, DC 
 

President Submits Budget Request for Fiscal Year 2013 - On February 13, the President 
released his Budget Request for Fiscal Year 2013.  The release of the Budget Request begins the 
annual funding cycle.  The Budget sets forth funding requests for many programs of importance 
to the Water Authority. 
 
In particular, the Bureau of Reclamation’s total request comes in at $1.034 billion, down slightly 
from the FY 2012-enacted level of $1.048 billion. 
 
Within that, the President requested $53.9 million for the WaterSMART program.  Within that 
program, the Title XVI Water Reclamation Program is funded at just over $20 million.  The San 
Diego Area Water Recycling Program was again the largest recipient of funds, with $2.3 million 
being requested. 
 
Also of note, the President requested $40 million to fund activities from within the Central 
Valley Project Restoration Fund, in addition to $36 million to implement storage studies and 
other technical work from the California Bay Delta Restoration Fund.   
 
Now that the President’s Budget Request has been released, Congress will hold hearings on it 
over the next two months.  Over the summer, the Committees on Appropriations will work to 
pass their own spending legislation. 
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San Joaquin Valley Water Reliability Act Passes Committee - On February 16, the House 
Committee on Natural Resources held a full committee markup of H.R. 1837, the San Joaquin 
Valley Water Reliability Act.  H.R. 1837 was introduced by Congressman Devin Nunes (R-CA) 
on May 11, 2011.  Congressmen McCarthy and Denham are original co-sponsors.  
 
The legislation has three titles. Title I would make substantial changes to the Central Valley 
Project Improvement Act, including the repeal of many environmental provisions. Title II of the 
legislation would repeal the San Joaquin River Restoration Settlement Act. Title III involves the 
conversion of long term contracts and acceleration of repayment of project costs.   
 
H.R. 1837, if enacted, would make several changes to federal law regarding California water.  
Major changes to Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) contained in HR 1837 
include: 
 

• The Bureau of Reclamation would be allowed to issue new contracts for CVP water 
without obligating the contractor to meet certain environmental criteria, including the 
completion of an EIS; 

• Contract renewal terms would be increased from 25-year terms to 40-year terms; 
• The elimination of a tiered water pricing system; 
• The elimination of a dedicated supply of 800,000 acre feet of water annually for fish and 

wildlife purposes. 
 
Furthermore, the bill states that in the operation of the Central Valley Project, all requirements of 
the Endangered Species Act, including biological opinions for listed species, would be met 
through the “Principles Agreement on the Bay-Delta Standards Between the State of California 
and the Federal Government,” or the Bay Delta Accord.  
 
While Democrats in the House will not support the legislation, we expect it to go to the floor of 
the House and pass within the next two months.  Once passed, the Senate would have to act on 
the legislation.  Senators Feinstein and Boxer have both opposed the legislation in the past, and 
we do not foresee the legislation moving once it arrives to the Senate. 
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